farm, Garden, and Household.
Spring Dangers.
Doctor Hall, in his.Tourual of Health for
March. April and May are
April, savs:
more lrui lul of sickness and death than
the other month-- oi the year; not so
many
die as in .luh. August and September, but
there is more disease, arising
mainly from
sudden changes oi the weather,
injudicious
changes in clothing, and errors in eating,
i he causes of sickness and death arc avoidable : hence, we are the authors of our own
sufferings, which are irrationally attributed
too often vo the
•■mysterious dispensations
ot
Providence.”
The difference to the
reader between attention to and neglect of
souk
tlie following suggestions may be
vigorous health or a shroud before midsummer.
In .March there

is

a

searching

rawness

and dampness in the atmosphere which
chills the blood in such a way as to lay the
Inundation for a multitude of colds, fevers
and infl&ininat ion.-. In April the atmosphere
is not so much saturated with dampness,
but the tire- are early put out, and the
winter clothing i- too soon laid aside in
whole or in part. In the beautiful May,
tile mornings and evenings are damp and
chilly; tiic warmth of midday tempts many
to lay aside the warmer clothing, and this
lighter clothing, together with the absence
ot tires, makes a difference sometimes of
twcutt. thirty. or even forty degrees, lint
in addition to these there is another cause
ot disease,
almost universal, prevailing
through ;.ii the three months.
No one
ot
thinkbuilding as fierce tires in the spring
tine- as in midwinter, because there is not
the same necessity for artificial heat; the
external air is not, nearly so cold, but we
kindle as great an internal heat, which is
excessive and that
fever, and fever is followed with cold within twenty-four hours
as certainly as a pendulum, carried to the
right, if let go will swing to the left: one is
the reaction of the other, a fixed law of our
being. If the system were kept in an equable condition of warmth within and without, we would have neither fevers nor colds,
chills nor inflammations.
We cat for two reasons: to sustain and
to warm.
A large portion of our meats
atm butter and bread is composed of the
warming principle, carbon, the province of
which is to produce animal heat; hence,
It we eat us much in the spring as in
winter.there is inevitably too much Internal
fire, and that is fever. In the spring, everybody gets weaker because the weather is
warmer,"and yet we eat with the winter's
appetite until Nature begins to take it
away ; then we begin to think that something is the matter, that we are going to
get sick: but, instead of being content to
diminish the quantity and quality of our
fond in proportion to the diminishing appetite. we begin to stimulate that appetite by
‘■t"nics' and ‘-bitters.’' meaning thereby,
»
I.-key ;n disguise, for it is scarcely possible to find a tonic or a bitter an appetiser of
which alcohol is not a large constituent; if
they do whet the appetite, they are injurious just in proportion as they do it;
it is
fighting against Nature; for, while she is
endeavoring to moderate our desire for eating, we are trying to increase it; she aims
to diminish the amount of fuel to the internal furnace; we try to increase it. In
fact,she go( further ami absolutely changes
the appetite, in February we revel on pork
and fat sweets and buckwheat cakes and
corn bread which are almost wholly “carbon,” we all know them to be “heating;''
and as spring comes on, we relish “greenand spinage, the early vegetables and fruits
and berries, which we all know to be “cooling" with their delicious acidities. How
we delight in cabbages and turnip tops, and
other green tilings which are eaten with
vinegar, and turn away from pastries and
puddings and doughnuts, and other forms
of fats an 1 sweets !
If. in the spring, we eat with the appetite
of winter, or goad ourselves to it with
tonics, the inevitable result in all cases,
infallibly, is that there i- too much internal
heat, meaning fever, followed by biliousness with bs long catalogue of “ails,” ending in dysenteries, diarrlners and insufferable debilities.
Families make a great mistake, especially
in the country, in early dispensing with
Are.-. Where there arc children there should
be a good, lilazing fire on the hearth, at
least in one room in the house, all day, until
the first ui May, and during May until after
breakfa-t to be kindled up at sundown. The
instinct ol Mu- children will drive them to
that room, and when they cease to gather
around that tire, mornings and evenings,
then, and not till then, ought fin
to cease
for tlie summer.
I HANllIM.

am 111X0.

Health Mini sometimes life itself Is often
lost by laying aside winter clothing too
early. Laving flannels aside in the spring
is a most pernicious practice. They are as
We can
necessary in .inly as in January.
better do without woolens next the skin in
midwinter than in midsummer.
We do not
gel overheated in winter; we do in summer; and tlie most frequent, exciting cause
of coughs, colds, and consumption is a rapid
falling of the temperature of the body. All
are familiar with the fact that a sudden
cheeking of perspiration is always dangerous ; very little exercise causes us to perspire in summer, and a very slight draft of
air checks the perspiration ; lienee, eminent
French physicians have stated, after a long
series of observations, that colds taken in
summer excite the most incurable forms of
White woolen flannel is a
consumption.
most efficient guard against these sudden
changes, liecau.se it keeps the heat of the
body in, while it repels the excessive heat
from without; it conveys tin* water of perspiration to its outside, while the surface
next the skin is drier.
We all know that
silk, cotton and linen next tile skin get
saturated witli water and if for an instant
tlic slightest draft of air gets between the
skin and the material, there is a charnellike chill when that, material touches the
skin.
The rule should be to wear white woolen
liauuel nex tile skin all the year round;
thick in winter, a little thinner in April, a
gauze material on the first day of July; on
the first of October resume what was laid
aside in July ; on the first of December put
on the thickest, extending to ankles and
wrists.
These rules of change are especially necessary to all old people, to all invalids and
young children; day laborers and out-door
workers would be incalculably benefited by
the same observances.
Si.icni' as a Mruicink. The cry for rest
has always been louder than the cry for
food. Not that it is more important, but it
is often balder to obtain.
The best rest
come-, from sound sleep.
Of two men or
women, otherwise equal, the one who sleeps
the best will be the moot moral, healthy and
efficient. Sleep will do much to cure irritability of temper, peevishness, uneasiness.
It will restore to vigor an
overworked
It will build up and make strong
brain.
a weary body.
It will cure a headache. It
avIII cure a broken spirit.
It will cure sorrow.
Indeed we might make a long list
of nervous and other maladies that sleep
will cure.
The cure of sleeplessness requires a clean, good lied, sufficient exercise
to produce weariness, pleasant, occupation,
good air, and not too warm a room, a clear
stomach, a clear conscience and avoidance

of stimulants and narcotics.
For those
avho are overworked, haggard, nervous,
who pass sleepless nights we commend the
adoption ot such habits as shall secure
sleep, otherwise, life will be short, and
what there is of it sadly imperfect.
Wiim wAsii. As the houseis approaching, it may not
be amiss to say a few words fh regard to
There are many recipes
whitewashing.
published, but we believe the following to
be the best.
Sixteen pounds of Paris
white, half a pound of white transparent
The glue is
glue, prepared as follows:
covered with cold water at night, and in
the morning is carefully heated—without
scorching—until dissolved. The Paris white
is stirred in with hot water, to give it. the
proper milk consistency for applying to
walls; the dissolved glue is then applied
with a brush like the common lime whitebrush.
Except on very dark and smoky
walls, a single coat is sufficient. It, is nearly equal In brilliancy to “zinc white,” a far
more expensive article.
Eai Ki.t.1:N

•cleaning

season

Laruk Profits on Oranbkrriks. A cranberry Held in Burlington county, N. J., containing 10(J acres, has employed 300 hands,
who picked by the bushel, clean as they go,
making good wages; 50 acres picked over
7000 bushels, I acres of which produced
1000 bushels; 20 acres more gave 3000
bushels, and the remainder made up the
quantity to over 7000 bushels, yet the owners complain of the shortness of the crop
They hope, however, to improve their prospects by gathering from the remaining 5C
acres 10,000 bushels more.
They expect to

sell all to one dealer at $4 per bushel.

Domestic

Picture.

The annual ceremony of taking up.
whipping, and putting down carpels, is
almosi upon us. It is one of the ills which
flesh is heir to, a... 1 cannot l>c avoided.
You go home some pleasant Spring day.
at peace with the world, and find the bahy
with a clean face, and you get vour favorite
pudding for dinner. Then your wife tells
^_.__j you how much younger you are looking,
and savs she really hopes die can turn
that walking dress she wore last fall, and
save the expense ()| a new suit, and then
:she asks you if you can't just help her
about taking up the carpet. If you are a
Permanent Pastures.
Life.
Who knew P Certainly not the spinster me in !” recalled the women from the her days, all
Josh Billings On Birds.
through tin woods, and all
and you generally are by that time,
fool,
with
terrors
all
of
the
their
unseen
to
the
It
sisters,
astuteness.
actualities, over the heath, and turned up one or two
anyWe can have pastures that will improve
Life's not our own—'tis but a loan,
you tell her of course you can just as well
TI1F. BLUE JAY.
the
of
the
visible
world. spots where they
one, only Madge herself, and, perhaps,
perhaps
dangers,
To be repaid;
There are
every year without the plough.
thought the ground
as not.
Then she gets a saucer tor the
Mr. John Collette.
The blujay iz. the dandy among birds, a
Soon the dark Comer’s at the door;
thousands of farms in the cheese districts
“No, no 1” shrieked Miss Priscilla, looked as if it had been disturbed, and
stands and holds it, and then
and
tacks,
The
is
dream
is
o’er—
debt
due—the
The
winter set in wild and hard. It was we can’t take you
of England where the plough is not used at
in, whoever you may where she might have been buried. They leathered top, a jackanapes by natur. and you get the claw and go down on your
Life’s but a shade.
the stormiest within the memory of man; be.”
all in tlie pastures. There is a soft velvety
found no trace of her however, search as ov no use only tew steal korn and eat it
knees and begin to help her. 1 on feel
and life at Three Ash-lane was gloomy
turf, the result of a ceutury of close feedThus all decline, and bloom or shine—
“Oh, Miss Priscilla, what a cruelty 1 In they might. She had passed into space on a rail.
economical about the first three
and oppressive almost beyond endurance. such awful weather, and with that dread- and darkness and was never heard of
Both star and flower;
They are a mysterious bird, for I hav quite and take them out
ing. There are millions of acres of pasture
tacks,
euelully, and
’Tis but a little odor shed—
in the trans-Missouri country fed for ages
seen them solitary and alone in the woodMadge Bernard thought that the long ful thing that has just passed ! You must again.
A light gone out—a spirit fled—
put them in the saucer. Your wife is
chill hours would never pass. Within the let him in—a
one hundred
miles
from
by the buffalo and th.- antelope, growiug
ed
wilderness,
The
who
could have told
only persons
poor lost stranger—what
A funeral hour!
good about holding the saucer, and bericher every year by the grazing of these
house cold grates and an empty cupboard, harm can he do ?” cried
ot her. were a young man and woman enny sign ov civilizashun.
Madge.
guiles you with an interesting story about
animals and the decay of the buffalo grass.
ov
Az
a
are
about
uncurtained
means
diet,
Then let us show a tranquil brow,
floors,
windows,
in
a
uncarpeted
small coffee shop in Liverpool,
just
“I will not.” she said passionately. sitting
they
how your neighbor’s little boy is not exIu the best grazing districts of New York
Whate’er befalls;
a
bed of musty “oat flight,” not half “Let him in !
biled
az
az
a
would
luxurious
indigo bag
Why, who knows? he may waiting for the moment of embarkation.
aud western Connecticut, there are large
pected to live till morning. Then you come
That we upon life’s latest brink
and
no
wash-wimmin
use
the
tew
filled,
society but that of two have come to murder us all. He may be He was a thickset, fair-haired man, with be. such az
to the taek with a or >oked head, and you
farms kept in permanent pasture, and growMay look on Death’s dark face and think
and
crabbed old maids, made
a smooth
stingy, lean,
Dick himself!”
face, small greenish-colored blue their clothes with.
An angel calls.
Galloping
the claw under it and the head comes
iug more fertile every year by the feeding
get
a not too
The blujay haz no song—they kant. sing
The knocking was repeated.
joyous home life for lusty,
eyes, and a hooked nose.
She was a
of beef cattle. The ouly fertilizer applied
off, and the leather comes off, and the
even “From Greenland’s ley Mountains;'’
handsome
pleasure-loving youth. Without, wild
!”
with
the
voice
buxom,
said
in
a
tone
ot
beside the droppings of the cattle is an
girl,
purple-black
“Help
carpet comes off, and as it won’t do to
From all the Year Round.
winds aud cloudy skies, sharp storms of
occasional dressing of plaster, at the rate
anguish, “ifyou are Christians, save me!” hair, and a skin as dark as a gypsy’s—or but i must sa that a tlok ov them, dying leave the taek in the floor, because it will
of drenching rain, of blindthe
on a kohl Winter’s |
walnut
hail,
amung
stinging
did
of a bushel to the acre.
not
to
each
evergreens
Some of these
Dick.
Priscilla.
juice. They
“No; go away,” gasped
speak
Galloping
tear the carpet when it is put down again,
farms will carry a bullock to the acre, and
ing snow, kept the girl trom her lonely
“Shame! you are no woman," cried other, but they both read from the same morning are hi colored and eazv tew look
you go to work and skin vour knuckles,
It is about two hundred years since the rambles about the heath, which
at.
now
to
leave a thick mat of grass upon the sod
the
account
of a terrible
up
Madge, as it deeply moved. “If you will ! newspaper
and get a sliver under your thumb nail,
when the bullocks are sold off in the fall. skeleton of Galloping Diok rattled in its had been tier only amusement.
It iz hard work tor me to -.tv a hard
It was a not then I will,” she added
and before j tragedy that had taken place on Maltby
and tell your wife to shut tip about that
He had dreary time; and the
The store cattle are bought in the market rusy chains on Maltby Heath.
her
word
tin*
when
i
left
but
write
birds,
Miss Priscilla could stay or hinder her, j Heath, with the evidence of the farmer
against
only joy
everlasting hoy, and make up your mind
In the spriuand put iu the pastures as kept the country side in mortal fear for was when the Maltby carrier
at
their
it
iz
a
i
she had darted to the door, and the next | and others of Galloping Dick having been
stopped
history
duty owe tew posteri- that it does not make any difference-about
soon as grass starts sufficiently to
teed ten or a dozen years, before the law laid the end of the lane, and doing duty for instant had
tiling in wide to the black j seen and heard that dreadful night. And ty not to lie.
that taek, and so you begin on the corner
them. The cattle increase in weight, and him by the heels, and justice hanged him the foot
post, came tramping through the night, and to the stranger standing there, j some added that if the dead could speak,
where the carpet is doubled two or tlirbe
iu the quality of the beef, during the sum- by the neck.
And ten or a dozen years snow up to the door ot the little house,
it would be found that the
As she opened it a man staggered in,
specter had
j
The quail iz a g one bird, about one times, and bus been nailed down with a
mer, and are sold to the butchers as soon
of successful robbery, cruelty and murbringing her an envelope with the London and sank down on the nearest chair. He j had more ot a hand in the business than j size
as they are ripe, from
bigger than the rabbin, and so -ad- sliingle nail.
August to November. der weic enough to sink bis soul forever mark on it, and four or live pages inside, was
pale and haggard; so pale indeed, j folks allowed. Evidence which the coroner ! don that they hum when they tly.
Un- man can take care of several hundred
to a perditi in beyond the ordinary ex- written close, in a neat, commercial hand.
and
that
his
even
face
looked as if it were made ot pooh-poohed,
dropped some! They lias- no song, but whis .ell for ing the nail, because you find that i- is
cattle, and the winter is a season of leisure.
perience ot sinful souls. So at least they What was in these letters no one had the chalk. His dark long hair
Where there is good judgment in buying
tor the practice of
hung dank hints ot Madge not being dead at all, and i music; the tune >z solitary and sad.
not
a
good tine
believed about Maltby; and the unlaid chance of knowing. For
unlike
the
ail
But
tin- young j
Madge,
and dripping on to his shoulders; his
and selling, the prol.ts of this kind of farmthing
planned.
are shot on the wing, and a man
of Galloping Dick became by time
economy, but you do feci a little hurt
They
spirit
in
with
their
love
letters,—
man
and
girls
general
woman
embarked on board their
ing are very handsome, aud the farm is all and tradition an evil
heavy moustache and beard, that almost
may be good ill arithmetic, lust rate at when bo h daws break off from the claw,
power haunting the and of course they were love-letters, said concealed his
the while improving in fertility.
Every heath, and
features, were also stream- vessel before those hints were taken up parseing, and even be able tew preach and the nail does not budge a peg. The",
or worse, to
sorrow,
the
as
burnt
them
soon
boding
and
acted on. And thus the clue of tin- !
sisters,—invariably
thing it produces is returned to it again.
ing with wet; and his whole appearance
acceptably, but it' 1 c hain't studdied quail i your manhood asserts itself, and you rise
as lead, and even stamped out the blackOf course all farmers cannot follow graz- whomsoever it might encounter.
was that ot a man
tairly overcome with story was lost and never found again.
in your might, and throw the carpet claw
on the wing, he ni ght az well shoot at a
a
winter
without
some
ened
Scarcely
ashes
on
the
It
was
hearth.
passed
evident, terror. And yet his sinister face with its I They reached Australia in safety ; but j streak ov
ing. but the low price of grains aud tiie
in the sky az at a quail at the dog. and get hold of the earpet with
awful
of
lightning
Dick’s
that
raisthat
her
the
report
Galloping
perturb- however,
high price of meats indicate
anxious, as small, greenish colored eyes and hooked after such a perilous passage that one old on the
they made
both hands, and the air is full of dust and
go.
ing of meats pays better than the raising ed spirit having been seen or heard thun- well as gave her pleasure.
nose, was more watchful than seemed sailor, who came from Devonshire, used ]
Briled quail, po.yeih supported with (lying taeks, and there is a liing of earpet
of grain.
In the new settlements of the dering across the heath—reports which
Miss Priscilla, who was a trifle the more
to
about
the
deck
to
“as
accord
with
sure
his
harassed
go
quite
muttering,
bearing;
jellvs, toast, and a:
Charlie, iz yarn all along the mop-board, and the
west they must still raise grain, for there is
struck terror to the hearts of the boldest, suspicious, and the
kecner-eyed of the and a keen observe.- might have seen just as old Nick there’s a murderer aboard !” iust the most ditlikul1.’hampane
little capital there, and the raising of grain
thing, in mi humlde baby cries and the eat goes anywhere,
and silenced the few skeptics who were two sisters, noticed that. She added to it one
Still
bad
times
alter
a
and
between
the
him and Madge
pass
spell,
glance pass
to beat in the wh lie history ov anywhere out of the world, and your wife
is the easiest way of making money.
But disposed to make light of the
danger. another glimpse into the depths she could that did not look quite like the glance of bad time of the voyage passed. The ship opinyun,
vittles and sumthing to drink.
in the mote thickly settled portions of the Make
says you ought to be ashamed •!'yourself
light of the danger when the most not tathom, that Madge had got into the strangers.
sailed into the harbor, substantially none j
1 am no gourman 1, for i kan eat bred to talk so—but that carpet comes up.
country, where the farmer lias a good home terrible fate overtook the doomed wretches habit of
about
the
a
house
the
worse
tor the unsuspecting Jonahs
prowling
“Water!” he gasped. “1 am dying.”
great
market for beef and mutton, veal and lamb, who had met this awful
and milk five days oil ov seven, and smak Then you lib one side of the stove, and y<unspirit? A danger deal more than was necessary. She had
“What is it?" asked Madge, who had she carried, and the young man and ! mi
and labor is high, he should enlarge his
lips after.i git thru, but if i am asked to wife tries to get the carpet from under i:.
as sure as death is
to
make
even
her
in
the
nothing
light
caught
ferreting
damp suddenly taken the command ot every- woman invested a good bit of money in a eat briled
It is surpastures and increase his stock.
quail by a triend with judish- but can't because you are standing on it.
of. said the more reverent souls; and the hole they called the kitchen, at dead of
thing; “who has hurt you?”
sheep run, and began fairly enough. ious aeeompanyments, i blush at fust, So you get a new hold, and iust afte.
prising to see the change effected in a few
of
the
bore
them
out.
j
people
night, when she ought to have been fast
“No living man,” replied the stranger, They never prospered, however. Things then bow mi
years upon auold pasture by heavy grazing. history
bed, and then smile sweet your back breaks the carpet is . lear. You
Did not George Graham’s father see the
We came into possession of an old rented
asleep in her lied; and she was always in a broken voice ! •Something too dread- went wrong, first one way and then anYour wife dou’tti H
arc not through vet.
i
other
words,
acquiescence—in
and
did
not
always
his
eldest
son
take to putting her finger into holes and crevices, ful to see and live.” He
farm three years since,l, that carried but ghost,
shuddered as other; and when the young woman died quail before such a
you any more little stories, but gets your
request.
bad
courses
that
four cows, a pair of horses, a small llock of
very next spring, enlist and poking her nose into covered jars of he spoke—shuddered so
old coat and hangs it on you and opens
strongly that —and she died, the worn out drudge of a
THE FATRIDOK.
sheep. There was a hundred acres or more, for a soldier, desert, run home, and be • mouldy tat and the like, said Miss Priscilla Madge was fain to hold the mug to his drunken husband, with a strange black
the hack door and shoves yon out. and
devoted to pasture, badly moss-grown, taken from his mother’s fireside in hand- fretluliy to Miss Agatha, below her breath.
mark
on
her
chest
that
was
never
The patridge iz also a game bird. Their intimates that the carpet needs whipping
lips herself, his nervous hands just resting
clearly
weedy, and bushy, from want of grazing. cuffs to barracks, and there shot ? This And the two shook their forefingers vici- on her
last
words were, game iz tew drum on a log in the Spring When
explained away—her
strong white arms.
you hang the tormenting thing
About thirty head of cattle and twenty-live was in the times when
George the Third ously, and said if she was on that scent
“Did you see It?” half sobbed Miss like poor Miss Priscilla Sinclair’s, “Gal
ot the year, and keep both eyes open, across the clothes line the wrong way.
sheep with their lambs have been kept in was king, and men were shot without she should go, ay, this
!
week
But
very
Priscilla, who was now standing by her loping Dick.’’ But she added what Miss watching the sportsmen.
and get it righted, and have it slide oil
good condition iu this old pasture the past more ado if they turned their backs on she did not
She only peeped, and sister.
Priscilla had not said, “I have deserved
go.
Patridges ’'re shot on the wing, and are into the mud, and hang it up again, and
season, although twenty acres of it were
their colors. Did not Ennis Blake see peered, and fingered more than ever, and
it!”
“I saw It.” repeated the stranger, and
az easy to miss az a ghost iz.
devoted to rye. The feed has been more
get half a pint of dust and three broken
Dick some thirty years ago wrote longer letters to Mr. John Collette let his head fall
the shoulder of
ft iz p>hun enuff to see the old bird taeks snapped out of the Northwest cor
than quadrupled in quantity, and greatly Galloping
against
and
did
not
his
Bella
disnow,
in London.
daughter
the girl.
riair
a
million
Dollars
stolen by a hide her yung brood when danger iz near. tier into your mouth by the wind, you
White clover lias
improved in quality.
The evening had drawn in bleak and
appear from Maltby with the fine London
He is half dead with cold and terror,”
come in abundantly, as have line
This must 1)0 seen, it kmff he described, make some observations
which
grasses,
Cashier.
you
who came, as it might be, wild.
The wind roared in the trees, and said Madge.
and the weeds and brush are disappearing gentleman
“We must keep him till he
and make enny buddy believe it.
to mention while in the house
neglected
New York, April 26.
under the noses of the sheep. If the bushes from the clouds—and never a word heard whistled round the house, as if a legion recovers.”
The Atlantic
The patridge, grouse and pheasant are Then you hunt up a stick and go lor that
of her
till the carrier brought the of demons were calling to each other.
are large, it is necessary to
She pushed him quietly back in his National Bank suspended this afternoon, ! cousins, and either one ov them straddle earpet.
plough, or to news againshe
that
had been hanged at New- You might fancy you heard all sorts of
cut them frequently to get rid of them.
in
of
the
of
defalcation
the
a gridiron natural enuff tew hav bin born
consequence
chair; and it Miss Priscilla had not been
The first blow hides the sun, and all the
And Farmer sounds in the.
But almost any neglected pasture, tree of gate for child murder?
blustering blasts. There too much dazed with all that was passing cashier, T. L. Taintor, who has lost $400,- tbare.
fair face of nature, behind a cloud ot
brush, may be restored by grazing. Top- Crosse, did not he lose wife and stock one were sighs and groans, and •; bricks and round her, she would have seen
000
of
the
of
the concern in stock
money
Take a couple ov yung patridges and dust, and, right in the centre of that
her
dressing with concentrated fertilizers will season when all his neighbors foddered plaintive cries. Now it seemed as if a hurriedly brush otf a broad white mark speculations, principally in Pacific Mail.
pot them down, and serve up with the cloud, with the wind s.piare in your l ie.
hasten the process of amelioration.
In the best beasts that ever fattened, and host ot
winged things were flying past, (tom her stuff dress where his forehead The bank will pay fifty cents on the dol- right kind ov a chorus, and they beat the no matter how you stand, you wield that
some districts plaster will be sufficient, but
gathered rich harvests till their barns over- now as it an army were thundering over had rested.
lar to depositors.
ham sandwich yu buy on the Camden and cudge until both hands are blistered, and
the action of plaster is so unequal that an flowed like
bursting bags? They had not the heath. Nature was in one of Iter great
A regular meeting of the directors of
UIIWUI
lUlUlllCi
WIMU
the milk ot human kindness curdles in
Amboy Railroad S7 1-2 per cent.
tUiUI^C (llcVV
experiment only can tel! if it is advisable seen Galloping Dick, but Farmer Croose hours of
pain and wrath; and humanity Agatha’s own sacred arm-chair closer to the bank was called for 1 o’clock this
I hav eat theze lamentable Nu Jersey your bosom. You can whip the carpet a
to use it.
In all, bone-dust and ashes will
had ; and who could doubt the inference? suffered with her.
About that hour T. L. Tain- ham sandwich, and must sa that I
the fire, heaped up flip peat and coal with afternoon.
be good and paying investments.
prefer longer or shorter period, according to the
[AmeriThese were the most striking instances
“What a night!” shivered Miss Pris- a lavish hand, and without leave or license tor, the cashier, visited the Clearing House a
can Agriculturist.
couple ov bass wood chips, soaked in size ot your mad ; il don't make any difthat floated about the talk of the country cilla, as she drew her
and
Mr.
scanty garments asked, went to the cupboard where she
approaching
Tappan, president mustard water, and stuk together with ference to the carpet, i' is just as dusty
side, and kept the belief in the spectre tighter round her, and uneasily moved the knew the
stores were kept, and of the committee, banded him the keys of Spalding’s glue.
and fuzzy and disagreeable after\ou have
Stopping Pinholes in Lead Pipe.
alive. But there were numberless other solitary candle, which lighted t he bare deal with one private
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and
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ot
the bank saying
wrench forced the crazy old the
whipped it two hours as it was when you
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of
the
to
table
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which
Touching
subject,
stood, and lighted little lock, and brought out a bottle of
to deliver them up.
Mr.
commenced. Then you bundle it up, with
brandy. that he wishedmuch
Industrial Monthly writes : “The supply the hour when Galloping Dick was heard else.
The woodkok iz one ov them kind ov one corner dragging, and stumble into tinastonished, asked him
Tappan. very
“Madge !” shrieked Miss Priscilla.
water-pipe which extends from the street to rush past the house tit dead of night, or
x uu
a mil
tvcrp mu i'll Uflfl lilt's,
“Be quiet,” said Madge, turning sud- why he did not deliver them to the olli- birds vdio kail git up from the ground house, and have more trouble with the
along the top of our cellar to the sink in when he had boon seen dimly through the Bernard,
She liad been very denly upon her with a dark look. “Am eers.
Mr. Taintor replied "No, 1 want with about as much whizz, and about az stove, and fail to find anv
quietly.
way ot using
tlit- kitchen, had a vpry small hole in one mists of
evening, or flying like a shadow quiet and amiable tor the last day or two. I going to let a man die belore my eyes the Clearing House committee to go at! liizzv az a lire-kracker, and tly away az the earpet stretcher while you stand on tl.
side, so that a stream ol water spun out in the distant
once to the bank and examine its a flairs.”
krookeil az a korkskrew
moonlight. When or in “Such a handful ot damp peat as that! for the sake of of your meanness?”
not as large as a cambric needle.
earpet. and l-til to find any place b. stand
If 1 had
what manner soever lie made his troubled Why, you must,
lie was so perfectly cool and collected
“You are good,” said the stranger,
expect to shiver!”
They feed on low, wet land-, and only dfjl'rom theearpet .andthen \ .. I g. 1 ay •
known that tin; difficulty could have been
existence manifest, there was sure to he
I
indeed!
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Mr.
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most
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and
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“Shiver,
not
know
what
to
Tappan
knees again, while your wile holds the
remedied by placing the square end of a
my sister, feebly. “May you be rewarded
things.
sorrow and
loss; and the name of Gallop- who are so much older and more delicate,
There was something in all this that make of him. lie inquired what the matThey run their lungs down into the soft saucer, and, with blind confidence hand-1
tenpemiy nail on the hole and hitting it two
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all
the
can
ing
a
ter
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and
tender
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and
or three
"Defalcation,” was the laconic earth,
keep warm,
gather
young thing like you utterly dominated the sisters; for by
tiny you broken taeks, crooked t icks, taeks
light blows with a hammer, the
knowledge would have saved me much parishioners of Maltby, anil to work like ought not to complain,” snapped Miss this time Miss Agatha had come to her reply. “Whose?” asked Mr. Tappan. pll nod.
with no leathers ta.-l:- v i:h llie biggest
a
crooked
charm
it
was
wherever
trouble and expense.
But 1 did not know
pro- Agatha.
full senses again, and was looking on, still more astounded. "Mine.” was the
They hav a ioiig, slemh r hill, and :: end at llu- points
Finsillv theearpet inounced.
that a small hole in a lead pipe can be
“I ilid not complain ; 1
only observed,” trembling in every limb. The strange placid answer lie added, "I will go up rich brown plumage, and when they light down, and the baby comes back, ami
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said Madge, tossing tier bright brown manner in which
stopped by battering the metal iust. enough
Madge had assumed the with the committee and assist them to the on the ground yu lose sight of them az your wile smiles sweetly, and 'ays -he 1to close tin1 orifice, therefore 1 went and
Ash-lane. lived the Miss Sinclairs
They head. “What a night!” she echoed, as upper hand, and the sudden display of best of my ability. I have no intention ol I quick az vu do ov a drop ov water when gl-id that job is ml’ her mind
il is
A
ealied a plumber. Ot course he was emwere two old ladies,
spinsters and sisters, tlie wind burst out into a furious blast strength, almost of threatening, that she running away.” Mr. Tappan immediately it falls into a mill pond.
too late to do anything
the
you
by
tile
lie
knew
how to stop owning a pretty large bit of land, of a that rocked the wooden bouse like a
ployed by
day.
The fust, thing \ai :: ncrally see o\ a tire and smoke, with the imn r e .n-. illmade, would of itself have seared them ; summoned the committee and sent them
the issue in less than one minute; hut lie less
poor and hungry kind than most of cradle;
just the night ho Gallopin0* but when to this was added the terror of to the bank at 17 Nassau street.
Mean- woodkok iz a win'.’, and the last thing iz ness that \"it are the meane-t min in
preferred to make a good job for himself the land thereaway. They
the passing spectre, and the infinite dread time the directors were holding their a whirr.
managed it of Dick!”
America. The next day v.-a hear youi
ami for his employer.
He was too proud course
How so many ov them are killed on the wife tell a triend that sbe 1
very badly, and got but two pounds
“Hush, Madge!” said Miss Priscilla, which the stranger inspired, the poor old meeting and the entrance of the committee
> tiled
si.
to be seen carrying his solder and tools
where others would have made four. They sternly. “1 do not like such talk.”
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t
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ladies collapsed, and sat still, afraid to rewing
quicker took up and put down that great ! -i■ \
along the street; hence a helper must be were
old
and
starved
“Not
both
like
such
visit
ladies,
Miss
did.
Mr.
s
than
miserly
Priscilla? In monstrate. yet unwilling to acquiesce.
talk,
Tappan stated the object job
snatching pemn oph a red-hot earpet yesterday. | I'lieu. N Y lim a 1
detailed to carry these appliances.
His
themselves and their farm. They believed the name of fortune, why? You don’t
So 'lu> time passed till it grew into the of their coming, and the directors listened Stove.
employer paid him twenty cents per hour, in
and
and
old
mean
to
chinks
1 hav shot at them often. Imt i never
teapots
Mr. Taintor having
stockings,
say that you believe in Galloping night
but charged sixty cents per hour lor his
and still no one stirred. For in blank surprise.
The Modern Tree of Knowledge.
services. He paid the helper ten cents per in the wall and chimney jambs, and such Dick,” returned the girl.
the last hour no one had spoken. The hung up his overcoat and hat. announced heard ov my killing one v them yet.
like
for
their money, instead
“It makes no matter to you what 1 bethat
he was ready to make explanations,
hour and charged forty cents, whether they
are one ov the game birds, and
hiding places
sat
half
the
They
stranger
tire; Madge
dozing by
of favoring investments where you never lieve,” said Miss Priscilla.
were loitering along the streets or at work.
busied herself making up a kind of shake- and he was asked the amount of the defal- menny good judges think they are th"
Josiali Quincy. in speaking "f newsHe replied it was $40o.nt)0, ol most elegant vittles that wear leathers.
They looked around, lit their pipes, smoked know what becomes of it, or who has it;
“No, no matter at all,” said Miss down on the door, taking no heed of the cation.
V at will
and their worth, says
papers
and chatted, used about four ounces of or instead ot putting it into the land for Agatha, as chorus.
terrified anguish of the two sisters as she which $75,00() was in gold, $102,ooo
t ot
lind copious extracts giving the In
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solder, lor which the charge was iifLy cents, the rain to spoil, or the frost to nip and
looked
securities
but
she
left
in
the
bank
for
desafe
Madge
saucy
dived into recesses, and dragged about, as
spoke
keepthe best modern books, an i in’.-il’gcnt
as they reported
The
hen
i/.
a
kritter,
they had used one pound. the tenant to filch by hook or by crook. murely, “I think it does,” sin? answered. if they were of no account the
and
the
remainder
securities
guiua
spekled
deposited
summaries ot the systems
dvocatithings which ing
The plumber reported one hour each for
They were generally reported to he mil- “You are so much older than I am, and they knew held their richest and most as collateral. “How long has this been smaller then the goose and bigger than Here are occasional sermon into which
himself and helper. Thus the cost of stop- lionaires at
wild
the
least, and supposed to have know so much better, that what you bu- sacred deposits. Then, when all was done, going on?” was then asked.
‘Five
pigeon.
loading divines have put then mo- earnping one pinhole cost me 81.50, when any lined their little wooden house with un- lioye
They hav a keen eye, and a red kokade est thought. Here arc vigorous
ought, of course, to have some she roused the man, and bade him see years,” was the reply. "Have you anyone can handle a hammer could have closed
expulseen
on
their
and
alwns
on
The
walk
the
run.
whole
heels,
gold.
neighborhood weight witli me. And it lias. [ assure what she had prepared for him, and, tak- thing left?” asked one of the directors. !
sions of the licst political inti- iigciic.
the issue in half a minute if he had
thought knew, as a fact, that they slept on a bed you. So tell me about
They lay eggs in grate profusion), hut clipped front the lea I : I the best newGalloping Dick, ing the candle, peremptorily bade the old “No” answered Mr. Taintor. “What has
of how to do it.”
stuffed more thickly with sovereigns than Is he ever seen now ?”
become of it ?’’ “Speculation.” Mr. South-! they lay them so much on the sly that they
ladies go to bed.
leii'irtanl. lea
papers. And, pile
with goose feathers.
And when any
“Do be quiet, girl !” repeated Miss
“Go to bed and leave a stranger in the worth, the president, was so affected at often can’t find them themselfs.
are
little crisp ,-ri iei-nis ■■ Muudriitig
They are az freckled as a coach dog,
Early Cabbages, Tomatoes, Etc.
stranger doubted the tale, and spoke of Priscilla, but less angrily than before. “It house by himself? No," said Miss Pris- this disclosure that be burst into tears.
political work Irom indig-i.m: eiti/i-n-.
the discomfort of such an
is a bad sign to talk of him.
The directors and the committee retired and just about az tuff tew eat az a Inilf- whose daily
And such a cilla, despair giving her the momentary
1..
them la
diry li
Many people go without these nice little the Malthv folk answered arrangement,
biled krow.
as
it
!”
too
to
the
otliee
to
await
the
arrival
of
is,
semblance
significantly night
of courage.
private
of 'cgislation
to face with absurdilii
garden things, because they are a long dis- that
hav
a voice like a piecallo tlute,
he most men would take the dis“But
T
want
to
know
all
Mr.
and
may
about
the
beThey
cashier, going
him,”
“You had better.” said Madge, fixing
tance away from the place where the plants
Tappan,
Take the best newspapers by ait means
and for racket two ov them ken make a
conilort tor the sake of the stuffing.
insisted Madge. “Bad sign ! What non- her
are sold; or because they don't want the
aif :d —an 1
as many ot them as you can
eyes on the spinster; and her look hind the desk, went on transacting busiiz
ov itself.
saw
that
tiled
ashamed
one
!
and
sense
What
harm
can
ness
if
They
there
as
bad
being
kept only
servant,
come of was not pleasant.
trouble to make a bed to raise seeds of such
just
they
nothing
happened.
then take nine-tenth- of tltei
reading
For, being like talking of him? Tell me about him. Miss
They are a very sly bird, and the nearer matter lor
"Are you the mistress, or am I?” re- When the committee learned this they
plants when they want but a few ’ozeu of never kept her long.
Some ot it
good
granted.
them
the
oil
tew
further
yu
each kind. But where this is the case, all birds in the way ot appetite, they could Priscilla.
now
1
do You talk so well. torted Priscilla.
characterized it as a gross outrage. After
git
they
oph. for nobody: much ol it is good for someAh,
not be made to see the difference between I know that lie was a
are
more
ornamental
than
one needs may he raised in a box of earth
useful,
They
“You were; I am,” replied Madge. Mr. Tappan’s arrival the committee, as
highwayman who
body; but only a small part is wanted by
in the kitchen window, or any part of the a young, healthy, hardworking wench of was
sisted by Mr. Meigs, the National Bank but are chiefly good tew frighten away
hanged at Gallows End about two “Now will you go ?”
Hut how precious ale 'hose fragyou.
house where there is light and a very little eighteen or so, and themselves, wizened, hundred
hawks.
The dozing man opened bis eyes a little Examiner, began a thorough investigayears ago ; I don’t want to hear
If von are interments, if wisely chosen
warmth. This is often done with the to- withered old maids of sixty odd, whose more about
They will see a hawk up in the sky ested in the investigati at
that, only about him now. more. If bis big black board had not tion, which lasted until a late hour this
any politi -il
mato, hut the cabbage can he raised in the
vital juices were so dried up that they When was lie seen last ?”
covered h:s mouth, you might have seen evening. They were greatly aided in their three miles and a half off, and begin at sutiji’et—and every Amc’-ic-.m cit;/--n
same way, or even better, for the tomato
wanted next to no nourishment, and whose
once tew holler and make a fuss about it.
“About five years ago,” said .Miss Pris- a smile, as he
should have some study of this sort, \whispered very softly to investigation, by the defaulting cashier,
must be always secure from the frosts,
activities in the house consisted only in in- cilla, in a half-whisper.
whose coolness under the circumstances,
himself, “Bravo, young bull-dog !”
will lind in almost every newspaper
the (tost.IN.
while a little of this will not affect the cessant
and pottering; which
Terrible as the subject was, and much
was
He
moved
maundering
“Are yon mad, girl ?” cried Miss Prisperfectly enchanting.
young plant or seed of the cabbage. Of
The goslin iz the old goose’s yung illustration of some aspect ot it. Urm-m
them just a little gentle exercise, as she dreaded to talk of it, siie had the cilla. her shrill voice
gave
about
here
and
evithere, looking up
the early cabbage few people want more
rising to a scream.
child.
They are yeller all over, and az her it is better to subscribe t > a few tir-tand prevented their old joints from be- true feminine love ot the horrible, and en“Not now. I was when I came,” she dences of his crime, and pointing them out
than twenty-five or fifty, and a ten cent
soft
az a ball ol worsted.
Their toot iz ehiss newspapers, that you may read c
coming
herself
as
with
the
much
utmost
as most
nonchalance.
completely rusty! Still, though joyed frightning
answered.
“That is not the question,
home with the scissors in your hand,
paper and a box about a foot square will
wove whole, and they kan swim az eazv
did
little
that
was
of
they
w'omen.
The result of their joint labors showed
Besides, Madge’s insistence bore however. W ill you go to bed or not ?”
any use, they
to glance over a score of them in a puM c
produce tills quantity with a very little
az a drop of kastor oil on the water.
were always on their feet;
on
her
the
down, and her little bit ot fiattery
trouble.
For early cabbages they may he
always
“I will not!” said the old lady. “You a deficit $604,000, as follows : Realizable
Almost everything that ireading-room.
about
the
are
born
loth
with
their
They
annually
alert;
sown at once in this
sharp eyes locking into warmed her.
have no good reason for wishing us to assets, $549,000; liabilities, independent
way.
and useful to know gets said or
good
waz
tew
ov
and
never
known
die
and
their sharper speech that
May,
There is often much trouble in raising everything,
“And then what happened ?” asked the leave this room.
Who are you and why of capital, $315.000; securities left in bank
copied or suggested in some column ot
late cabbage seed, on account of the rav- never spared a fault nor glossed over a
for safekeeping, of which the cashier natrally.
girl.
have you brought this man here ?”
our free press.
Venerable absurdities :u
he
saw
should
tell
me
had
a
It
a
man
The rectory caught fire, and Miss
ages of the fly, when the attempt is made mistake.
They were bad to live with, un“Well, if you won’t act like a wise acknowledges stealing $162,000 worth,
thinkers of acknowledged
exposed
by
I
natral
and
die
a
in the open ground; hut where only a few
square doth,
doubtedly ; and by degrees they so en- Alice was burnt to de.ith,” said Priscilla. woman you must suffer like a fool—like a leaving an actual deficit approximatively goose
are needed they
wouldn’t believe him under oathafterthat, ability; and institutions worth preserving
“How dreadful,” said Madge in a low couple of fools,” said
might probably be raised tirely lost the confidence of the neighborMadge, quietly. estimated at $228,000. The capital was not even if he swore he had lied about arc defended against the assaults of the
in this way and thus be secured against hood, that not a mother
among them all voice.
“Something bad, then, always “I wanted to spare you; but you are $300,000 and the surplus $76,000. making
foolish. But, if newspapers may lie put
a goose die.
danger from this little pest. No doubt from would let her daughter take service at the happens when he is heard ?
anxious to be made uncomfortable. Don’t the actual deficit $604,000, ot which the seeing
to noblest uses, they may lie. so used as
to
a
hundred could very well he raised
are different in one respekt
fifty
The
goose
Sinclairs’, and the very parish at last resaid
Priscilla
cashier
Always,”
blame me, that is all!”
solemnly.
acknowledges having embezzled from the human family, who are sed tew the enervate, and even to demoralize.
in a small box of this kind, and unless fused
them an apprentice when they wantHave you ever heard him, Miss
The stranger turned his head ; his eyes $400,000.
Let us love them wisely, lmt not too
where there is a tolerably large sauerkraut
ed one.
grow weaker, but wizer; whareaz a goslin
This,
was how it came
?”
then,
Priscilla
nuu
vv.i> it;
I l'» .Ml.
were wide open now.
well.”
“Ready, Madge?”
barrel, ought to furnish a respectable sup- about that
tuffer
and
more phoolish.
alwus
a
kind
of
grows
farshe shuddered visibly. he said, lazily.
“I, girl?"
Madge Bernard,
Knox, Comptroller of the Currency, at
ply for auy decent family. The late cabI hav seen a goose that they said waz
\r_
‘ii
_l.. «
cousin in humble circumstances,
“Heaven forbid! If I were to hear Gal(nmncicu.
Washington, anil he telegraphed hack till
bage seed ought uot to be sown before the away
y
v|mh.v/
Hot'SE-l’AINTlN'i IN DaXM’KY.
The
old last June, and he didn’t look
came on a visit to her relatives at Three
middle of March, and the tomato Dot much
loping Dick I should not expect to live “You won’t have much trouble.”
appointing Mr. Meigs receiver. The hank 17.'years
man of the News tints describes a recent
Ash-lane, with the understanding that she till morning! My mother did before my
before that either.
In the morning, which broke calm and is to he stricken from the clearing house
The goslin waddles when he walks, mishap: Old Mr. Watson, on Nelson
was to make herself
It is hopelessly hankgenerally useful in father died but we never speak of that.” clear, a farmer, going to his work, passed list on Monday.
has got a nice little bill to pav. He
“It would be very frightful certainly,” the house at Three Ash lane. The door nipt. The stockholders lose all their in- and paddles when lie swims, but never street,
To Sweeten Butter Firkins. Before return for bed and board, “and a trifle or
like a duk, out of sight in the sent a man down town lor a pot of paint
so of clothes and
dives,
which
said
vestments
“I
and
wonder
The
pocket
money,”
butter
what
would
stood
Into
wide
Madge.
surplus.
packing
depositors
firkins, put them out of
open, and there were strange
and a ladder.
The man got the paint,
but only changes ends.
an if we heard him ?”
doors in the vicinity of the well, fill them they offered her widowed mother by let- ha
marks about the threshold; dints of a may receive fifty per cent., while those water,
The food ov the trozlin iz rye, corn, and then went to a lumber-yard after a
with water and throw In a few handfuls of ter, with a few fair words put in by way
who
their
securities
eath,” said Priscilla.”
in
the
bank
horse's hoofs, bits of broken pottery, ends
placed
ladder. Then he tied the paint-pot on the
sweet apple*, hasty pud“I wish you would be quiet, you two,” and tags of
salt, let them stand three or four days, and ot garnish and embroidery.
The oats, and barley,
parti-colored rags. The place for safe-keeping have no redress.
end of the ladder, and put the ladder on
bileil
cooked
and
The first week that
kabhage,
potatoze,
ding,
came
she
broke
change the water once during that time. If
in
Miss
Madge
Agatha. “You have made looked as if something were amiss; so he clearing house committee are especially raw meat, and
cried without ceasing; the second she my flesh
the butter is well made and rightly packed,
turnips, stale tired, kohl his shoulder. This was m very smait arcreep. I shan't sleep to-night knocked at the door, and then getting no severe on the hank officers.
They say hash, and the buckwheat
Lakes that tiro rangement, and the man himsell admired
it will keep for months. To cleanse old sulked ; the third she was
but
on
the
with
all your horrors; and such a night, answer, walked in.
that nothing short ot the grossest carepert;
it very much.
He started for home this
firkins in which butter has been packed and fourth she look a turn, as Miss
left over.
Priscilla, too, as you said, Priscilla.”
Round in two chairs, and gagged were lessness would permit such an immense
left exposed some time to the air, fill with
the younger of the two old ladies, said
They ain’t so partiklar az sum pholks very way, and didn’t lind any trouble in
“Hark! what is that ?” cried Madge, the two sisters Sinclair. On the hearth defalcation to be successfully carried out
sour milk and leave standing twenty-four
what they eat, and won’t git mad and getting along the lirst block, because pen
with a sigh of satisfaction, and seemed as suddenly,
clutching at the table* with a burned still s6me dying embers; and an over such a long period.
hours; then wash clean and scald with if she meant to settle and take
it they kan’t hav wet toast and lam
pie had an impression that a long ladder
as
scared face.
quit
On
of
the
directors
Taintor
things
bottle
was
on
the
complaint
table.
empty brandy
brine. This makes them as good as new.
with a pot of yellow paint dangling on the
she found them. She wrote a
And, surely enough, as she spoke they The floor was strewn, like the threshold, was locked up in Ludlow street jail. Ills chops every morning tor iireaktast.
great many
If i waz a going tew keep boarders, i end ot it wasn’t exactly the thing to trifle
letters this week ; and among them three heard
distinctly the sound ot horse’s hoofs with fragments of pottery and rags of father is a resident of Windsor, Conn wouldn’t want
The Kick Cure.
Dr. Hall says that “it to a Mr. John Collette—three
enny better feeders than with, so they balanced along on the curb
crossed thundering madly along the road, while linen ; and there was not a drawer, a
He is reputed to he worth a million and a
long
cupIf i stone, or rubbed up against the buildings
ought to be extensively known that ordi- letters, as the Miss Sinclairs knew; but a loud cry rose above the wild tumult of
an
old she goose and 12 goslins.
is
and
one
ot
the
stockholdhalf,
board, a crevice throughout the house
largest
nary boiled rice, eaten with boiled milk,
kouldn’t suit them i should konklude i Pretty soon the man saw somebody in t
knew no more. If they were sharp- the night, more like the
ers
they
in
the
Gallatin
National
Bank
of
this
ot
a
wild
that
had not been ransacked. Here and
is one of the best remedies known for any
cry
store he knew, and turned
around to
eyed, Madge was sharp-witted; and if beast in fear, or the cry of a soul in pain, there, among the rubbish on the floor, city. It was to this fact that young Tain- hail mistaken mi kalling.
form of loose bowels.
Its efficacy is iniz good nourishment, if you speak to him, and drove one end of the
Host
knew
how
to
she
knew
the
betthan
goslin
still
voice
they
tor
owed his being placed in the position
pry,
creased if it is browned like coffee, and then
glittered a golden coin; hero and there a
of#living man.
kan git enough ov it, but tliare t.int much ladder into a millinery ease and knocked
ter how to hide. Still, three letters in one
“God save us!” cried Miss Priscilla, silver one. The
boiled and eaten at intervals of four
gain had evidently been ot cashier of the Atlantic six years ago, waste meat on a goslin. after yu hav got the crown out of an eighteen-doll ir bon
hours, week to
Mr.
John
Collette
in
the
and
any
Inking no other food or liquid whatever; its
rising
flinging up her hands. “What heavy, when the robbers could afford to without having previously passed through rid ov their leathers, and
curative virtue is intensified If no milk is world, seemed a wicked waste of time, as shall we do? oh, what shall we do?
dug them out net. Then he hacked otl’ in atl'right, and
the intermediate grades. The prisoner is
It leave such spoil.
knocked down two sewing machine agents
inside.
well as an abominable act of forwardness, is
taken with it, and the patient will
The farmer, who had his own griefs, a small man, about thirty years of age,
(lolloping Didk, sister! our time has
keep
1 hav alwus notissed, when yu pass ytire with the other end. Then he started to
quiet in a warm bed; then it becomes an al- to the spinsters; who made it their boast come !”
too, against the ladies, unfastened their married and owning a fine residence at
turn around, and an old gentleman, who
most infallible remedy.”
that never a man had dared to offer them
Sister Agatha, who was of softer stuff bands, anil raised them
New Rochelle, although his family have plate up tor sum more baked goslin, at was
desperately endeavoring to tadl his
a hotel,
the colored brother emus hak
love when they were young, and that they than Priscilla, fell forward on the table from their chairs. One tenderly enough been
in
this
the
living
city
during
past
sister, Agatha,
with plate, and tells you : "Mister, wife out ol danger, saw the peril, and
had not been like the hussies of the pres- half insensible.
empty
three
months.
He
has
been
the
fell
flushed
to
a
into
his
the
steady
other
Miss
always
Madge
A lowl father in Burlington
corpse
arms;
shouted out, "Hi, there!”
Bui it was too
the, roast goslin iz no more."
growled ent
more hair on the outside of roots of her hair, rose
too, her lips apart, Priscilla, was paralysed and an idiot. All in his habits and had the f ullest confidence
like a dog with a sore head because a theirday—with
late. The pot struck against an awning
heads than they had sense in, and as her heart beating fast.
of
his
Your
had
that
she
could
when
correspondent
she was unbound,
superiors.
say,
physician charged him $10 for removing keen after husbands as so many
post, tipped to one side, and the entire
“Miss Priscilla,” she stammered out, was
wasps afMtNiNO in Maine. The nickel mine on contents went over the
a kernel of corn from his son’s ear, where
“Galloping Dick,” pointing to the an interview with him to-night in the
This
aged couple
ter honey.
as if terror had broken her
course
of
which
offered
the
lie
west
ol
miles
following Prospect Mountain, four
voice; “what door. Rut she answerod no questions,
He said a coffin only cost
it had lodged.
so startled the man that he whirled comIt had been autumn when
was
that
?
Ber:
Was
it
Madge
Litchfield court-house, is said to I.no ol
really Golloping Dick ?” gave no other clue. Where, then, was explanation
in an entire
$7, and the corn would have sprouted nard had
“Hush ! not another word,” said Pris"When l took charge I found the hank the finest in the country. The ore is com- pletely around, smashing
brought her florid beauty and
Madge Barnard ? the bonny brown-haired
soon, and might have been pulled up by her deal
store trout, frightening a milkman’s team,
with
little
cilla.
in
“We
in
a
weak
boxes,
very
have said too much already.” girl who had been pitied many a time by
and impoverished condithem,
very
the roots.
posed largely of copper, iron and sulphur, and knocked over some thirteen persons
to the mean wooden house where the two
“Hark ! there it is again,” cried Madge. the
neighbors when they had met her, so tion. I formed the idea of strengthenin'* and about fifty years ago was worked as who were actively dodging about to get
ladies lived;
she
And
was going for
thinking
again the horse’s hoofs dashed furi- far better than her fate as she seemed ! it and I did succeed in getting rid of a a copper mine. The discovery of nickel out of the
“Wouldn’t your wife be hoppin’ mad if a pleasant visit
way. Then he dropped the
to a couple of old dears ously past the house, close to the
very The country was soon astir, and the village a vast deal of comparatively worthless was afterwards made by a German, who, ladder, and tied into the
she knew who wrote this?” began a sweet who would make
country, shouting
her welcome, and give door, and again the
I then tried on examination, found it to contain conseemed
to pene- folk searched far and Wide for the missing securities at good prices.
cry
missive found in the discarded coat of her her lots of
and lire at every jump. A regular
and finding in- trate into each corner, and to pierce the girl. It was evident that a cruel
Pacific Mail and luck went against me. siderable quantities of that metal, lie murder
pretty
things,
robbery
is now engaged on Mi
husband by an inquisitive wife in-. stead that she was
ordained
simply an unengaged brain of each listener. Then the sound had been committed ; and the honest souls I did not intend to make a cent for myself. purchased the mine for $,50(1 and sold it *i Watson’s painter
The hair of that unhappy husband, when servant without
house.
or wages.
It suddenly ceased, and the wind seemed to feared even worse things for the
Had I succeeded the bank would have had short time afterwards for $5,(XX). The
perquisites
only
swept up from the parlor carpet, went a was winter now ; but Madge still stayed blow more
mine is now owned by Mr. McCullum,
furiously than before.
strong aud possible dangerous guardian the entire benefit.”
long ways toward stuffing half a dozen on Had she really reconciled hersclt to
In a few moments a loud knockiug was of the house. She must have made a
A steamer recently launched, to ply in
who bought it for $7,000, and although it
dolls. He lever leaves any thing in his her sordid life and loveless
home, or was heard at the door, and a man’s voice, say- brave resistance; and been punished,
New Orleans had, roeently, a baby show, is worked for nickel, enough sulphur is Oregon waters, is named Hon’t Bother
now.
pocket
she only waiting ? Waiting t—for what ?
Me
ing, “Help! help! for mercy’s sake, let perhaps, by death. So they searched for with nearly two hundred contestants.
obtained to pay the running expenses.
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Fearful
A
ier

Crime

in

A

Aroostook.

horrible

double murder committed in
Chapman Plantation. Aroostook Countv,
on Tuesday night, showing it to be one *»t
the most cold-blooded crimes ever committed in the State. Retribution was swift, 1
however, in this east', and the murderer
met his doom in less than twelve hours
after committing the crime,
by the intervention of lynch law.
The particulars, as related bv our c >rrespondent, arc a? follows*
j
It seems that on Saturday night last, i
the store of David
Dudley at Presque Isle, !
was broken into, and a
pair of boots and
some other small articles stolen. Circum- |
stanr s transpiring whieii unmistakable 1
pointed to (»nc James Cullen, a native of
New Brunswick, but a resident of Mansion tor some two years pa.-!. as the burg- j
lar, a warrant was sworn out at d placed
in the hands ot Granville A.
Ilaydcn ot
Presque Die, Deputy Sheriff, to be served.
Knowing Cullen to be a herd character.
Mr. Hayden took with him two men,
Messrs. \\\ H. Bird and Thomas Hubbard,

Tuesday morning started out
their man. They traced him to

on

iind

Divorce

Case.

ot the Journal.

special despatch to the \Yhig& Courfrom Houlton gives the details of a

and

Remarkable

Correspondence
Wiscasset, May 5th.
Ti;c divorce case of Emma G. Call, libellant
\- Mo>rs Call, which in many of its features is
perhaps the most peculiar of any ease heretotried in this state, has been on trial here
nine days. In.*fore Judge Cutting and a jury.
The libellant is the daughter of Capt. John
< ! t"' of Edgccomh, whose
family has always
been regarded for their intelligence, culture
lore

and social standing among the first in that
town.
The libel lee is a physician residing in
the town ofv rustic, and has retired from a
>ucc«

ssful practice of his profession for about

forr.

vears.

Tin* parties were married on the 20th day of
dan. ISM. the libellant who is his second wife,
’hen I'-im: tliirtv year- of age, and Dr. Call
-ix'.y. On t'.ic same day they proceeded to
i.oW‘*U. Mass, and before another day it seems
ilia! ihe harmony of their union was disturbed.
The Dr. left hi- wife's bed in the latter part of
the second night after marriage, and wandered
On
about the streets of Lowell till morning.
the next day she went to Boston, and the day

to

lie followed, finding her after considerable
-eareh and many inquiries at the American
House, where she then, unwittingly as she says,
relinquished her right of dower in all of his
real e-date in Maine and Mass., which is

a

variously estimated from fifty

to

seventy-five

thou-n.d dollars. On the next day they le: urued to N- \v Ca-tle. and from time to time up

May, 1*71, the

to

case

disclosed very little

con-

it\
usually permitted. During this
tl.efi st and only chiM was horn, and during tii smile period an increase of family was
prevented. !-■ the doctor says, for a good, suffi*
-•
nt and humane iva-oii, or as she says because
w:i- unable to realize that the blessings atin: -«j• •!i an event would outweigh the in-

ni

l

-e

Presque Isle, over a hard woods road,
the shei iff and his partv concluded t"
remain in the camp until morning, an 1
accordingly arranged iD-mselvo- for tin
night as comtortably a-« they c uld. and convenience.
w*mt to sleep, tittle
thinking what a terria lUPintKToi me congregational
ble tate awaited three of the party.
Some time after midnight, Swanbeek church, ami from the first they were unable to
and Bird were awakened by a noise in the j be reconciled, each to the others belief, and on
camp, and on aom-ing themselves wen1 1 the rii't * d>bath in M iy, 1871. the ‘Mast feather
horrified t»> s<a Pullen chopping the head- which hr,-.ke the camel's back” was added by
of Sheriff Hayden and Mr. Hubbard, with
->on ot Mrs. Call partaking of the sacrament
an axe In* had found in tin
camp. Being with
rewlv admitted member of the same
nearer the door than the murderer. Swanchurch, whom the doctor considered to be an
beek and Bird jumped up and ran foi I
uuworihv member. From that time they nightly
their livi
pursued for >onie distance b\ «».
up'*'.! *parate apartments up to the time of
Cullen, win',
be
crazed by hi.*
<ming to
of tic- libel on the 15th ot April, 1872.
.nfernai crime, brandished the axe reckin'] ;
F' ioi to is-uing the libel—the parties ooeupying
with gore and yelled like a madman.
Neitln r of tin* escaping men was armef tie- -nine h'»us,—Mrs. Call passed to her husand they made their way through ti
band
foMovving
woods to the settlements as best the;
LETTER.
could in the darkness, to give tlu* alarm
‘•W'aPcver y.>u may think of the contents of
1
rhe word spread like wildfire, and thr
tin- icticr. I a>k as a personal favor, that you
t<>

■

<

-•!i• vi■ mat the motive which actuates mi1
thi' i■ U y< nd reproach. Whatever action
ike in regard to the matter. I ask also
as a pcr>oiul favor, that three things you will
oev.-r again lay to my charge, viz. that I married you for your money; that when you were
r hoped you would die; and that I have
r.o\v "j-ever ha 1 th*'heartlessness to build
my
\i t-c!a'i<»ii' for the future upon any means
which might he left meat your death.
I have
aiways heiiewd you would outlive me. and for
w 1

community

was soon aroused by the ter
nbie news.
A party led by Mr. B
J
Hughe- starU'd from Ball's mill for tlu
•amp. which they found !<> he a pile o
smoking ashes under which lay the charm
id shrivelled bo lit s of the 1) -put\ Sherif

t>» •!o

«

'Oil' l may not give. 1 am mnv more fully
porsr.-ided that such will he the ease. Now
for every moment of unhappiness I may have

n..

ated

.I-'-

ii'

1*1 lieu

mav ;

you

and his companion, Cullen having appliei
the torch after
committing the awful deed
in order to conceal tin* evidence of hi:
mime.
“'

;i>

the news, and several parties o
men
armed them* Ives and stated in pur
*uit ot the murderer.
One party wen
directly to (billon's house in Maple m
Wednesday morning, hut Mr*. Cullen de

l.y

med you. for any unkindness or ill-treatment you may have received at my hands, for
\
of duty towards yourself or vour
neglect
ry
j h
eischo'd. I sincerely a*k your forgiveness.
If yon gr.-Mit this request, and are willing to
a jam
it we may live peaceably together,
ared her husband was not in
Scare! 1 never allow ng any difficulty which may arise
was mad *,
however, and he wa* loum t-- pa" wi'hout a full understanding between
*ecretcd in tie cellar.
He wa* draggei I ii.'. then 1 promise, on my part to consult your
wishes and regard your happiness and comfort
from hi* place of
mcealment, securely in
every respect wli re it shall be my dut *.and
hound, ami iii* captors *tarted to brim
pleasure. fhe only mdiilgenee I isk for my*
him into 1H *«* Isle. On their wa v tiny
s* If is
tin privilege of attending church on the
wen- met hy ;f
pi it \ from that village <ah!iat!i when it is proper so to do, and of atwho t », k po>*e**ion of the
tending the prayer meeting one evening in the
pri*:iner, le
week-.
\waitjng your answer, either written
him under a tall tree, gave him a fev
or verbal as mav please you, 1 remain.
!
minutes tor prayin', put a noose over hi
E. (i. 0.
neck with a mpe they hud brought wit I 1
In reply to tins, the dwtor, nearly a month
them, threw the other end of the rop<
:*fT1 e. ''Tote ah Per of eleven foolscap
pages,
over a limb, and all taking hold
sit-un;
reciting hm grievances, and endeavoring to
him up and left him hanging until he wa
>how win rein -t was impossible for them to
dead.
1
We do not know who the member- o I live together, hut telling her that as both moral
the
were who thus took the law ii I ttel -ivi! law require him to furnish her suitable
0

■

party

their hands, as <>ur correspondent wa
u mil de to obtain them,
They liave assume*
a

fearful

*upp<*rt. that in would in a proper manner, as
as sin- chose to receive it of him.
In alholing to their commencement of married life

!

re*po!;*i;blity, however, thougl

we are informed that their action
i* su> 1 he says:
tained hy the approval of a large portioi
“From dm first day of our union, when I was
« f
the common;: in which the murderei ; mad-- lie blind subject of wanton and shameless
vv:tjcr that ‘for one week 1 sliou! i not know
men re*ided.
We barn that steps an
an ! :l
butt of your family jest and ridibeing taken t«» thoroughly investigate tie i
■■

!

matter.

a
Hayden
young man. mile!
respected and widely known. He ha* !
eon in busim-*- at
Presijue Isle lor -one
wa*

1

'••

..

and has had extensive transae
J
with >ev< ,-al firm* in this city, all *> 1
whom bear testimony to hi* good
»juali
He leave* a wife and one voum
s

terns

child.
M>
Hubbard wa* a young man am
unmarried.
He too bore an execllen
reputation and leaves many friends t*
im•urn hi*
untimely death.
Cullen, the murderei-, had a wife am 1
•me child, who as we before
stated, rcsid*
in

’hat for Urn nights we 'pent in Lowell
Oln-r parts of night-—I was unable to say
win-iherv m wer--tmuinine or doubtful gender,
tin
i wii' pa in tii I iy impressed with the coarse
I’ eure am! object' of tin* woman I had taken to
t
mv h'l'Oin: and liad I earrie ! out the resolve
1 "i
termed when I left you in the dead of
niglil. ami in mv wanderings around the city
and among tin- tombs, I should now be a
bap! n r man. ami your own mother would have
a"i.i’liv.-d of it. for when <»n your return you imlimdcst v boasted that 'you had kept the pledge*
she remarked *lt I were the doctor I would
have left you.*"
n

—

Mi.

Mapleton.

|

While Dr. ('ail wa< visiting a son living in
tin* south, in 1871, other letters of an interest*
ing character passed between him and his wife.
From on- written by him dated Richmond, Va.,

March, 1*71. fo; the purpose of giving some
i‘i--a (>t" Id' religious belief—so far as this may
lowing additional particular*
*” if—1 wml i.omt".
11
is speaking of home
Pullen \va> buind about ten o’clock ii
and w| what can main lt home happy in connec|
the forenoon, in flic cellar of Sainue i ti'»n with Thc ivilectioii that his two
sons, though
William-on'- house in <’a*tlo Hill.at whirl 1
!
0 ;., k.v.-d, having grown
uj to manhood and
j
place is hi- wbe andehild. I fe was brougli 1 j one of laeiu having taken to himself a wife,
Ball M;i where he made a full eon
must in th-* very nature ot things leave the
fp**ion ot a1! In* had done, and said re 1
hmm- -if
n-ir childhood; and he finishes tin*
pefttod ^ **He wa* glad In* had done so,' 'it I licet with the following:
A! nut nine oVloek in the
wha
J
evening,
‘A '*ur thoughts aspire higher or further, and
-ould
i and
o| the remains wen
r
v-air liappines' beyond.
I certainly would
a >ught to the mill village, and
ii
1
Cullen,
I lie I’l-

!l-

I

v’r

Slinri^.*

..
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whose united efforts the island was
peopled. See “Sewall’s Ancient Dominions.”
Hon. Jason M. Carleton, counsel for the widow

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING

of the late Bruin, informs

11.1

j

■

■

me

the

WILLIAM

that her title is

good. lie said that there was at one time some
question about the legality of her marriage, but
that he saw the Judge himself, and was informed by him when and where the marriage
took place. In honor to the widow. Mr. Carleton proposes to give a grand excursion to the
Island some time in June, for the benefit of the
members of
counties.

—

bar of Lincoln

and

|

other
S.

Wiscasset, 7th.
After hearing the testimony of various boarding house keepers, dress makers &c., the court
allowed Mrs. Call four hundred and fifty dollars
for support of seif and child until Oct. term,
when question of alimony will be settled.
Letter

From

Boston

Correspondence of the Journal.

Boston, April

5.

Talk about “freaks of Nature”! I should
think the old lady had gone from home

altogether, and left her hopeful

off

spring

to work out their own salvation.

Who
would have thought Old Winter, after all
the disturbance he has made the past season, would have taken

advantage

of the

opportunity to give poor tottling Spring
such an outrageous spanking, with one of
his tirst-elass snow storms? The grass,
which was looking so fresh and green,
even the day after the storm, dared not
peep through its snowy covering, and the
fast opening buds struggled hard to shake
off the weight which threatened their
destruction. Were we not promised, in
the good book a “seed time and harvest,”
we

might

issue invitations for

July sleigh-ride

Taking

with

a

Fourth ot

perfect impunity.

the current of events,

as

it runs

>■

i

>

1

'■
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The

Law’s

POS1 OF-

attempt causes one to stuff' his pocket
book equal to a Thanksgiving turkey, in
order to get a wholesome idea of what is
what? It would be utterly impossible, in
the limited space allotted me, to describe
the truly wonderful architecture of the

made a means of oppression to those
whom it ought to protect. The false system of protection drags in its train unnumbered evils. It necessitates the en-

establishments, erected in their
perfect imitation and nearly the true size

numerous

of the
genuine houses of different countries. The center ot the hall is left clear
to represent a plaza; and the buildings
are far enough apart to
give each a street
upon which the natives
costume.

Every nation

in full
the face of the
house and occu-

promenade
on

earth is represented by a
pants, with the different products for sale.
The gaudy colors of the Turkish mansion,
four stories in height with a cupola,

men,

to deal

ing
fairly with the world and the
government, ate ensnared by these artful
rogues, entangled iti the net of a revenue
law which no one can understand, and
ruined.
The ease of Phelps,

interpretation

>us

are

value,

of the law
or

by

an

! vliich should bring him

to cost

as

interpretation

into conflict with

j aws which may be twisted into

having

core than one meaning.
He knows that
] le is dogged by men, even if they are not
< if his own
counting-house, who are exicrts in
detecting technical violations of
he tariff regulations, and who will
prove

1 bin to have been a rogue in
spite of the
icst intentions.
If lie is a timid man he

nay submit to the exaction of blackmail;
1 the case is one difficult of explanation,
pays any sum demanded rather than
luft’er an exposure which may damage his
■eputatiou ; at best, however disposed to
ake his stand upon an unblemished charicter and his rights, he may, by the techlicalties of a law, which is a trap alike
o the unwary and the careful, be eenuic

telled to make the best terms he can with
hose into whose power he has unhappily'
alien. The inevitable result must be, in
he long run, to drive honorable men out
it business,who will not take such chances
if ruin both in

reputation and purse, and
put itinto the handset unscrupulous agents
if foreign houses, who will keep no books
and cultivate short memories.

Oppression.

Among the almost unbearable ills of
life the great poet classes “the law’s do
lay. the insolence of office.” The government of the United States, since the
high tariff has become a part of its policy,
is multiplying instances in which the law,
that presumed instrument of justice, is

Merchants,

A

nd market

at the present time, immediately after the
discussion of weather comes The Bazaar
of the Nations.
Boston has never witcouragement ot spies, informers, and
nessed such a novelty, and the interior of
hosts of disreputable scamps, whose wits
Music Hall is doing the foreign to a treand activity arc sharpened by the promise
mendous extent. Like the less pretenot a share in the plunder they may captions gatherings, known as fairs, the great ture.
honorable
intend-

“General Grant,” says the N. Y. Even-

ing Post, “i>

not a

quick-witted

man,

hut

is marvellous that even he did not see
how
great a chance for achieving an
almost unbounded popularity Congress
gave him in raising his and their own
salaries. It was simply his duty to refuse
it

irnple and the safety of the community
lemanded punishment. But it is equally

, rue
tan

ititrUed

authority

ot

mob, impelled
jy itsindignation and passion for revenge.
it is liable to make fearful mistakes,
rotal innocence may. by the force of oirumstances, be made to look so much I
a

whose rights and powers it usurps. And
besides these considerations, all who participate in the taking ot life under such
circumstances

der,

are

legally guilty

the venders of

goods and fruits are natives
found in America, or brought over especially for the Bazaar. Speeches and songs
in the many different
languages each

evening help the entertainment, and the
music of the real German hand
than

is

worth

tiso

price of admission. One
id the finest specimens of art, to
my way
of viewing the strange scenes, is the
nightly appearance of a donkey laden
with fruit, and led by a peasant boy, who
solemnly faces up and down the streets,
apparently satisfied with the idea that he
i3 the only donkey that ever traveled the
more

surrendered

be

to

congress just going ouL ot existence.
Had he refused his sanction to it, and
given notice that he should call the new

Congress together

to pass a new approbill, lie would have done himself

priation

infinite credit.

He took the other
to

are sincerely sorry
great discredit.”

—we

The failure of the postal

course

his

say, to

telegraph

in

genius

on

the other side, even

of Palmer will now fail

the

to inflict

the system on tin1 United States. This
official disclosure will put a tinal quietus
that they offered to show that the cost of on another of the
pet schemes of Cressthe goods abroad bad greatly fluctuated well, endorsed by Grant. Ridiculous as
during their many years of business un- the failure is, it is still far less absurd

sacred limits of Music Hall. Dream on
old fellow—“where ignorance is bliss ’tis
folly to he wise.”
Another pleasing feature is the Oriental

wedding procession,

which

invoicing.

custom

who were entitled to
and

experts, however,

liousc
a

share of the fines

forfeitures, claimed that the firm

owed

the government a million dollars. Katin r
than defend vexatious suits with the government

plaintiff, to get their bo. ks
their business, they paid
$^71,000 which a high-minded official like
Judge Davis said they did not equitably
and

as

roads to consolidate, and probably to lease
connecting lines to Halifax. The Portland
Press says—
The consummation of the plan will be the
death blow' to a competing line between Portland and Banger and dispel all the expectations
that may have arisen in consequence of a second
line between Portland and Boston.

Since the above

publishes

the

was

ttt

type, the Press

following—

It is due to the Boston
Maine railroad to
say that we have seen a communication from
President White of that corporation, in which

lie gives ii as his unqualified opinion, formed
h\ an intimate acquaintance with the leading
stockholders, that they will never consent to
the consolidation of the East.q*i and Boston &
Maine roads.

a

resume

We have published a history of the
murder of Mrs Hedges in Eureka, Illinois, and the fact that the crime was imputed to Mrs. Workman, the wife of a
Methodist minister who held guilty rela-

leaving the owe.
Syrian house, wends its way slowly across
The New York Evening Post, which
the hall to the Turkish, making all the
tions with the murdered woman. To the
a republican
though
paper, does excelway such uncouth noises supposed to he a lent service
of the community, llie Grand
surprise
the
and
by exposing
folly
fao simile ol those made by the Feejee
that Jury itas refused to indict Mrs. W.,
wrongs of the high tariff policy,

Islanders, and

the return
with a few rounds of the Modoc warwhoops. Upon the whole the noises are
more complicated, and no more
intelligible than the incessant cackle of the poultry
show.
Much discussion and hesitancy arose
are

greeted

on

says

of Phelps, Dodge & although the evidence of her crime is
more common one than is I clusive.

the particular
Co. s a much

case

generally supposed.
high standing in

A commercial house

of

New York made a
contract with manufacturers in
England
for a certain class of woolen goods, for
which the demand in this country was
fixed but limited. Hut the contract was
made for
to be

a

certain

quantity ot

these goods

forwarded at stated periods at

an

con-

—Administration papers are grappling
with the conundrum which anxious subscribers

are

asking—"How

can

the

publican party be against the salary steal,
when the President signed the bill?” They
wrestle fearfully, but it throws ’em every
time.

agreed price.

—A man in Portland advertises: “WantThey were duly shipped
duly invoiced at that cost, and the ^ ed, a woman to bushel, and make button
So far, so ! holes.” The button hole business will be
duty duly levied and paid.
well. But it happened that at about the |
readily understood, but what in the
time of the expiration oi the contract the world is hid under that bushel ?
importers wanted more of the goods than
—The astronomers think there is a
they had contracted for, and ordered them
between Mereuiy and the sun. The
planet
ol the same manufacturers.
They were
is that the recent winter was
made and shipped, but not at the price of presumption
not felt there.

the high price demanded, invoicing them,
of course, at the actual cost and paying
duties accordingly.

Now, could

Treasury agent have got
hold of these facts, lie would have discovered by a comparison of the correspondence and the invoices that the merchant had been receiving and paying
duties on goods at a certain cost tor some
months, which the manufacturers declared
they could not have then made at that
a

—Tin; Maine Central lias decided not
to rebuild the Kendall's Mills bridge. A
track will be built on the cast side of the
river front Winslow to Benton, and there
connect with the old track
Thus persons
coining east from Augusta will cross the
river but once, and that
at

on

the iron

bridge

Augusta.

—Iii his will, Louis Napoleon says that
"It is the soul of my illustrious uncle that
has always inspired and sustained me.”
His illustrious uncle would never have
declared war against Prussia, and got
such a terrible pounding.

invoiced below the market
And as a proof of it the informer

value.

were

could produce the invoice of the last shipment, in which the goods were charged at
a higher rate than for some time previous.

Yet, nevertheless,

there was no (rand
intent, though the transaction might he construed as an evasion
of the law.
The goods were not of a
kind that are ever kept in stock, as they
are only made to order, and there is no
other way ol estimating their market
value except from their cost. Their cost
was the contract price,
notwithstanding
the fact that during the continuance of a
portion of the time ot that contract a new
one could not have been made at the same
rate, and consequently the goods could
not have been bought at that price. But

either in fact

or

the merchant was not hound to

know, and

did not know, till he ordered more
he had contracted for, that
those he had been receiving, though in-

really

goods than

born in Portland in 1807.
He graduated at Waterville College, and adopted
the profession of journalism, making his

first‘appearance

writer for the PortAdvertiser.
Originally a whig,
when that party broke up he joined the
He was for many years
democracy.
editor of the New York Express, in
which paper he made a large fortune. His
as

a

land

reputation

as an hoArable man was never
clouded until the unfortunate Credit Mobilier affair, and it is believed that the
excitement and chagrin attendant upon

the

investigation

had much to do with

hastening his death.
—In spite of all our repeated callings
upon Barnabas for that promised custom
house investigation, there is no response,
and wo conclude that he must be gone
outol the neighborhood. This supposition
is greatly strengthened by the following
paragraph from the Bangor Whig of

Monday—

voiced at precisely what they cost him,
were undervalued il measured by what
they would have cost him had he ordered
them at th« price which the manufacturers
would have consented to supply them on

A gentleman on the East side of Kenduskeag
stream bad his flock of liens stolen from the
roost on Thursday night.

order.
It is for such eases as these that spies
and informers,prompted by the tariff laws,

But further along in the volume it says
"there was heard the voice of one crying
in the wilderness.” That was John.

a new

1

A New !i -mpsliiiv mail has the leather strap
hich h.<> t liras lied the family through three
.nictations.

K lward McDonald was crushed to death, on
at work on a jam of logs at the
loutit ot Kennebec Iiiver. His age wa- JO

Correspondence

o

ridge.

I

revival is progressing in tin Baptist church,
Mr. Bowler, the pastor, baptised live pm>ns on Sunday last.

—The 1st book of Samuel, 13th chapter and
19th verse, says: "Now there was no Smith
found throughout all the land of Israel.”
Strange, wasn’t it? [Lewiston Journal.

extricate it

I I'M

»ert nulbnek. sonot

.1.

\\

\ ;la

lie
>ea.

Mrs. John'Oil
ill
nihil).tv at her opening
•rowd of I allies gathered I

the meetiug on Satin lay s, ,r-port i>
eeted tin- railroad bun proposition, th vol

baby

Some enterprising v-nd-r
has laid on (Hir tab,,
wire
Vent

any

refoic these intoxicants are now include. 1
in the list of prohibited intoxicating liquors.

and tin

Cracked Cocoa is made of only the best quality of Cocoa, and retains all the freshness, tine
aroma, and nutritions properties of tlie fruit.
The tn -i eminent physicians recommend its
list-.
Your grocer will furnish you the best if
i<k for that put up by Walter Baker A Co.,
Boston.

w-i>

No

Tim Whig (Vs the body of an unknown man
wa-died ashore on Yerona Island, Tuesdav
night. It was tint of a man apparent ly 20 or HO
years of age. tise feci eight inches in height,
dressed in a blue drilling frock, cheeked cotton
ami wool shirt, dark trowsei". tan colored
overall's ami congress boots.
s

was

home,

was suddenly taken ill, and in :■ few
hours relapsed into an uncon-eimis state am!
!
mained so until her death.
V w.
---

Court.

I’KKSllMNi..

A despatch from Lamport stales that on *atiir-lav M;. \lberi Chaffee, mate of the schooner
Mary II irmoii of Lubee was .irowned off' < hip.
He was set* mg the staysail, ami
Misp. ;-k.
while holding the siieet a a> thrown overboard.
Even
I Vo t to rescue him was in vain, and he
He leaves a family at Lubee.
was drowned.

n

take- otl limbs of

j

ll

an nu

TV.

j

of some law vers is astonishing.
’Tin* aeiitem
in Nevada had as a client, a man accused
th* principal person who could tesSamuel Edwards et al. vs. Thomas T. Mnodv. of murder;
tify iu hr favor was ids wife, but her relation
“Judgment for pltf's. for amount of original to tin* prisoner barred her testimony. So the
judgment, with interest from date of rendition.” j lawyer got the trial postponed, applied for a
divorce in behalf of the wife, secured it, and
Williamson.
Foglcr.
then triumphantly placed her on the witness
At the annual meeting of the Trustees of the
stand and secured the acquittal ot her husband,
Wa'do County Law Library, held during the
rr ^rdesnMnBsssnani
reeent term of Court, the treasurer reported a
Railroad Disaster.
balance of §122.14 in tile treasury.
The number oi books added during the past year was
Montreal, May J.. This morning, at
at

a

cost of $277.49,

ss

One

b.;}0 o’clock,

as

the Portland

express,

on

the Grand Trunk Railway, was passing
the twenty-seventh mile post, near Soixante. the three last ears, a Pullman and
t wo others, left the track, from spreading
the
name
of
Bangor Whig presents
Judge j of the rails, broke the couplings and rolled
Kent, and feelingly alludes to the time j down an embankment over thirty led
Thirty-two passengers mort or
when, in the doubtful hard eider days, i high.
less injured were brought to Montreal by
Maine
The others
the forward part of the train.
“Went hell bent.
left at 't. Hvaeinthe and Beloiel.
were
For Governor Ivent,
Several are frightfully hurt. Most of the
For Tippecanoe and Tyler too.”
That was a disastrous defeat to the passengers were Americans. The following are the names of a few of the injured :
democracy, but the party lived to see the George Thurber, of Upton, Quebec, was
state and the country, in these hitter days,
seriously injured internally and badly cut
bent a good deal stronger toward the sul- about the head. He had to be left til St.
Hilaire; the Very Reverend Dean Slack,
phureous regions. However, the Judge ot
Bedford, Quebec, face bruised and cut
be
now
the
considered
as
Penobscot
may
and several ribs broken : A. F. Parker, of
candidate; but let it be remembered that Worcester, Mass., and Win. Taylor are
lightning don’t strike twice in the same now at the Ottawa Hotel, bruised; Mrs.
Brooks and Geo. Brooks, of Sherbrooke,
place.
slightly injured; G. H. Greeley, of Bos—The bar ot Penobscot has tendered, ton.
badly cut about the legs—had a narand Judge Kent lias accepted a compli- row escape from burning to death, (he
tire
mentary dinner oil the occasion of bis stove having fallen upon him, setting
to his clothes.
retiring from the bench of the Supreme
Court.
One Hundred Boys Escaped.
—Candidates for the republican nomination for Governor are increasing.
The

—Oakes Ames lias had an attack of
paralysis, and is in a very critical condi
tion.

He is t>9 years old.

—David Cargill, of Augusta, has been
re-elected Grand Master ol the Masonic
bodies of Maine.
—A three-masted schooner of st.iO tons
just been launched at Bath

has

About 100 of the
bovs at the West boro State Reform

Worcester, May 5.
foil

School escaped this morning. Bv a concerted effort, as they were marching into
the yard from breakfast, the tile suddenly
broke, and they rushed lor the gates.
The otlieials recaptured as many as they
could conveniently collar, but most of the
buys scattered through the fields and got
away.

in diameter at

a

dip.

oil!

wen

\\ h- tin- exhibition drill, un«!-r
<1 of (\>|. Fogder.

evening
man

•'

»m

Last Saturday w- were visited -v a M
Il tell fa-t |.*r a tine but nu
storm.
a- it earn**.
The wear -r deranged tin* trij
the steamboats,-o that tin* City •( Ui-lmi uf
snow

d-laytal

was

until

and

aUerimon.

tin

< ain-

bridg*-, from To-ton until Motiday moniin_.
The latter boat will make her trips nu* day iah
this week.
eitiz.eii weighing iFo
It isn't often that
standing on his hea I in the sire>u. !>ut tha!
n
event happened to \xel IlaM-ud
Monday,
lie was -tarting from hi- l»|o-k *• itli eo;ij

seen

un'••ok
his wagon,win n th, In-i
the wheel over * barrel t * <*al, and
turn him out in a twinkling. Nothing w.i- bin
except tin* coal barrel.

-hails
to

m

run

It is our intention to o-.-upy the who'e of tin
second story of the building we lia\e recently
purchased in Custom Ifoti-e Square, a- thprinting and publication oltire of tin- Lnmi a
It will be thoroughly renovated, pip'd bu
steam heating, provided with all the modern

improvements, ami.

we

hope, mad-on*-

hest newspaper otliec- in tin
The Williams.m b ir- h

!.

the paCiia-e and

-•*!

iv

-ei

Also the two brick store-

teruis.

streef, adjoining tin*

Simpson,

for

boo.

s

Ch
|

>d th-

-late

week, the-tores occupied l>\ A. l>.
Augustus Terry to the '--upant-.

on

pi.v-iiChut-

to W. II
buihiing i- ina- a shoe -ion

-tor-.

;.,•

occupied bv Cafe- ,v 'sti**Une\
by o. (.. Whit*-*- market, anAge printing otli* -.

placed his apparel, and It

lbt-r.
week, the
e'en

I.

don’t.

In the *•. i.
dress para*ie, l*>oking verv tin* 1\
ing they gave a ball at tin- armory, which w
An attractis- f-aiuiv of '!i
well attended.

The following rescript bus been received from
Androscoggin Co:

1,

We

Thursday the City (iuards

On

slboo. on which then*
Cox and Field.

v-.

king
••::-!*•

>

schooner Dolphin, owned by 1>. W.
Know'!.>n A Co., of Camdt n. sprung leak Saton trial when we went in press Iasi
urdav forenoon, oil' Turtle lb ad. at <1 sunk with
jury gave plaintiff a verdict for tile amount i \ thousand feet ot ash himoei and eight thouclaimed, §177.7!
'The ejew and two passand laths mi board.
l ad barely time to save tlieir lives.
sengers
MvLellun, Williamson.
Hoyle.
There was no insurance on the vessel or cargo.
Iteleher vs. Simpson.
Defendant was sued
for rent, which she claimed her Im-baud should
Fob Buckland. Engineer of the Shore Line
Survey has roe* nt ly passed over the propo-ed
pay. Verdict for defendant.
route of the railroad from Ellswoifh 'o BiteksVose.
Hubbard.
port and represents it as quite feasible. The
Til the ease of John Dickey vs. Francis A.
Fob ;s now surveying the o .le from Ellsworth
Tower and James F. Churchill, in which a to Calais, and upon his return will iu gin the
to East Maehi is. The towns east of
survt v
verdict of §12.45 was rendered against the filrca lv to vote a I to the
Maehias are reporte
ter, the Court set aside the verdict and ordered
road.
a new trial, at
request of plaintiff. Judge DickThe next term of tin* Supreme Judicial Court
erson commented with severity upon the maniiu York countv will begin at Alfred on the
fest perjury in this ease.
twentieth of May. The lir-' Tuesday in dun
Mary A. Downing,iibt.. vs. Lemon! Downing.
Wagners trial will probably commence. The
Libel for divorce on account of adultery of the prisoner is now in Allred jail. Mr*. Hontvet.
the woman who escaped the murderer's axe,
husband.
The parties reside in Scarsnemt.
has almost enter.-!v recovered from the • fleets of
Divorce decreed.
Custody ol minor ehiidrru f the freezing cold on that night when sin* lav tor
almost naked, among the ice-covered
hours,
to
libellant.
given
rocks on the island.
Williamson.
fuse

■

pr*

>ur spring experience enables te to say that
pruning tool -,»ld by Fred. Atwood, o!
Winterport. is the best thing ot th* kind in tinmark* 1. U is verv strong, work- easily, an :

.’till ba- pas-ed tit-- New York Vss.-niblv
m >\ "i
Smg Sing prison to Fisher’s island.
ud i" a mil- broad, eight miles long
in fin- Sound, sixteen miles from New
Loin
"if the -isf end of Long Island.

The auiemlment to the Massachusetts Prohi-

switching
slnui d eal
d.,
who m •• •.- a tail Inn del.
(rum

t,»

■

<

A

bitory law. which went into effect May 1st. repeals tlie >!d provision which allowed the saie
of ale and 1 ger beer provided towns so voted :

iis

i\:11:•

Wt

one

Yank<

«f

the

1‘isln rY
and in

Tin- Lngiisii newspapers constantly complain
emigiaii'Mi to Aim in a is draining from
British Hands large numbers of their best
lab. ring population. A similar complaint is
also made in tiermany, Sweden, Norway and
I)i nmurl

a-bmi-lmig

a-

•».r

4-«.»ws

time.

.lallies Fa teller. W ! .ii.
iasi Week at
j
.Maehi i-porl. ■' th*- rcsidei.
o! P- son. dames
M. 1' iet. in r. F-o was <m.- t.f
unfortunate
men wlio "Uttered imprisonment i.
the famous
Dartmoor prison, m the war of M2.
-1

that
th

w

:

David Dyer has
.jog sev.rnl years old. that
weighs but three pound- and two ,»um -. 11**
appears not much larger than a good sized rat,
bu' knows as much a- any lug dog.
Tu- own-:
has refused big prices for him.

Waterx iiie. May 2 < huri> s Bigelow of *kowhegan, aged between Ho and to years committed
-11i.• ii!«*
lhis morning
by shooting himself
111rough till' breast. He lived bu t a few m imiles.
.Vo e a-- > assigned for the d --d.

inno-

.*■

1

Tier

glass war- amvcved thithi
behold.

to

following concise ami comprehensive
s»nt to an Illinois merchant by a
neighboring Tanner, the other day : ‘’Send me

(

a-ain-t. being lai

tw O

The friend* i Mr. uclMr;•«*»>. Ii• iiI« ’.
•elebrated their ry-ta! we*t ling, or tifteemli
marriageatiniv.'rs ,-*• u Sainida) The amount

was

a

V[

favoi

short of The required

>'

The

-lane hail

*

At

of

tract -chain and two hinges,
lad night—also two padlocks’”

and

•.••hold. a.linn

per pound.

•cuts

Barnum's vans.containing wax work",
had its top stripped oli by striking a railroad
bridge, and the wax Works Were rendered unrecognizable as counterparts of deceased fame.
Damage about *1000.

a

-I a

-I

Fnltv.

m

L.asi week
were quite p!<ur,\
u on
narket, large catches have b-en don at S-ar)Ort and Stock'on.
They -,»l*l at a! -lit si\t>

banding 174 in

e

P

\

nirchas

<)ne of

sum-

The fence on the line ■>! the railroad. ai>
btv Point, took tire n f p,v. I'nnn
roni the engine, and -tbo.it thirty rods burn, d
•eforc the section men
mid
\-.inguish n.

'Twelve years ago a < 'onneetielit fanner killed
linisi if l»v placing the muzzle «»I a gun against
ii- brea-t an ! dis.-harging it vs itii a poker. Last
Wednesday morning hi" -<»n. dsn a fariin r, in
ill- same room, with tie- same gun, m l in th-*
'amt' mannei. look his life.

no

prairie lire.

western

Mr. I!. L. Kilgore's many Iricn 1' vvib
I to knovv that the bargain to sei‘ his sal
las been cancel).- I, and that he will remain
Belfast.

Ehilbnck

Wasiiim;Ton. M ,v f». Tie- aggregate amount
in the treasury up to noon to-dav by 27
numbers ofCongress, it being tlieir return of
xtn eompen-aiion, is *11l.bpo, including the
\c eiv .>l Senator Sumner for *4.414.

>

a

Masonic. Bv iuv itation of the Grand Ma>i
[Mmothy Phase Lodgeof this itv will .xmnp i*v
he work on the third legrer it the sittim
he Grand Lodge at Portland.

I'he County Commissioner. have d-■> lined
illow Mr. Cald.-nvood's bill for serv ice* in
breing the liquor law. and In- will take it
Courts.

aid

The wife ot Mr. John T. Berry d: i Mid !• ilv. n o'.-lock. She
ly Sunday morning at abou;
was out on the street Friday afteruo-m, went

of John llawkius

<

Sr. Pirmisnuui;. May d.
lion. lames L.
>rr. Ambassador of the United States, died in
his eity la>t night of inflammation of the lungs,
lb* had been ili from a eold for some time, but
ii de iih was wholly unexpected.

insuranee.

In t lu.'

<

'olby University.

nothing more.
Mr. Henry Litchfield took an involuntarv
cold bath Saturday afternoon while rowing a
racing shell in the cove in the rear of the
Masonic Block. He caught his .;ir in the wa-

•H OOK UICKKRSON

he wind like

Miss Anna Dickinson is sued by
St. Louis
committee for failing to make her ap•• arance
after a hall had been engaged and anlounc-mients and tickets printed to the value of
r'JOo.

The boys of Rockland Rngme Co. Xo. 2 are
round with a paper after funds to purchase
them an engine. The city fathers should make
them an appropriation for their “spunk" it

Judicial

The tire kindled in a hru-h heap on the o
to t|j.
bn
on Tuesday ..-venii'g. spread
rass of a neighboring tield. and ra—d
bet-'

ide,

■'

Mi. (iung!". a bui her. ot Prin-’ei.m. Wis.,
hung Ids rill- from the ceiling, muzzle downward th* other day. extended himself outlie
bed beneath and in range of the weapon, tud
"'ink.
The
broken in upon lie wanted to know ••wlnt tin* I th.-ii worked tin- thing oil” with
devil the reason was th«*\ couldn't let a fellow ! bullet w cut through him.
A Buffalo girl, pia tty and eighteen, has »old
alone.” .Some ot the boys on the hose wanted
ovi-r ii\
hundred sewing-machines in the last
to “put him out” anyhow.
two \. vs. She travels with a Imo-sc ami wagon,
The Bangor Cornet Band give a grand pr«uin- sniping wliei; she leaves a machine and shed*
mule concert and ball in this city Wednesday ding tears if any body afterwards refuses to keep
it. Th:;: do: s til business.
the 7th.

Supreme

•.

ecture

Rockland.

heap" into the raging

1
On Monday Durham dBplaye 1 tlm 'pirn.
Hn
almon on the tables of his m irk« L
veruged twenty pounds each.
1

ax.

of the .Journal.

could

for sale an office de«d
nth drawers and pie-on holes, may hear >t
urehaser at this office.

<

cent cause of the uproar. Tt. appears that one
of the workmen was finishing a job, and
>mmencing earlv he had recourse to a tire and
light. The air being damp the smoke -<*i i..!
to the ground, and the dim light gave all i(., appearance of a first class conflagration. When

he

v

remove

Auy person having

>f Watervi le, was tin* successful competitor
or tin* West Point cadetship for that district.
The examination was made hv the faculty of

ready for action, when Ilnur efforts were
marily cheeked, by the appearance of the

a

3on

>v

"ini

thither.

*

The 1 nit > State’s ivo'iiu-' from manufactured
f <>!>.-! •«
in ten moiitl'
f the pi escut war. is
ai1
$300.(>0u Ie*- tli in the entire receipts of
Iif previous year, not vithstanding the reduced

<

show.
A few rows on the point, the past w.-ck, have
made things lively for the p«.is, ver*il per-

in

Oy. Davi> has i.-ascd the stor.- in Huvforl
Hock, adjoining Vie vatider's market, and vv

red Burns. Master of the tishing schooner
Gannon, of Waldoboro, fell overboard at
Saturday night while going on board
ml was drowned. His body was recovered.

with all violations of the liquoi law. A< yet
and p« •>“everything is <|iiiet on tin* l’otomai
pie are wailing to see whether tlbs new move
is to amount to anything further than a mere

ere

s

Ai

is that for high?" When vou touch their pockets
they aint there. The city government the -citne
evening passed in both branches an order authorizing the city marshal to prosecute forth-

and

A

ev.

’orflard

rriminals,

esday

The remains of Oshea Page, a former resident
Belfast, arrived on Monday by steamer Cam-

cm

RocKr
.*>.
The anniversary of the Rockland Temperance
Reform Club was celebrated Thurs«l.i\ eve M-tv
1st, by a temperance mass meeting at Farwel!
Ames Hall. The services of the Koeklund
Band were engaged t<- add to the inti rest ot the
occasion, and a big crowd assembled t«> listen to
the remarks of the various speakers, 'The hall
was well tilled, and the speakers congratulated
the club for the work performed din ing the past
year. After listening to the flattering remarks,
which were interspersed with “music hv the
hand,” the crowd were invited to “shdl out"
their spare change to forward tin* good work,
and as an appreciation the friends of the cause
“pooled in” the enormous sum o( si!).,">() “How

ter

A gang of twenty men left this city on Wedto work upon the section of the Maim
(. cntrai now building near Watc rville.
11

The Argus'Civs that Ibni. F. (>. J. Smith was
otitied bv telegraph rimrsday, that in the
‘Cornell case,” in which lie was the plaintiff.
a* had recovered a ver liet tor $632

wt\ ’»• ay

“spilt -ill

Does the scamp who semis the conundrum.
a lady’s bustle like a mule*’ exi»<
^ mt we are going to print it?

Why is

cars.

Bedford man •daughter d an ox last
»*ek, from the paunch of which was taken a
i
dollar
note on the Fir»t National bank of
ye
R»r\\ alk, Ohio, in fair condition.

laws, whether the persons who took
Cullen would have executed him. The
fear that he would escape, through the

article of di*o

an

()

\ N-

rightful

Landlord Holme*,of tlie X w England lion*
rved up a tine salmon to his guests last vv<« I.

Dandelion greens are now
^ >eally.

Tlie Press says that since December last one
, umlivd and thirty three cases of small-pox
I ave been received at the Portland Hospital,
1 airty-tlircf of whom died.

our

from

s<

tine

*■

riday, while

Calitornians who have employed Chinamen
shoemakers are now seeing the Celestials
kart in business for themselves and undersell
ie market.

the execution of murderers certain under

Letter

■

John Hamilton, a brakenian on a freight train
<>m Portland to Waterville, was seriously inJ ired by being >truek by the overhead bridge
t We-r Watervilic.

lieve it should he, let the law take it.
And we must be permitted to doubt, were

-Hon. Janies Brooks, representative to
one of the New York
citydistricts, died in Washington on the 30th.
Mr. Brooks was a native ot Maine,
having eighty-eight,

Congress from

price because of the enhancement in the
value of the raw material, and that they
been
therefore

|.

to go through the lawful
processes of trial and punishment. It the
murderer’s life is to he taken, as uv lie

re-

and

the goods previously forwarded under the
contract, the manufacturers averring, and
truthfully, that, as the price of the raw
material had risen, they could not afford
to make more of that class ot goods on
the terms of the original contract. For
this last lot, therefore, the importers paid

~

authorities,

United States treasury to the members ot

experiment

me

’■

of mur-

the

been

wi! ! oranges of Florida make a wine
hu h get* a man so drunk that lie sleeps two
ns
,|
and nights before waking.
Tli

murder the guilty person

aggravated

a

tin, &c.,

unlawful

Smith, the WesHield murderer, has
be hanged next November.
■n'emred

been.
For all these considerations, and lor the
good name of our state, we regret this
first act of execution by Lynch law within
her borders. We trust that in other eases

sign

to keep pace with expenditures,
under circumstance in every way favorable. will be apt to settle the huge job
proposed for this country, where every
condition is against it. With evidence
that $8,000,000 have been sunk in the

array
United States Court. Judge Noah Davis,
who was then acting District Attorney,
after a careful examination of the whole
matter, gave his opinion that the firm had
committed no intentional frauds, and was
confirmed in that opinion by the fact that
the Government was a gainer rather than
a loser in the aggregate, by the
alleged

Col. Joseph A. Deane died very suddenly in
1 llswortb «m Monday, aged To.

ever

may

The shoe factory has stopped I
it in additional maeiiim rv.

The Hon. S. S. Cox is likely to be the succesin Congress of the late James Brooks.

though the man be as guilty as
She Aroostook ruffati is claimed to have

of

season.

City.

and

Shut up your hens, and keep them out
y >ur neighbor’s garden.

n-

ike guilt as to carry conviction to any but
die calm deliberation of a legal tribunal.
Rven the latter sometimes commits errors,
riie violent acts of a mob are always an
affront to the sovereignty of the state,

promised in

are

Mrs. June Davis of Biddeford. committed
licide by jumping into the Saco.

that the administration of justice
never be entrusted to the self-eon-

a bill that contained a provision
prevailing tenderness towards
disgraceful and so dishonest as that probably sealed his fat,
which gave a gratuity ol $5,000 out of the

to

England

were charged with fraudulent
under-valuation of their goods, by which
a large amount of advalorem duty was
lost to the custom house. It was in vain

;

Strawberries
mndanee this

a

ami peaches

County

New* of the

Generalities.

Law.

so

& Co., which
is making a great sensation in commercial
circles, is a sample of the way in which
the present laws and regulations work.
This firm, heavy importers of hardware,

Dodge

Lynch

We regret, as we think every citizen of
ilaine should, the recent act of Lyiielx law
j n Aroostook county.
Tiie murderer was
< if undoubted
guilt, and taken red-handed,
j t is true; it is true that the force of ex-

der the protective tariff. Tr. vain they than other
improvement schemes emanatnrighten the sombre brown stone of its offered to show that
they had paid as much ing from the same quarter.
sons have had “heads put on them” with great
neighbor the old German of six stories. in over valuation of
invoices as the most
success.
The Swiss and Chinese cottages stand
While the towns between Rockland and
ingenious twisting ot the law could show
Saturdav morning at about three *>\ lock an
side by side, the latter brilliant with
that they had apparently fallen short
alarm of tire was given, and the tire department
are voting aid lo the Penobscot
Bangor
chrome yellow and Chinese vermillion.
was promptly on
Their books were seized and submitted to Bay and River Railroad, a
the spot.
The li,
wathreatening
And so on to the end, each structure
men schooled in making fraud
cloud has arisen.
The Massachusetts supposed to be in the shoe shop <•! A. K. !»i
appear
situated in the second story of the S; .gford
having its peculiar attraction, which must where none existed, and
they were sum- Legislature is about to give, permission Block. The
he seen to he fully appreciated. Many of
boys reeled otf the hose and got ail
moned to defend an
of suits in the for the Eastern and Boston & Maine Rail-

mil. if 1
mid, disturb vour reverie. Rut for among the ladies interested in
regard to
what he ha 1 done, said:
ll' i mvsclf. g.\ me enjoyment while 1 have being
the costumes, which in some instances
was glad he had killed those he had, an* i ->r ! i f * ;•> appreciate i;. and I will give up the
hallucinations of imaginary happiness when the were
S iv ti
*k md Bird ii he could.'
hardly compatible with the Yankee
'‘’U-oriai tacnlties are obliterated with the disi he people iia l become
terribly exa* ! solution of all organization.**
ideas of propriety. Some were obliged to
i
with
him.
About ten o’clock. I>
:
'I’ll" counsel engaged in the ease are Gould, •he
completely ignored, there being no
nstable of Mapleton, win
M'l C" eel Hilton f-»r libellant, and S. C. Strout
<
one willing lo take the limited amount of
ii‘id
ilb
hi* keeping, with a guarc
»»f I*•.-rtf i•
";v mec.
.fudge Converse of New Castle, cloth offered for a
among whom were Dr. Parke
covering. Many repreand I>. F. Smith of Wiscasset, for the defence.
>tid .ftiiii
Phair. ot thi* village, startei
sented are greatly toned to suit the niceity
'1 lie case was .ably contested up to .Saturday
!'•
witli the prisoner.
Abou
’pla
of the wearer, which tact, it
'• *' halt miithi- side <>f the mill, am I noun, wlmu i< was terminated in a manner very
philosopically
•*
-ey i;
!,i
I rum the villige,
discussed,
to
the
wen
is
might be a lest of the quantity
unsatisfactory
libellant,
she
they
although
-udde!):v surrounded, as I > >ctor Parke
granted a divorce as prayed for. At the con- of female modesty existing among the
h\ seventy-live men in disguise
•ndg'elusion of the testimony, Mr. 8trout arose and fair damsels of the fair.
We are to he
who -ei/.ed and held Mr. Hugh-, also tic
addressed the court as follows—
favored with a continuation of the reDoefur and ot.u r- ot the guard, ami seiz
“May it please your Honor: It is apparent
markable effort for several weeks, and if
from the testimony all through this trial that
ing » uilen, dragged him out «»! tin* wagoi
:.d a verv *ln rt distance i.ito the woods
there i- an incompatibility existing between the the four thousand dollars taken the
first
parties which renders it inconsistent with the
•md hung him to a tree.
Dr. Parker sav
is a shadow of coming events, the
and
day
of
for
to
peace
morality
them
live
society
it vv.a- ail ll
Wei ot a v»jrv few minute*
together.
Mr. Call in his cross-examination Christian Association must be
nore.iul'l 111v one tell wiio were the ner
greatly en\cry frankly stated that in the present temper
A « irc!< w as formed aroum i ami condition of his wife, as lie understood it, riched at the close.
petrator-.
and from the tcelings engendered bv her conhim so that m one could approach hit:
The debut of a new paper called “After
duct in uis own breast, he felt that it would not
until la was dead, when he was put int
Dinner” is creating some sport among the
he con,.uci\e to domestic harmony for them to
a box and brought to thi* village.
t .get her am! cohabit as husband and
wife,
The name surely
n.is terrtb i* tragedy. which in all it s livy
Now \vc have contested this case to great newspaper profession.
horrors w a* never erpialed probably i
I- -dh, not because I>r. Call desired to have her
suggests a fullness of rich and spicy matreturn to him in a wifely relation, but because
New England has east a gloom over ou
and it must of necessity he good
there are v arious allegations in the libel, many ter,
village and »wn. never before known | of which have no foundation
in fact, and he felt natnred.
Mr. Hayden was one ot our best citizens j that if was due to
himself and to the communiI
Wendel Phillips delivered his popular
who has lived in this town from his child
that 'be whole of the facts as they existed
| fy
between
them
as
leclure on Fronde a few evenings since in
man and wife, and as they
hood, universally respected and beloved
have been in his house, should be given to the
He leave- a wite and child, father, mothei
aid of the home for destitute Catholic
public, and Fuat lie might vindicate himself by
and numerous other relatives, lie was <i
this exposition which we have had. We have children.
the tirm ot Hayden & Pratt, merchants
accompli-died that. Dr. Call has at t;o time deThe different places of amusement arc
had been for years Deputy SheritF, fait I
sired her to return to him as his wife.
Another tiling. He was particularly desirous
tul and true in all the relations of lib
wonderfully attractive* for this season ol
to meet the statements which have been circuand w. could hardly lost* a more valuable
lated in the community in regard to the abortion, the year, something new and popular
citizen.
Hi- age w as Mb years.
and to show what we have shown here about
being advertised weekly. Wilkie Collins
Mr. Hubbard was recently from S
that. He now says to this woman that he does
of wish her for wife,
Albans, in Somerset county.
she* may go in peace. fascinating story “The New Magdalen”,
He ha ]
And he denies me to sav to your Honor that in which is read with so much
taken upland in Chapman, lor the pui
interest in
this stage ot die ease he is both willing and conpose id making a farm, and was know
sents that your Honor may enter a decree of
Harper’s Magazine, is to be dramatized
to many of our citizens as a very worth
divorce.”
and put upon the stage at tire Globe, Miss
WV hear that In* was th
young man.
v. ni
upon me court oruereu a decree ol
Laclerque
taking the part of Mercy Meronly support of t widowed mother. IP divorce to be entered
by tlie clerk.
rick.
age was about 2b years.
Next to this case in importance, if one can
Cullen, who was 27 years of age, w:i
May day was quite extensively celejudge from the amount of talk made about it, is
from New Brunswick, and belongs to
brated
the
recent discovery by the widow Bruin of her
; the children gathering as usual at
family of rough and hard men. It is sai j
claim in dower to Squirrel Island. This island Warren Street
his reputation was very bad in he Province
Chapel for dancing, and
takes it- name from its resemblance to that little Charlestown
and that he came here because Ik* couh I
juveniles
rallying round
not with safety remain there.
He h:i s euin/il, v. hen approached in a certain direction Bunker Hill Monument.
been in the vicinity of the place where h B from the sea. But I see in the last Journal that
Jennie Collins is slowly recovering from
committed tin* crime, some two yearveil have taken an ursa major view of
it, and of her
late severe illness.
Those w ho knew him best say he was rc
which more anon.
garded by them as a reckless and dangei
Wiscasset affords but two hotels, both of
The Maine Central Railroad
ous man.
Those who knew less abon • which are centrally locate
Companj
! have had the
on Sunday got their track extended to the
him regarded him as quiet and inoffensive
of tarrying at the Hilton House, kept
pleasure
on
the
east
side
of
the river, al
bridge
Probably Mr. Hay den had no idea of hi
by the voting and popular landlord, Edward Kendall’s Mills. The transfer of
reckless character, or he would not hav
passenand
am happy to speak of this house
Hubbard,
afforded him the opportunity to comm j
gers can now be made in ten minutes.
ever
it
as
best
was
the
among
my good fortune The transfer of freight is being done with
the dreadful deed.
a large number of teams.
to lie a guest of.
IS.
At a citizen’s
Wiscasset, May (i.
meeting, held at Andrews Hall, at KenThe latest ticket for Massachusetts i s
The court will probably adjourn finally to- dall’s Mills recently, it was decided to
Gen. B. F. Butler for Governor, and Mi
morrow afternoon.
and counsel oppose the project of the railroad comThe parties
1
of
the
Sumner
resolutioi
s
Hoyt, originator
pany to abandon the bridge at Kendall’s
in the Call divorce case arrived here this afterof censure, for Lieutenant-Governor. Tit:
Mills and go on the east side of the river,
noon lor a hearing in I he matter of alimony,
will be a bad ticket to catch the tempo
and to
employ the best counsel to be bad
which will be had to-morrow.
anec vote, considering Mr. Hoyt’s dii
in the State. Should the Maine Central
THE
BRUIN
CASE.
graceful appearance in the Legislatui B
succeed in
the right of way, and
Rumor says that, a report comes from those build their getting
recently, yet it ought to jirove suecessfi :1
road, it would probably result
in a State which censures Charles Sinnm r well posted in the manner by which Judge in the
building of another road from Kenand sends B. F. Butler to Congress. [Tr
Bruin derived (lie title to Squirrel Island, that dall’s Mills to tide water.
Much feeling
bune.
his ancestral line runs back to Von Cornelius is manifested
by the manufacturers ol
Horn Dicker, whose marvellous age. if then lumber, who ship
every year eighteen
A (fecigia judge lined four lawyers .* 0 living, would entitle him to a place in the Bible million feet of lumber, all of which has
each for laughing in court, the other daj
record. Tradition informs us that tilts Decker, to go by rail.
w
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SIMPSON.

H.

the search and on which

on

merchant, however scrupujus he may be, and however desirous he
nay be to comply with the very letter of
1 he act, may come to grief by an errone-

BY—

EDITOR AND

continually

re

I; hey fatten.

SHURSDAY, MAY 8, 1878.

Chaples, by

alter

shingle camp occupied by a man named
Swanbeek, in Chapman Plantation, which
they reached late in the evening Cullen
saw that
open re>i-tanc«* against -o many
would be useless, and surrendered himself
without trouble, promising n> go with
them peaceably, as D* thought that on in
turning matters might be satisfactorily
arranged with Mr.‘Dudley, whose stop
he acknowledged breaking into.
The
hour was late and it being sane four mile-

*■

who for short was called Horn, took possession
of this little Island and gem of the sea before he
had arrived at the age of a hundred years, having been cast away there, the only other survivor from the wreck being Rebecca Judith

I’rogres

ft r.irles t >\\
The house uni out uildin
of Montville, were burn i on 1 'burs lay
The origin <>! the lire i- a ni\ -t«*rv. Tin* ! un
were at dinner, when they discovcied that tin
house
at

was on

once rail

to

tire over their heads. Mi. Owen
-attb
the barn and r* i-a-ed ii

but while doing -o tlit* « uinuits of ft,* li*»u
Th- !••" v..,- ab.m:
wei
near!) all d--f no I
iiisiu-d

wa-

One day last week an old fellow w* nt u
the Savings Tank, ami alter making auti -:imjuiries upon the subject 4*t deposits, b \\ ••nr
v

through
took off

>ome
om*

trovvsers

queer manoeuvre-.
hoot-, tli-n I: rol

ot hi-

leg,

next In*

pulled

«u!

Fir-t

In*

up b
-1- k;n

u

ami disc based lashtal t*» hi- i« g a vn ad ot sweat v
Hobbling to tin
counter, hgreenbacks.
hamled his deposit to tin a-hier, and rt eei \* !
his bank book, which lit* tiol t4* lii- leg,
It.

1. i1,. In*
Tile hay season is about el >
some remains -till in the country, which w
baab:
he forwarded when the r<>ud> a Imif
The shipments for iIn w« •
h
light. Pitcher it'- Son li.\r : -po-.-.i
cargoes—Sell. J unes \V i'! for i1 ,ioer•’> llaii -n
und -eh. Wm. Carroll for FJI>\\ >rth. s-inei
)tis ,Y Co., and Joseph ha!. '-, it ip,»in
lire loading sell. « oneo with han.
nd pln>L

r

for Boston.
Hill was brought bet'..re siP.»q.
charged with participating in the mid-

John
Court

night toray
l ist
was

on 11s«* lobster boiler, a*
note. .1
week; hut the testimony was weak, and In

acquitted.

On Saturday a young man from tie ea-t -id.
bearing the rhy ining name of Fillmore J iltiior.
was
arraigned charged hv s.-wall Patter-on
log. II.
With malicious mischief in k'iiing
pled guilty, and was lined -! '• ts. which may
be set down as the legal \.ilu*» of
purp over
there.
City Affaikn. At the meeting of the city
on Mond iy, it was voted. 'That tin
collector of taxes for the current municipal
rear be authorized to make a discount ol live
per cent, on all taxes paid lie fore the loth day

government,

if August, and a discount of two per cent, on
ill taxes paid after said loth day of August
uni before the first day of January, ls74.

Appropriations for the
unount

of

$65,000

current

were

year

voted, viz:

to

the
For

railroad purposes, $57,000; for contingent ex
penses, $7,000; for support ot poor. $2,200: lor
tupport of seliools, $4,400; for fire department,
£2,00#; tor roads, &e., in labor or cash, as per

ordinance, $6,500, and in cash exclusively, $2,>00; for discount on taxes, $5,000. A. I). Bean
was re-elected City Liquor Agent, and John C.
Ford elected Highway Surveyor for Dist. No.
11, vice Wm. H. Davis, resigned. The following policemen were appointed: Harvey H.
Smalley, Fred. Kimball, O. (». White, (’has. O.
MeKenney, Kvcrett S. Carter.Edward Whittier,
Frank Ames, Elisha Hawes, Nathaniel Simmons, and Cheney C. Dodge.
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Suicide of Lieut. Dennison.

iikum mi

«

From the San

Opening

Francisco Morning Cali, April lb.

Shortly after

12 o’clock noon, yesterday,
Erasmus A. Dennison, who held a comi
ir is of all kinds.
-.
mission as lieutenant in the United States
’*1 it.
uK\ptvs> agent at Au- Navy, and had been assigned to duty on
ov.t ib*
Belfast brails It board of the steamer Saranac, committed
:
"ft f
package of money suicide at the lodging-house on the north! i
ha\c been received east corner ol Dupont and Washington
streets by shooting himself through the
le
Was address,.(1, :,t
head with a revolver.
«
tm i found tin !* tter whi- h
The suicide was a native of Columbus,
1
1 >
eii*-1 -sed with it in
about 27 years of age, and a man
Ohio,
:
; i' inis.
of the forol tine personal appearance.
He was a
-'
■'
-nclud* d n-*t tf• hol 1 tlie s
ui of General Dennison, ex-Postmasler
1
F '•« sal Kxprcss is
; General and ex-Governor of Ohio.
He
ii
:u.
n looking after the
graduated at the Annapolis Naval School
to
i* don’t mean
About two years ago lie married
in 1SG5.
V,
A
the widow ot Commodore Selim E. Wood!
worth, and having obtained leave oi
-a. of Dixmont, assistI'm dom. Thomas ol absence, be shortly after his marriage
■
\b " !nn’i:'i. successfully re- went on a wedding tour through Europe,
and on his return here rejoined his vessel.
•'
ighu;g l*» pounds d ounces,
The marriage, it appears, was not a
r region of Mr. John
happy one. On Thursday night the Sarahh. o! Tn»\
nac returned irom a cruise, and Lieuten’t
ant Dennison, soon alter coming asho; e,
'!" ik m; the Journal of last
iif
t tar barn of
George received a letter from his wile, of which
M
It should r.ad George j the billowing is a copy :
■
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lie intended to kill himself.
Alter
leaving the house he went to the room ot
of his friend, Alexander Caselli, in the
building at the corner of Dupont and

ploughing

got.d condi-

lit"

A

a-’.

••

Hi

-MOW

Washington streets, and he remained there
during the night.
Yesterday morning Mr. Caselli visited
Mrs. Dennison, and conversed with her
on the subject of the divorce, after which

Accident.
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termined lo obtain the divorce. Dennison
then handed Mr. Caselli two letters, requesting him to forward them as directed,
and then stepped into a bedroom. In a
few moments afterwards there was heard
the report of a firearm and Caselli
opening the door, found Lieutenant Dennison
lying on the tloor, with a revolver in his
right hand, and blood flowing from a
wound in the head, near the right temple.
Medical aid was summoned at once, hut
il was soon discovered that the wounded
man was beyond assistance, and lie died
in a short time.
The following is a copy ol the letter of
deceased to his wife:
My Own
:— For you are too imhl■■
to have deed veil me.
Love me as you used to
love.
I have killed myself in order that our little ones -hall not suffer.
Lessctte, my hist
words to you are, 1 have heen true to you in
action, and I love you now as much a- any man
can love another; your enemies and mine have
done this thing. Beware of them in the future.

.Darling

K. I>.

Envelope

address—Airs. E. Dennison,

of Air. Caselli.
The letter is written

care

with pencil, in a
loose irregular hand, and the superscription on the envelope is in ink.
The Coroner’s jury returned the billowing verdict:
“That the deceased came to his death
from the effects of a pistol shot wound in
the head, indicted by himself while laboring under great mental excitement caused
by domestic trouble.”

ex-

elvd U|) to the
sewi-r bodies
were
g. ix mill's below, and
etrr.-e! has brought
mi
i'he general es'■■

i'e

Accompanying Mrs. Dennison’s letter
was
one trom her attorneys, in which
tin v had been instructed to institute proceedings tor a divorce. After receiving
this letter he began to indulge in drink,
and smm was very much under its inllu'm e.
While in a state of intoxication he
went to the house of Mary E. Pleasant,
No. 920 Washington street, where Mrs.
Dennison resides with her children, and
engaged in a conversation with Mrs.
Pleasant, about Mrs. Dennison. He rein.lined at the house from 9 o’clock at
night until 12. and during that time stated
that

i;ni*«fiire.

If

a

Freedom

the church last
Mr. Moment, from ln-

I

\

is

held in

*•

v-

1

*>i

it

so

last.
iiv

'.

lb'
!l

,nd vicinity have
a cheese
factory.

]
*

—Lieutenant
s.\N f rancisco, April is.
K. lVnnison, United States steamer Sauanac.
Sir:—During your absence. 1 have long and
painful)}' considered our relations tor the past
it will, perhaps, he no surprise
lew months,
to learn that I have irrevocably resolved never
to live with you again, and 1 shall at once take
steps to procure a divorce, it there he any
necessity for communicating with me. il must
he done through the Messrs. Rodgers, my attorneys.
Lksskti'k 1)kxnison.

n-> f.-night putting up a
to eh ar the wreck, and
in-Hi-to seniire the bodies

Sale
ages.

Unclaimed Express packThe event ot the forenoon was the
<>r

Eastern
claimed

Express Company’s sale ol unpackages, which was conducted
by K. S. Prescott, Esq., the veteran
auctioneer. By ten o’clock a motley crowd
had gathered in trout of Prescott’s Furniture Warerooms

on

Central

There
rascals, and

street.

clergymen, aldermen,
deacons; countrymen and lantern jawed
females of the auction haunting species,
besides the usual quantity of loafers.
This sale is a kind of pious lottery in
which people who would die of remorse
il they should invest a penny in the Koval
Ilavanna have not the slightest scruple in
indulging. The crowd was good natured.
and was kept so by the humorous remarks
were

of the auctioneer, and the many little incidents of a comical character which oc-

curred.
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paid 25 cents for a box containing a
ing machine. Several sedate looking

sewmer-

chants invested 15 cents each in a map ot
the City ol Portland with a business direcA worthy and
tory' accompanying it.
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Vienna

Exposition.

London, Thursday, May

1.

The international industrial exhibition
at Vienna opened to-day, with
imposing
ceremonies. The weather was unfavorable. The attendance comprised a large
number ot princes, potentates and distinguished persons from all parts ot the
globe. A special, dated Wednesday evening, giving an account of the arrangements, says: ••Immense progress has
been made on the great industrial palace
building during the past week. For several days past there have been at least ten
thousand at work on it during the day,
while four thousand others have been kept
steadily at work on it throughout thenight,
thus keeping up a perfect pandemonium
of noise and rattle from morning till night
and from sunset to sunrise. It will be
the end ot June before the exhibition can
be seen in full blast and as the authorities
intend to make it appear.
To show the
immense quantity of goods as yet packed
in the exhibitors’ cases, I will state there
arc now 7000 laden baggage trucks between Vienna and the frontier, which, at
the utmost, can only be unladed at the
rate of 200 cars a day.
From this the
visitor can better judge how soon to visit
the exhibition.
The principal towns of
Austria have offered invitations to numerous distinguished
strangers to be present
when the emperor shall formally open the
bu i 1 d i n g to -mo r ro w.
The Fftlrf. or Iron, Coal and Shirs.
Hon. Ellis II. Roberts, now in England,
writes to iiis paper, the Utica Herald, interesting letters respecting matters which
attract his observing mind.
Upon one
very important topic he writes:
•'A member o! the government in the
Hoard ot Trade informs me that the coal
commission will soon make a new report,
and present startling facts and
figure^
showing that the production of coal can
not increase herealter as it has done, and
cannot keep pace with the present growth
of consumption.
In a word, the ratio of

Trout Breeding. J. M. Kimball Esq.,
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
is fitting up the Dr. Buzzcl
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
which
rehe
has
Belfast, Wednesday, May 7, 1873.
Cape Elizabeth,
cently purchased, as a trout farm. He is Flour,
7a8
$y.50a 13.50|Round llog,
Corn Meal,
80a00 Clear Salt Pork,
$20a22
three
small
building
ponds which are to Rye Meal,
1,1 Oa 1.15iMutton per lb.,
8a0
into
each
other. He has also made Rye,
open
90al.< o Lamb per lb.,
OaO
HOauO Turkey per lb.,
artificial streams running out trom and Corn,
25a30
55a09
Chicken
17a20
Barley,
per
lb.,
into the ponds. Here he proposes to place
2.50a3.00 Duck
18a20
Beans,
lb.,
the tisli after they are hatched, and keep Marrowfat Peas, 90al.oo Geeseper
15a0u
per lb.,
55a60
$ 12a 15
them until they are in a proper condition Oats,
Hay per ton,
Potatoes,
$1.40a0.00
05a75|Lime,
for the market. His plan is to sell no fish Dried
loaOO
6a8j Washed Wool,
Apples,
before they are three years old. The Cooking Apples,
0ja75lUnwashed Wool,
35a00
Pulled
33a35
45a50
Butter,
Wool,
eggs from which the fish are derived arc Cheese,
l*a20 Hides,
8a0
to he kept in a house specially
10 l-2al7
loalti Calf Skins,
arranged Eggs,
12a14 Sheep Skins,
for their reception and preservation. This Lard,
$1.00a2.00
Sal > Hard Wood,
Beef,
$7.00a8.00
house is to be artificially heated to a given Baldwin
$4,00a0.00
Apples, SSal.OO Soft Wood,
Mr.
7a8 Dry Pollock,
41-2a5
Kimball
has
temperature.
twenty- Veal,
7aS Straw
$8.00a0.00
five thousand fish already out of the egg, Dry Cod,
— ——
———a —— ■ ——————
and the little fellows are swimming about
lively. A visit to this establishment will
SPECIAL NOTICES.
furnish an interesting and profitable recreation. [Portland Press.
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On

engaged to wash the
Lamson’s photograph rooms.

a

woman

floor of
There chanced to be a basin filled with
nitrate of silver standing on the stove,
and the woman thinking it contained
warm water emptied the contents into her
pail. The result was apparent after a
few minutes scrubbing. The floor grew
black, her arms grew black, and she
became so terrified with tins sudden
transformation that she grew black in the
taee through fear.
”An’ the devil has
turned me into a nagur sure.” The loss
to Mr. Lamson was fifteen dollars.
[Portland Press.
A Wife Shot by Mistake for A Bhk-

In Stow, Mass., Tuesday night,
gler.
Mr. Frank Stevens was aroused by a noise
which he thought likely was caused by
horse thieves, who have been active of
late. He arose and dressed himself and
with revolver in hand went to the window
At the
but could not discover anything.
same time, unobserved by him, his wile
went into the sitting room and looked out
of a window.
Mr. Stevens next started
to leave the house when he noticed what
seemed to be the figure of a man climbing
into his sitting room window. Without
thought he fired and shot his wife. The
ball passed through the right shoulderblade, coursing downwards toward the
abdomen, breaking a rib on its way, and
has not yet been extracted. Medical assistance was promptly secured and the
sufferer is now comfortable. Hopes are
entertained of her recovery.

In Hollis, April 29, Mary, wife of Joseph S. Berry,
formerly of Burnham, aged 66 years, 2 months and
days.
In Searsport, April 27, Mattie E., wife of L. T.
Ilallett and daughter of Elbridgc Nickerson, of
Swanville, aged 32 years, 10 months,
fLowell,
Mass., papers please copy.]
In Searsuiont, May 2d, Melietabel, wife of Benjamin Plummer, aged 89 years, 1 month.
In Waldo, May 2d, Mrs. Sarah Kay, aged 66 years.
In Prospect. May 1st, Mrs. Elizabeth I*. Lentest.
aged 70 years, 8 months.
In Brooks, April 28th, Sarah A., wife of Joseph
Ellis, aged 76 years.
In Cedar Iveys, Florida, April 1st, John Henry
Elliot of Thomaston, sged 23 years, l; months.
In Brooklyn, N. V.. April 16th, Laura, wife of
Walter Hanney, eldest daughter of Captain Ambrose
Pendleton, aged 25 years.
In Thomaston, April 29, Capt. Miles S. Gates,
aged 54 years,8 months and 16 days.
In Warren, April 26, Mr. Charles Mank, formerly
of Waldoboro’, agec 96 years, 3 months, 11 days.
In Camden, May 1st, Georgi*1 V,,only child of Dr.
A. F. Miller, aged 10 years and 2 months.
In No. Penobscot, April 11th, Nathaniel B., only
son of Prince H. and Alzndas
Staples, aged 8 mos.
and 20 day.
In Portland, April 16. widow, .1. Francis Desisle,
daughter ol Benjamin Emery, Esq., of Eden, aged

of this city
| place
in

•‘Truth is

Lawn Mower. We invite attention to
the advertisement of the Archimedian
lawn mower to be found in another column of this
It is the best mower
paper.
ever invented, and ail who have lawnwill find it a groat labor saving article, at
the same time enabling them to keep their
lawns

neatly trimmed than

more

he

can

done in any other way.

Pills,

Potions and

Pungencies.

A Stonington girl recently contracted neuralgia by sleeping with her hands in a stocking ot
mush to whiten them.

The mush froze.

Th»* most sanguine expectations are i 1 \
realized by the use of Duponc«i’s> Golden Pill.
There is no likeness between a diamond neckpin and a yacht, except, by the wav, when it ion the breast of a heavy sweii.
Of all awful night, sounds, that of a frightful
cough reverberating through the darkness, is
the most saddening. Would you
spared this
infliction and save the life endangered by the
complaint, administer Ilale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar. Sold by all Druggists.
Pike s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

GETINE
Seventy-one Years of Age.
East Marshfield, Aug. 22,1870,
Mr. Stf.vkns
Dear Sir 1 am seventy-one years of age; have suffered many years with Kidney Complaint, weakness
in my back and stomach. I was induced by friends
to try your Vegetine. and I think it the best medicine for weakness of the Kidneys I ever used. I
have tried many remedies for this complaint, and
never found so much relief as from Ykgetine.
It
strengthens and invigorates the whole system.
Many of my acquaintances have taken it,and 1 believe
it to be good tor ail the complaints for which it is
recommended.
Yours truly,
JOSIAII H. SHERMAN.

SHI1P

Charlestown, Mass.,

March

tion in use.

I

sir, Ac.,
Fleazer Crabtree. J. i\

am.

Bit

of History.
Captain James
Brooks, lather of tlie member of Congress
tiie
same
by
name, whose death was announced Wednesday, was a native of
England and was for several years a
worthy shipmaster of Portland, lhs last
cruise was as captain of the
private armed
loop Yankee, a unique craft, modeled by
Jolm 11. Hall, the inventor of the breechloading title which was adopted by our
1 nited States War
Department. The
'loop had a Hat bottom with a keei six
■■■ft deep.
She sailed front Portland in
June 1SU.
1 )n
Sunday, July 10th, the Portuguese
armed ship Jan Jose Indiano, with a carmost
of which was British goods, came
go
in as a prize to the Yankee.
The armament

ot this

ship

was

in the September
by the Portland

A ten-year old. boasting t<> a school-mate of
his father’s accomplishments, puts it thus: "My
father can do almost anything. He’s a notarv
public, and lie’s a ’pothecary, and can pull
teeth, and he’s hur^e doctor, and he can mend
wagons and things, and can play a fiddle, and
lie's a .jackass at all trades.
Centaur
There is

no

pain which tin Centau Liniment

will not relieve,
and

no

Liniment.

no

swelling it will not sulxluc,

lameness which it will not

is strong language, but it is true.
parts

not

art*

gone, its elfects

It has produced

more

cures

are
01

cure.

This

Where the
marvelous

rheumatism

neuralgia, lock-jaw. palsy, sprains, swellings,
cakcd-brea>ts, scalds, burns, 'alt-rheum, ear-

following transferred
Kill" Corps, to the dismantled brig Boxer, ache, &c., upon the human frame, and of strains,
vbich placed the brig in position to defend
spavin, galls, &c., upon animals in one year
Vaughan's bridge from a threatened attack by the enemy.
The capture of this than have all other pretended remedies since
prize bv Captain Brooks was the last that the world began. It is a counter-irritant, an
was heard of him or his vessel. Her
deep all-healing pam reliever, (.-ripples throw away
keel probably caused her to founder in a
their
*-

aputui

H

crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bite.'

storm.

ui-uoks ieu a

son anil

daughter
—fames and Eliza, who afterwards married a Mr. Marsh, of New York.
The
second son, Erastus, now of the New York
Express was born several months alter
his lather sailed.
The orphan children
drew an annuity from the United States
naval pension fund and were cared for
by their mother and their guardian, the
late David Trull.
[Cor. Portland Press.
The latest to suffer the extreme penalty
ot the law on the scaffold is John J.

are

rendered harmless and the wounded

healed without

a scar.

It is

no

humbug.

recipe is published around each bottle.
selling

as no

are

The
It is

article ever before sold, and it sells

out.

The particulars of the recent boy-murder committed in Greensburg, Pa., are of
a curious character.
The victim was a boy
only !l years old, while his murderer is a
lad of 15 years.
On Thursday last Mrs.
Shaum sent her son to a store about a mile
distant to procure some groceries, and
not making his appearance in the
evening,
search was made to learn his whereabouts,
which proved unsuccessful. The only information which could be obtained was
that he had been seen in company with a
boy named Bacon, 15 years old, and they
looked as if they had. or were going to
have, an altercation. On Friday search
was made lor the
missing boy by his
parents, and during the day two bays,
while coming through a belt of woods,
discovered a large pile ol apparently freshly
gathered leaves,sticks and branches. Upon
removing them they discovered the body
of the murdered boy, with his skull broken,
his hair and clothing and the ground
covered with clotted blood. Suspicion
was at once fastened
upon Bacon, who
was supposed to have been
quarreling
with Shaum.
Young Bacon was at
once arrested, and when he was accused
of murder at once denied the
charge.
Alter a little talk he was frightened into
a confession that he had been
tighting.
He said that Shaum had a half
pound of
in
his
sugar
basket, that he asked him for
it, and had been refused. He had made
his
mind to have the sugar, and he
up
struck him with a club
upon the head.
Without questioning him further lie was
committed to the Greensburg jail for trial.
—James H. Carlton was found at
night
in the streets ot
Bangor, with a bullet
under his scalp, and stated that
somebody
had tried to murder him. It
certainly
looked like that.

1840, Over
Since

becaues it does just what it pretends to do.
Those who

now

sutler from menial ism, pain

swelling deserve to sutfer if they will not
Centaur Liniment.

chronic-rheumatism,gout, running tumors. &<*.,

or

for screw-worm in sheep. Stock

owners—this liniment is worth your attention.
No family should be without Centaur Liniment.
J. B. Hose & Co., New York.

I have no hesitancy in saying that, in my
opinion tlirn-e is no preparation in the market
equal to this for the cure of Headache or any

other Bilious difficulty.

Damariscotta, April, LS72.
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BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
Wednesday, April 30,1873.
week—3050 Cattle; 5311 sheep and

Lambs; 1510? Swine; Western Cat tie 2893; North- I

Cattle and Working Oxen and Milch Cows
160; Eastern Cattle, 6.
I’rices ot Beef Cattle per hundred lbs. live weight
Extra quality, $750a$? 73; First quality, $7 O0a7 25;
Second quality, $6 25a$0 75; Third quality,$4 85a6U0
poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c, $3 50a4 25.
By the pound, dressed weight, from Salic per lb.
Hides—Hiiies 9 l-2c; Tallow 6a6 l-2c per lb;
Country Tallow 5a5 l-2c; Country Hides 9c per lb;
Calf Skins 16a20c per lb; Sheep Skins $1 ?5a
2 50.
Working Oxen—We quote sales of 1 pr, gth 7 ft
6 in *280; 1 pr, 7 ft 4 in $225; 1 pr 6 It 10 in, $215;
1 pr (I It 10 in $200; 1 pr, 6 ft 8 in, $185; 1 pr, 6 ft 6
in, $175; 1 pr, 6 It 0 in, $182.
Mitch Cows—Extra $50a90; ordinary $2 a50.
Store Cattle—Nothing doing in the Store Cattle
trade, except for Working Oxen and Milch Cows.
Sheep and Lambs—Western Sheep and L .mbs
cost, delivered at Brighton, Irom 5 t-3u« l-2c per 1 ;
Wool Sheep from 7a8e per lb.
Swine—Store Pigs wholesale7a8c; retail 7 l-2al0c.
F'atllogs, 18,000 at market; prices e i-4a6 1-2C per lb.
ern

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
Monday, May 5. 1872.
BUT! ER— We quote line fall New York and Vermont butter at 35a30c per lb; prime lots of old at
30a32c; bakers’ at llalfic.
CHEESE—We quote Vermont and New York
at 15al6 l-2c per lb; medium factory at 12a 14c; corncheese at Dalle.
EGGS—The market to-day is
hardly so firm, and
sales have been made at 17al7 1.2c, and Southern
and Western sell readily at 16a 16 l-2c.
BEANS
We quote choice mediums $2 75;
choice pea beans at $3 25a3 50.
DRIED APPLES—We quote at 7 l-2a8 l-2c per
lb for Eastern sliced; 6 l-2a 7c 1-2 for Eastern
quarters; 7a8 l-2c lor New York sliced, and f> l-2a7c for
quarters; fancy Southern sliced sell at 7 l-2a8 l-2c,
and common Southern apple at5aG-12c per lb.
VEGETABLES—Early Rose potatoes sell at 05c;
Jackson Whites 85;iD5c; Davis Seedlines $100 per
bush.
GRASS SEEDS—$4 3?a4 75 per bush tor Herds
Grass; $4 00a4 37 per sack for Red Top; 8 3-5*10 l-2o
lor Western and Northern Clover.
HAY—We quote prime hay at $26a27
per ton;
common $18a22j Straw $25a26 per ton.
—
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Manuluctnred at MITCHELL’S tor the
wholesale trade.
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SPRING SHADES
selling at 33c, former
price 45c.
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lew

Wall

Style

told, Satin, White
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Paper!'

! Brown, selling very low
i'. rilOMl'SON's 1- irniture, Crockery Ware
•ml Boom Paper Store. Hor. Main and High Streets.
Belfast, .Me.
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m
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C. Ii. MITCHELL

YARD WIDE, sell-

a

announces to tin- c»ti/. ns uf Belfast and vicinity
that In iia-opened a Retail Department in c.-uuection with bis wholesale, when he will keep un
assortment <n French and Domestic Confectionery
manufactured at his place from the best of Grttnu
luted Sugar.

bv the piece at
11 l-2e.

ing

Edward, of Ellsworth, laden with lOJ.uuo loot
lumber, went ashore mar Hewett’s Point, Marshfield, Sunday morning, 4th inst. The captain and
crew, four persons, were taken from the wreck by a
line, about 8 o’clock, Sunday morning, badly chilled, but otherwise uninjured. The vessel is a total
loss, as the stern is entirely gone. She lays bows :o
shore. Cargo will be saved.
She is high and dry
at low tide, and closely wedged between the rocks.
She was bound for Providence. RI.
She sprung
aleak on Friday, and during the territic storm of
Suiuiuay uccium u.
Bark Helen Angier, Staples, from Llieo, March 1,
for United Kingdom, with wheat, put back to Valparaiso, March 22, in a leaking condition.
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Traveling Sags 3
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PLAIN and RIBBED, selling at 12 I-2c, former
price 17c.

CITY BLOCK, HIGH ST.
LARGE and well
ct< d t :k »1 the above
article- constantly < n hand and lor sale at Tin
VERY l.OWKST ritlt'ks,
Alsu Leaf In
MiotHindi
\V. i. UH.ld'UN.
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40 DOZEN
A. J. HARBIMAN

A lT T I O I !
ALL PERSONS

H O SIER? I

hereby cautioned again*:;
purchasing or negotiating an order drawn by the
Clark’s Island Granite Company in tavor of Win. P.
Simonton, payable on or after the noth of April,
1873, for the sum of $200, as payment of the same
has been stopped. Said order is the property <-t the
are

subscribers.
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Hardware, Iron and Steel, Cutlery,
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Nails,
Carraigo Woods, Trimmings,

PLAIN, selling at 17c,
former price 25c

1). N. BIRD 6c Co.

Rockland, May 0, 1873.—3w44
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50 DOZEN

MZLLZNERY

MACE & HURD

ASSORTED

Manufacturers of and Wholesale Dealers in Plain.and

-AM)-

CONFECTIONERY,

HOSIER"?

FANCY GOODS

weeks. Please
amine

i
ARRIVED from Bangor and for sale on
board Schr. Eclipse lying at Haradeu's wharf.
Also a lew Clapboards.
Come u-running boys if
you want your money’s worth, cannot keep the
vessel laying here too long as business is good.
,J. C. ROBBINS.
Belfast, May 8.—44tf

JUST

Sinmner

ex-

prices as we
shall have sample pairs on
exhibition with prices attached.
our

Mrs. A.

best interests ot the city. Per Order.
EMERY BOARDMAN, Citv Clerk.
May 7, 1»73.—2w44
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Millinery!

RICHARDS
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Miss A. F. SOUTHWORTH
just received a lull
Bonnets. Ribbons, Flo.v.
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to k of Spring Hat- and
r-. Ru e-. Ruches m.i \
vers, and ail the novelties of the
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the
milliner, department.
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City of Belfast.
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for the next 5

CEDAR SHINGLES.

thk

leave to inlorm their tii nd- and the public
wait upon
generally that they are row prepar- d
them at short re tie.
Al l. ORDERS BY MAI I.
PROMPTLY ALIEN 1»F.D l'o.
T. I.. M A Cl
tf-n
A. A.ill'RD.
eg

a

000,000 MORi'!

Wanted for the
Book.

1

specialty

Tv ELLS.

F

FOREIGN
FRUITS,
CIGARS, WRAPPING

AND

Main ami Cross Sis.. Belfast.

corner of

Hosiery

Truly,

E

Fancy

PAPER, TWINE, SUGAR & MOLAS
SES CORN
CAKES, CORN
CANDY, COCOANUTS, <iC.

From 25c to 75c per pair.
These goods arc remarkably cheap, and we
intend to make

.Just received from my own selection in the Market all the leading style.-, in Bonnets, Hats, Ribbons
and Flowers. School Hats from 42 cts. up. Shaker
Shades &c. Also a new stock of Ladies’ Ties, Kid
Gloves, Parisols, Hosiery, Corsets, Hoop Skirts,
Traveling Bags & Baskets. 1 have a complete line
ot all the above goods in all tin different ipialiiies.
My friends and customers will lind my stock the
largest and cheapest stock in tin- city as J never
have been undersold on a single article that I keep.
Tour*

TOBACCO

TOWELS I

ROOMS OVER H. H. FORBES' STORE.
Under the direction and per-o>>a' -upe- i;.t
MR". RICHARDS win lias
Boston with all the m w Spring sty 1»
for

40 Doz Linen Towels at 12 l-2c
“
“
“
20
25c
“
“
“
20
33c
“
“
“
20
30c
“
“
“
20
37c
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BJ> « 4 FJ’s.
For Ladies, .Mi--. and t i;
a- u.
Grateful for tin p-.-f all ! !oi fill for fie tufir.
we will endeavor
..ud -a* i-i v ill ••or f: ? in'
p'>
U1 t he price, stvb- a ad -pa
il v ->! oar v..
:
Belfast, May i.-i. :-/
%

or Bki.i y\ Ml
the (’if.
f i.
;
Aldermen’s Room ii.
id (
■J o’clock 1*. M.. for tin- pu:
I
application of W. H S up.
steam engine in the building
purchased by him from ’hi W
K.Ml-:i:V L
Belfast. May 7th i-v d
n

("’111’v
J Board of

Thirty years of adventures among the Iudians, etc.
Thrillingly interesting and fast rolling. f»0 orders
taken by one agent in two days.
For terms address
J. LATHAM & CO., 2'.»2 Washington St., Boston,
Mass.—4w44

Cough.

rniftK PAIY.klLLER
Is the Great Family Medicine of the
JL

irrow house, on High Strict, rrcentlinker. Inquire of Aiui Faunce,
occupied l.y Mi
-itt
Belfast
i
>aviugs Bank.
.IOSLPH F. HALL.
1 ^71.—tfH2
Belfast, April

40 PIECES

ot

WILD LIFE

Cold

-*»

—

Master Lord lias the timber in the yard and will
at once commence work on a second vessel, to be
about 400 tons burthen, three-masted schooner, and
intended to be a fine vessel ot her class.
Four other first class vessels are now on the stocks
and will be launched in a few days and work on four
more will be commenced within the next three
weeks.

PAIY-KILLER
rpiIE
Is both an Internal aud External
X

THE PAn-HILLEII
Will cure Fever aud Ague when other
X

hence

a

Maple Sugar!

Just received atO. II. MITCHELL’S.

owner.

Agents

old.

lew Vermont

prices

at

goods

same

Ellsworth.
The American says there was
launched from the yard of Abraham Lord ot Ellson Tuesday,' a tine schr named Nellie Grant,
of about 1P«) tons o m owned by J T & (J II Grant
and other:-, and built by Abraham Lord, master
workman.
The Nellie Grant is thoroughly built
with oak wales, locust trunr.els, hard pine clamps,
and lastensd with composition spikes and butt-bolts.
She is intended for the coasting business and h
commanded by Capt Lorenzo Jordan, who is part

THE BMIY-HILLEK
Is equally applicable and efficacious to young
A.
or

Lots,

for

sponsible

Sealed Proposals for collecting the Taxes for this
city, for the current muncip.tl year will be received
by the undersigned until Monday, .June 2, lS7d, at
All proposals must, be upon
7i 1-2 o’clock. P. M.
the amount collected, and the council reserve the |
right to accept or reject as they may deem for the

of

PAIN-KILLER!

“ARCHIMEDEAN,"
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THE CHAJaFION

CARTER’S

LAWN MOWER OF THE WORLD.

Selling

THE PAIY.KILLER
Is good for Scalds and Burns,
X
THE PAO-KILLER
Has the Verdict of the People in its favor.
X

at

50c,

former

price

75c,

pah-killi:r
Universal Satisfaction.
TheGives
rniiE pain-killer
Beware of imitations and
X

Counterfeits.

Very Large

Size at 67o, former
price $1.00.

THE PAINKILLER
Each bottle is wrapped with full directions
X
for

Paperhangiug, Graining
manner

by

aud

Glazing

A. CULLNAN.

Painting and Papering Front Ilalls, Parlors and
Sifting rooms madf* a specialty. Orders loft, on my
slate at Albert C.
Burgess’Store or at my House
promptly attended to.
JnGOsp
A

BOOK FOR EVERY MAI.

‘SCIENCE OF LIFE. OR SELF-PRESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
< ure of Exhausted
Vitality, Premature Decline in
Man, Nervous and Fhysic il Debility. Hypochondria,
Impotency, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness,
and all other diseases
arising from the errors of
youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature
THE

years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been taught by this work the true
way
t° health and
It is the cheapest and
happiness.
best medic i! work <‘ver
published, and the only one
on this class of ills worth
reading. 190th edition,
revised, much enlarged,illustrated, bound in beautilu. French cloth.
Price only $1.
Sent by mail,
post paid, on receipt of price. Address PEABODY
MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bulfinch street,
Boston, Muss., or Dr. W. H. PARKER, Assistant
Physician. N. B. The author may be consulted on
tbe above as well as all diseases
requiting skill and
experience.
lV39sp

MARRIED.
^Hs city» May 1st, by Rev. J. Adams, Mr, Frank
h. lozicr and Miss Nettie E.
Gay, both of Waldo.
Flowers were scarce the first of May
But Frank found one that looked quite
Gay.
In Charlestown,
May 4th, Mr. William 1J. H.Carr
ol Charlestown,
Mass., and Miss Abbie Bruce of

Belfast.
In Belmont. May 2d, by N. B.
Allenwood, Esq.,
<™C,iarles W.Shaw and Miss Jane U. Gilson, both
of Belfast.
In Matinicus, April 10th, Mr.
Joseph C. Jackson
and Mrs. Susan H.
Emery, both ot Montville.
In Camden, Apr 1 10th, Mr. Charles F. Gould and
Miss Fannie A. Hodgman, both of Camden.
In Thomaston, April 20th,
Capt. John B. Henry
*VS8 Henrietta Hallowell, both of Thomaston.
In Monroe,
April 27th, by D. S. Flanders, Esq.,
M^; George WMirant and Mrs, Mary A. Burnham,
both of Monroer

DIED.
( Obituary tiotices, beyond the Date, Name and A qe
must be paid for.J
In SeBrsmont May 7th, Adam Weed,
formerly ol

Freedom, aged

75 years.

or07 r/v mi: a

is the time to secure
Linen Goods, in Towels, Napkins,
and Table Damasks as you can
make excellent selections from a

done in the
This beautiful

mower

is

uow

so

well known

throughout the United States and Europe, that it
requires no recommendation (over 10,000 sold in this
country alone). The only balanced Lawn Mower

with AN ADJUSTABLE HANDLE.
10-iuch cut, croquet mower, a beautiful little machine for small lawns, croquet grounds, cemetery
lots, easily operated by a lad or miss of 10 years,
price, $20; 12-inch, $22; H inch, standard size, $25;
28-inch, pony, $100; T'-inch, horse, tor public parks
and large lawns, $125.
Every machine warranted
to give perfect satisfaction.
We challenge the
world to a trial, and to produce a machine its
equal.
Try it, and you will buy no other.
Send for Illustrated Circular.
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conv,

so called,
from the
1 l’a uard
tin* main travelhd
ad n om Roger's ('onur,
called, to the town of Plymouth, i! at said highway
would be of great public convenience
1 i %. ;i;: v
of great public nee. ssity to the tra\idling mmimiiiWherefore
titioners
of
tlu
ity
your pi
untieof Waldo and Penobscot j.dnth pm\ that your
honors would, agreeably to the statute in
h ea-es
made and provided, locate and aj |>r«
-a id
highway
with due regard to the rights and int>
d ail
concerned,and as in duty 1 -onml will v: pi ;\.
.JOSEPH I SI
ami 11.'*,dhits.
November Ji. 1>7J.
to
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to the rare
ing at this

bargains

we are

oil'er-

STATE

season.

HAMBTTB.GS
Selling

at the former LOW
PRICES !

-—--—-

G. W. BURKETT &

CO..

m

Hayt'ordBlock.

Church St.,

BELFAST.

1

WA,NE-

SS.—County Commissioners’ Court.
Apr.l Term, 1-7 1.
,
On the foregoing. Ordered. 1 h; t notice !
_.\,M
that the County Commissioner•!
\V"'.|." ,im
Penobscot Counties will meet a! the hou-e of ( |, ,» h
Uardin lroy, on Tuesday, tin- sivencmth ,L>
ot
June next, at ten O’clock, A,
M., ami thrree
ceed to view the route set forth in the
petition,
immediately after which, at some conveuiei t pia.n
in the vicinity
a
hearing of the parties and their
witnesses will be had, and such furthei mia.-uies
taken in tlu premises as the Commissioners m:>
judge proper; that notice ot the film place and
purposes ot said meeting be gi\ en to ill persons and
Corporations interested by causing an atti .-ti d cot
of said petition with this order thereon to he served
on the Chairman of the
County Commissioners of
the County of Penobsc d.also by causing a like
copy
to be published in the l\t nnobee
Journ.,1, In ing the
State paper, and .Tso in the Republican Jourual, a
pap, r printed in said County ot Waldo, an 1 also in
the llangor Daily Whig and Courier, a paper printed in said County ot Penobscot; and
by posting a
like copy in three public place- in each of the towns
ot l’roy and Plymouth, and by serviug it on the Clerks
of each ot said towns; allot said publications and
notices to be posted, served and published thirty
days before the time of said meeting.
Attest- W, CL FRYE, Clerk,
Copy of Petition and Order of Court.
Attest— W. <;. FRYE. Clerk,
WALDO
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dlgf-We have on hand an unusually large stock of Dry Goods
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r
miss inner* 'dr the < .niU'i <>’ II'.//,7.,
State nf Main, next /■•/*-'
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CnitHtyjU Belfast.<>n the. s, rente' nth Ann
Die ember* .1. 1). is7‘2.

COLT’S ARM ORY, HARTFORD, CONN.
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<

You will always :^d everything that i- usually
kept
in a tirst-class Saloon.
A. It. ( AliTKIJ,
\ J7>
Relfu.-t, Dec,

Hills “Arcliileilean" Lawn Mower Co.,

>

i. w .t v

that
l.ighwn
Respectfully
the presen, :o-idrnc
inenctng
opened a depart- Charles
Ward in tlte
i
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.id (-rliAu
ment of Jewelry in Jet Goods, thence running certain tir
)jnt.
the said
of Troy
d th town
i*h
Plated and French (Jilt consisting Penobscot County and dithering
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Hill,
called, theue trom -an',
the
of Ear-Rings, Pins,Opera Chains, practicable
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nient leeatioi: toll:, I'.a
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Bracelets,

MANUFACTURED UY THE

nuun rous
at th,

served in ever\ style astd it ;i time-. A No
I A l.s
AT AI.I HUL KS.
A large
k o! » out. t iom
every description, <'igar-nd iv.hatro u'w i\- on
hand.
8&“C\NN K1 > Fill.'ITS .V JKI.l.lh.vt specialty.
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HOUBE PAINTING-!

iuiorni' '•
is still
will

iv

ot

use.

THE PAOT-KILLER
Is sold by all Druggists and Dealers iu FamX
ily Medicines.
Im43sp

best

A. II. ('A RTER r• -,i• -tini
friends ami em-tono r< that
stand, ('ll A S A Id ii)N win
ready to welcome all.

1C k Double Lises Towels

THE PALY-KILLER
Is almost a certaiu cure for CHOLERA, and
X
has, without doubt, been more successful in curing
this terrible disease than any other known
remedy,
or even the most eminent and skillful
Physicians.
In India, Africa and China, where this dreadful disease is ever more or less
prevalent.the Pain-Killer
is considered by the natives, as well as
European
residents in those climates, a Sure Remedy.

M.

At market this

the

More than 1000 certificates

of remarkable cures, including frozen limbs,

and mules,

Thirty Years 1873.

or

use

Murphy, who was hanged at Stockton, have been received. We will send a circular
Cal., recently for the murder of Patrick
Murray, nearly live years ago. At the containing certificates, the recipe, etc., gratis, to
time ot the murder an intense feeling was any one requesting it. One bottle of the yellow
excited in the vicinity against the prisonwrapper Centaur Liniment is worth one huner, but such a length of time has
elapsed
between his first trial and the day ot ex- dred dollars for spavined or sweenied horses
ecution that ot late he has been
comparatively lorgottcn. The two men were
brothers-in-law, and Murray’s wife, who
was an invalid,
having complained to her
brother that she was ill-treated by her

THE MOST POPULAR MEDICINE EXTANT

Job

PLUMMER.
..—tf

men-

were

when they are sold
will not be rewe

worth,

BlTcubed.

n

B.
April 20,1>.

bought in

April JO. Sch- Nellie, French, Jacksonville.
Karl, Cunningham. Ellsworth; (Jen
May l.
Mead, Patterson, Boston, !» K Arey, Ryan, do;
Abiev Gale, West, New York.
...
Wm Carroll, McGee, Ellsworth.
?. Eveline, Bagley, Sullivan ; James Wall, Grover,
Charli ston, S. C.

ISJN'EEDED.

A

tioned

May 1. Schs. Wild Rover, Prince, Portland;
Eclipse, Robbins, Bangor.
1. Solis. I.. Snow, Gritfin, Gloucester; Janies
Wall, Grover, St. George.
5. Sell.-. Eveline. Bagley, Boston; Cameo, Peachy,
Boston; Nathan Clifford, Coombs, Boston.

19,1809.

often occasion the death of the patient, it lock- up
the liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage follows, and, iu tact, clogging the action of
tin1 ery organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint aud dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thirds of the cases of consumption.
Many are
now complaining with dull pain iu the side, the
bowels sometimes costive and sometimes too loose,
tongue coated, pain in the shoulder-blade, feeling
sometimes very restless, and at other times drowsy;
the food that is taken lies heavily on the stomach,
accompanied with acidity and belching of wind.
These ymptoms usually originate from a disordered
condition of the stomach ora torpid liver. Persons
so alfected, it they take one or two
heavy colds, and
if the cough in these cases be suddenly stopped, the
lungs,liver and stomach clog, aud remain torpid and
inactive, and before the patient is aware of his situation, tie lungs are a mass ot sores,and ulcerated,
and death is the inevitable result.
.Schenek’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
doe-i not contain ny opium, nor anything calculated
to "heck a cough suddenly,
Sehenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food,mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the sy-tem, and creates a healthy circulation ot the blood. When the bowels are costive,
skin sallow and the patient is of a bilious habit,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
fhesc medicines are prepared by Dr. .). 11.
SCHENCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and for sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & ('()., 38 Hanover street,
Boston, and JOHN F. HENRY, 8 College place,
New York, Wholesale Agents.
For sale by Druggists generally,— ly3sp

The articles

S

.’or sale by the Subscriber, at Wk>t Winturpokt.

in this column.

quoted

ARKI VED.

certify that I have used your “Blood
Preparation” (Ykgetine) in my family for several
and
think
that for Scofula or Cankerous
years,
Humors, or Rheumatic affections, it cannot be excelled; and as a blood purifier and Spring medicine,
it is the best thing 1 have ever used, end 1 have
used almost everything,
f can cheerfully recommend it to any in need of such a medicine.
Yours respectfully,
MRS. A. A. DINSMORE,
19 Russel! Street.

QMWMPTmQkU

Guarantee to sell goods for three
weeks only at: the prices

BELFAST.

PORT OF

EXPERIENCE OF YEARS.
ti. R. Si"tL\
This is to

N

at

BRAD L E Y

33 years.
In Eden, April 23d, Lydia Wilcomb, wife of Frederick Wilcomb, aged 30 years.
In Trenton, April 11, Mattie Bayley. daughter of
Benj. F. and Caroline E. Smith, aged 2 years, lo
months and 6 days.
In Brooklin, April 13th, Mrs. Ilepsibah Powers,
wife of the late Peter Powers, aged 75 years.
In Cherryfield, April 17th, Everett E., son of Daniel and Asenath Willey, aged 21 years and 6 mos,
In Millbridge, April loth, Josephine Greeley, wife
of George Stillman Sawyer, aged 24 years. April 21,
Sophia A., daughter of the late Capt. Palmer and
Kebeeea Bray, aged 17 years.
In Franklin, April 21st. Victoria M., wife of Mr.
William B. Thomas, aged 23 years, 11 months and
12 days.

PURIFIES THE BLOOD AND RESTORES THE HEALTH.

Staple
Sfrup
MITCHELL’S.

ittit. umi a

5

Mighty,and will Prevail.”

the supply of coal to tile demand has
The reason that an urchin gave for being late
reached its maximum in Britain. The
at school was that the boy in the next house
bearing of this on manufactures can not was going to have a dressing
down with a bed
be exaggerated.
With present processes cord, and he waited to hear him howl.
WHAT
the cost of manufacturing every article to
l or Jaundice, Headache, Constipation, ImBoston*, Feb. id. 1871.
which luel is requisite, and this covers
pure Blood, Pain in the Shoulders, Tightness Mu. li. It. StkvkSs:
Dear Sir—-About one year since I found myself in
practically the whole list, must advance. of the Chest. Dizziness. Sour Fnntations of
V representative man, familiar with busi- the Stomach, Bad taste in mouth. Bilious at- a feeble condition from general debility. Vkoktink
Pain in region of Kidnevs. Internal was -trongly recommended to me by a friend who
ness arid
production, and a conscious and tacks,
Fever, Bloated feeling about Stomach. Rush of had been much benefited by its us.-. 1 procured the
well-informed thinker, concedes that the Blood
article and, alter using several boltles, was restored
to Head, High colored Urine, and Gloomy
health, and discontinued its use. I feei quite conhope ot British manufactures is upon some Forebodings, take Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Purga- to
fident that there is no medicine superior to it for
new
device tor utalizing petroleum or tive Pellets, or Sugar-coated, Concentrated Root those complaints for which it is e? peeially
prepared,
other new form of tael.
Great as is the and Herbal Juice Anti-Bilious Granules—the and would cheerfully recommend it to those who
feel that they need something to restore them to
Little
Giant”
Cathartic
or multum in parvo
present prosperity of Britain, the supreperfect health. Respectfully yours.
fi7s
Physic. 25 cents, by all Druggists
U. 1-. PETTING ILL.
macy in manulaetures, based as it has
A Western reporter died of brain fever the Firm of S. M. Pettingill & Co., Iu State St., Boston.
been on cheap and abundant coal, can not
other
He
tried
to
day.
take
the
notes
of
a
dismuch longer be maintained
against the course that his
Yk<;k nsk extends its influence into every part of
was making for
United States. Said a gentleman who has the benefit of themother-in-law
the human organism, commecing with its foundafamily, and the swiftness with
studied this problem closely: ‘Undoubtedly which he was obliged to work overstrained bis tion, correcting diseased action and restoring vital
powers creating a healthy formation and purificathe United States must soon lead in makmental organization.
tion nf the blood, driving out disease, and leaving
Nature to perform its allotted task.
Vkoktink is
ing iron and steel for the world.’ I am
General Debility.
sold by druggists.
Im42sp
told that tiie cost of iron ships at Belfast
North Haven, Knox Go.. Me., I
end on the Clyde, has increased nearly
June 12, 1871.
)
BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.
titty per cent, in live years. That change Mr. James I. Follows, Chemist. Sr. John. N.B.
Dear Sir: Having used your chemical prewill incite to ship-buiiding on the Hudsjn
l lu- splendd llair Dye is the beat in the world.
paration of Hypopho-phites, which was re- fin'only Truei and Perfect Dye. Harmless, Reliable
and the Delaware. It is not an absolute commended
to me by Mr. Blagdon, Apothecary
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridicudeficiency ot fuel here, that is to be antici- of Rockland, I am truly surprise] with its lous Guts or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill efand washes.
Produces Immedipated. but such an advance in cost as vast wonderful effects, because for several years my fects of abad dyes Bi.auk
ok Natural Brown, and
ately
superb
Ths Island is health has been declining, notwithstanding leave.consumption compels.
tin hair clean, soft and beautiful.
means
which
offered
encourage’possible,
ablaze with furnaces and manufactories; every
ilie genuine signed W. A. Batchelor. Sold by all
ment, was used by me.
Several alarming
their smoke settles down amain.
The symptoms appeared, amongst which were dys- Druggists.
C if AS. BATCHELOR Prop., X. Y.
lyl’Jsp
hour lias come for America not only to pepsia, palpitation of the heart, impoverished
make all ol its own iron and steel, but to blood, and great prostration. Since January,
I began the use of your Syrup, mv health
ship it to Liverpool and Glasgow and Bel- when
has steadily and amazingly improved, >o that it
last.
Ami here and now, circumstances
gives me great pleasure to recommend it to
SCHENCK’S PULMONIC SYRUP,
mvite the return ot the American
llag to others, and in this way to show mv gratitude
SC II ENCK’S SEAWEED TONIC,
the ocean not only in wooden ships, but lor return of health. To all who require a remSCH ENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,
for
[
in iron hulls built ot American ore in edy
debility, would say they will find your Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary
of
what
Compound
Syrup
Ilypophosphitcs
just
Consumption.
American yards.”
f believe it is the best preparaSometimes medicines that will stop a cough will
you say it is.

portly alderman bought a package, ap- husband, Murphy became enraged and
parently a roll of cloth, but which con- shot Murray in his own house and in
tained a hundred bill-posters Grant men the presence of his wife. For this crime torCastoiua is more than a substitute for CasOil. It is the only safe article in existence
got Greeley campaign documents and Murphy was sentenced to suffer death. which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate
via versa.
That even grown-up men He was given two trials and was twice the bowels,cure wiud-colie and produce natural
sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine
may he “pleased with a rattle” was de- respited, but all to no purpose, and he or
alcohol, and is pleasant to take. Children
monstrated by the lively' bidding on every ascended l he scaffold on the day appointed.
need not cry and mothers may rest.
At the conclusion of the
reading of the
package which had the slightest jingle to
warrant by the Sheriff, Murphy was asked
it.
he had anythin r to say.
< )ne
Wanted, a farmer in every town as agent
With the
gentleman by the name of T--r if
for the Collins Solid Steel Plows.
For
kept up a constant bidding, and dozens utmost nonchalance he replied, “I don’t write to Collins & Co., 212 Water streets,terms,
New
ot packages were knocked down to him. know that I have; I have done nothing York.
dm
Suspicious people said he was in the “Ex- that f feel bad about. Although I have
12 Samples i>y mail,50 et.s, retail quick for $10
I do not consider that I have compress King,” and superstitious ones as- killed,
K. L. WOLCOTT, LSI Chatham Sq., N. Y.
I would do it again unserted confidently that he was a clair- mitted a murder.
Iyr20.
der the same circumstances.
I acted in
voyant. One young gentleman of shinGEN. JAMES A. HALL SAYS
defence
of
as
man
would
sister,
abilities
invested
in
a
my
any
ing
big reflector,
I have used Berry’s Vegetable. Bilious Bitters,
That is all.” He then stepped to
and several young bachelors were made do.
and experienced great relief thereby. From
the
of
front
the
and
was allowed
with
and
nurse-bottles.
platform
flatirons,
happy
1 have suffered from Headache, caused
youth
Bidders were shy of old clo’es, tearing the to shake hands with his friends and bid by inactivity of the liver, and never obtained
them farewell.
The
noose was then adanything like permanent relief until I used the
small-pox.
The sale was conducted in a fair and justed and the dread sentence was carried above Medicine, under the direction of Dr. (’all.

Vming tlie killed proved that the packages had not been
Miss itessje Payne, daughter of Mrs.
subjected to any previous examination.
i1
I' ii ir : ile t.’hieago Ladies’ Several of the
packages had heen in the
store room of the Express Co. for two,
ie

of the

Daniel Webster once said, “There is
Emily Faithful on Vassar College.
this e.Arth that can compare
Miss Faithful thus writes to the Victoria nothing upon
with the faithful attachment ol a wife; no
KM an tzine which is just across the water:
creature who, for the object of her love, is
“In the. first place, I was not prepared
so indomitable, so persevering, so ready
:
lie beautiful surroundings otthe Alma
That is so, Daniel.
to sutler and die.”
fur women, which is situated on the
wanks of the magnificent Hudson, with
t lie ('atskill Mountains
stretelling along on
the north, and the Fishkills on the south.
It was a origin. Inn bitterly cold morning
“I
this ever to-be-remembered
severe
American winter, the lee King had set his
; m’:i1 on land and water, the snow
lay deep
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it ice cream, my readers will understand
the scale ot the commissary department.
1 had an
I
interesting conversation
with Miss Mitchell and Dr. Avery respectIf A
(\e be.-11 the >ain *. beloved.
ing the health ot the girN. While freely
! confessing that American women cannot
Ii
! been iiiM Jo die—
An
In
o\e had worn your name.
‘■'impure with English women in the matM
b-ar.
rcliaii" than I :
ter
>t health, they traced the evil to its
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undoubted source—the terrible severity
'■V a d v .m; more
e.'taut be?
\ .•! a
:11»
bitter tea! '.
| and extremes of climate, the mode of
\o l
l:_ III
"Oil ; for Hie;
: heating houses, and the widespread disin: vlii.ation to
physical exercise ot all kinds,
rite girls here, who study the hardest
Guild's Signal.
“•
the healthiest,’was the testimony ot
1? V I 11'
11 \ 1; I K.
these ladies, and I really think that
in -pite of being nearly frozen to death in
<
! «;
who \\\i> killed at tinwinter, and roasted alive in summer, it
1 i i-a-Ur, was aeuiistoined,
our
American cousins would out take
.in1
nvii !n*n-eat night, to blow
w ifi
A 1 habitual wholesome out-door exercise, consent to
-i
e
ktuw :i!i«! understood it.
use
in their rooms
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The
Louisville Ledger says : Shortly after the
I mail train over the Louisville and Naslij v:;e’ Kailroad had left Gallatin yesterday,
coining north, the mail (dorks in the postal
'■ar. Messrs. Forsythe and Glasseoek,
proceeded to distribute the Florida mails,
i which they had received at Nashville,
j Viter several bags ot letters had been disI ooseil of Mr. Forsythe gathered on to a
I large leather bag. tilled with printed matter, as was supposed, and, after unlocki mg, turned the sack upside down to empty
the matter upon a large hoard arranged
! to- the purpose, when, to his surprise and
horror, two live alligators were spilled
j out.
and in an instant they leaped from
I
the board to the ear floor and ran beneath
a
! 1 ol loose paper and
empty bags,
rhe frightened clerk slnnted
“alligators”
o
his mipaioii, Mr. Glasscock, and in few
j: to
-econds they had vacated the mail room
I"1' tile purpose of
procuring help 10 kill
toe monsters. Glasscock
finally re-etitered
the m:,:i room, and slowly but eautiouslv
proceeded to remove the loose paper,
w1 u n he discovered a
slick-]coking sp ittedtail. resembling very much the tail of a
snake.
At this sight he really declared
the thing to be a snake, and.
seizing a*
poker near by. he dealt it a blow and cut
tlie Mil oil.
This caused the alligator, as
n proved to be. to leave its
hiding place
and run out. when Glasscock killed it.
Th other reptile was captured alive and
am' brought to the
city. Examination
reveaieil Fm laet na! somebody in Florida
Lad sent these curious pels through the
mail m a paper box to somebody in
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Mr. Forsythe, who had been
Michigan
sick for some time, was
completely unnerve.I
i the sight, and lor a lew moments w is as white as cotton.
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the Baltimore
American, writing of the late annual ball
at Annapolis, says:
By and by some of
these boys will ripen into heroes, p is
me
ma;
years since there was a voting
id
vim danced at these balls with enthusiastic delighi. Vow. there is a memo-

which

,-r:uiic a tear;
each drop will
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can

table! in the chapel across the wav.
which will hand down the story ol his

dim

"d

r

the dead !

heroism

k

unborn generations. The vessel m which he was officer was wrecked
Treasure Trove.
near one of the islands of the Pacific, and
He volunteered
'a Mr. Williams, j stranded "ti a rocky reel.
!
to
two seamen in a small row boat
;1 lie vicinity
j andtake
reach another ship of the squadron,
1 i
i\
v<aI wretched- |

>

w<*r-lM g,me appear- which was supposed to he lying m port
vi< ge indicated much ! two thousand mihs distant from there.
He made the journey, but was drowned
•Ii lapidated unlortunate.
One of
itfaried Mr.Williams's in the surl while trying to land.
i he
liiors told the story ot the wreck, and
i:; t--mie -ign of distress,
the perilous voyage of two thousand miles
.n
ui his condition, was
at y ntleiuan in
various in a a open boat. A ship was despatched
the Knickerbocker to bring oil the shipwrecked crew whom
a
hr \\ i- well treated the young officer had given his life to
:ii:d- 1<» enable him to save. That officer was John G. Talbott, a
Ill- u as then;,!, old story lieutenant in the United States navy, a
• it:x1 ot
;tv ike N* w Vork.
g:
lleyl' '.unity K\ and a nephew
■> a
an 1 ingiish
After the
nrpen- ot the Hon. A G. Talbott.
!«
A i11 I :t ! > 1,flier wreck 11 ! leeaiiie lua’cssarv tor some officer
:in- -v —el having been to seek relief.
Lieutenant Talbott, the
i Sandy Hook,
.:.j:
youngest, volunteered to command the
enpanions while <m- mat. So hazardous and uncertain did he
the shore in one of the consider the expedition, lie left his papers
:ia• i br, n
injudiciously and articles ot value with the officers on
Alter hardship untold, he
\v«
upset by a break- the island.
In- niau's name, barely readied port only to meet death- -aye,
His was heroand. being without death in the sight of land.
On the tablet in this singular
id. was compelled ism indeed.
“Greater love hath no man than
Mi. Williains'scharity. text :
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HEX BY CAREl

j

BAIRD,

^"MACHINE—
CC

Id.n

—
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CO

&

-1«>. 1

M"OPEl

Detroit,

Mich.

4*

o'clock.

GRIFFITHS,
A

Reisinger Sash Lock and Support to

FASTEN

WINDOWS!

YOUR

No spring to break, no cutting ot sash; cheap, durable, very easily applied; holds sash at anv place desired, and a sell-fastener when the sash is down.
Send stamp for circular.
Circular and six copperbronzed locks sent to any address in the U. S., post
paid, on receipt of 50 cts. Liberal inducements to
the trade. Agents wanted.
Address REISINGER
Sash Lo<k C<>., No.418Markct. St., Harrisburg, Pa.
--—Vr Tr'i«l—r 1H-—»TV-iP—

W. H.
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this, that a man may lay down his life for
his friends.”

('liieago, and

tt.D

Belfast

he

liian-

speculative

Not St ii a Sim.y Goost: Ai’tkk All.
We heard ol an amusing incident which
occurred in the Second Ward of this city,
which we think worthy of relating.
A
family residing at the corner of Townsend
and Gatawba streets, like the rest of their
neighbors, are in the habit of keeping a
number ot domestic fowls, and a small
lloek ot geese included.
Some few weeks
since the geese were missing, and all efforts to find them proved fruitless.
But
one day this week the gander of the lloek
returned to the front gate of the premises
of its owner, and immediately set up a
loud scream, and would not be. quieted
nor come into the
yard. Finally the owner
came out and followed it for a number of
block- unit! it entered a yard, at the rear
ol which was an old barn.
On opening it
Ihe balance of the flock were lound, and
were taken possession of
by the owner.
It appears that the gander had made its
escape through a hole in the floor of the
barn, and then started for home to give
the alarm.
[Syracuse Standard.

:giiig in real estate in that

and in a few years
!r sum ot money.
1
;
11spent \ he speculated
a:; ! in a short time was
i lionaire into a
-pel ate over his
••
alt iie e< mmieneement
i>ra\ ri \ at Fort Donid.
i‘: an- >ga. rose to the rank
(
«»!:•
T he Tenth Illinois
•a
iatterwards transferred
1 > M i. !iin*ni. Two weeks
!• or.nding hi- presence in
e
ii Mr. Williams, and
a: y-ni <■ a ;:i
at present enga ed
lie;b"* i,-idenee on Staten
! <
done! linker to take a
how the work was prodown
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goods<errtt.ercdaround.
>•!o11e 1 V-> astonisliment lie
ot

Mm

iar Jrieiid in the shape
The following keen thrust from the
w e
i
gaye him a /.est tor furPortland Daily Press, shows that our men
ion alter he discovered
and brethren ol the radical persuasion are
a
M'li'-r t,.o]s, which lie lveoggetting a deal mixed on the beverage
ag to the tool chest 1 le
question
i< h -«-\ cut eon
years I teiii! i.u'l mm. me lji aiiu
image 01 uoou
ll'
lound the chest, and hayshould pass resolutions deTemplars
Ii:lie* lot, ordered them to
mi.
nouncing the eider legislation, so called,
-e i'
Mr W i, tm>*s residence.
On of last
year is natural and consistent, but
Uit? arm tl «*| the articles he opened a tlie fact that the
gentleman who introduced
he-i by taking out a.screw,
drawer ie
the resolution and most persistently adand ioiiii i
-i\iv-!i\f pieces ot money vocated it in the recent
meeting was the
like old copper coins. Inu same one
which
co d
who, as a member of the comw.-rr ia r, alitv
Several
gold sovereigns.
mittee of the State Temperance Convcnpapers in !;.-■■ drawer were reduced to"a !i"ii to present its views before the
Legisand
«»f
a
wile
and
deceased
pu
pictur*-| latino, asked that body to take the very
i entirely obliterated.
ei..
The money action on the
that
it
is
did,
question
passu a- taken to Me--rs. Ball
iNr Black’s to
ing strange. In view of these facts it aplmve tie* !arni-h removed and Mien exthat
the
Rev.
Mr.
Randall
took
this
pears
changed }.. greenbacks at a broker’s in
round about method to
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Wramf CWift Concert, under the management
of Ex-Governor Thos. E. Bramlette, and authorized

by special act of the Legislature, for the benefit of
the Public

Library

of

Kentucky, positively

and

un-

equivocally comes otF in Public Library Hall, at
Louisville, Ky., when 10,000 Gifts,all cash, amounting to $500,000, will be distributed by lot among the
The money to pay all these gifts In
ticket-holders.
full is already in bank and set aside for that purpose,
as the following certificate shows :
Drovers’ Bank, /
Louisville, Ky., April 7, 1873.
{
This is to certify that there is in the FARMERS’
AND DROVERS’ BANK, to the credit of the
Third Grand Gift Concert for the benelit of the Pub
lie Library ol Ky., FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND
DOLLARS, which has been set apart by the Managers to pay tlie gifts in full, and will be held by the
Bank and paid out for this purpose, and this purpose
It. S. VEECH, Cashier.
only.
Signed.)
Office

Only

of

Farmers’

and

unsold, and they will be
furnished to the first applicants at the following
prices:—Whole tickets, $10; halves, $5; quarters,
$-.50; 11 wholes lor $100; 50 lor $500; 113 for $1,000,
and 575 for $5,000. For tickets and full information,
l HOS. E. BRAMLETTE,
apply to
Louisville, Ky.
or 1TIDS. H. HAYS & CO.,
a

Broadway, New

•*

j

street

(oil oving /i n il'< s/in't i-taken from
\V mington .huirnal:
Nat. Willis,
.i \
was a! the grand soiree
given
by Mr and Mrs. .Joseph Gales, at their
sidet
ii, Washington
to
the
lion,
city,
•lohn
Campbell, then just returned as
Hi'- inir,,'!.-i to Mexico (now a prominent
eit.zen ..t New Orleans).
Mr. Campbell
« a
eti
n
the distinguished guest of
the evening, and received from Mrs. Gales
Rut that lady obvery great attention.
served that her nieee. Miss Seaton, was
I
the
'In

even

more

hersei:

was

attentive to Willis than she
to Mr. Campbell, and feared

thought imprudent in one so
young, and wrote on a slip of paper her
• ears,
requesting her nieee not to be so
particular in her attentions to the poet.
This -bp of paper was seen by Mr. Willis,
who asked leave to reply to it, which he
i'

might

did

as

be

follows:

•'Whv. my dear mint, would you me trammel?
You strain at a Nat and swallow a Campbell.’’

denounce
very
himsell. At any rale, the gentleman apto
have
pears
seriously compromised his

consistency.
The California lisli commissioners, with
the object of improving the lisli stock of
that State, have undertaken the project of
transporting alive across the continent a
carload of the best varieties of Atlantic
coast lisli not found in California.
The
car will be sent east by the Central Pacific
railroad to the Cold Spring trout ponds in
Charlestown, where the car will be thoroughly fitted up previous to its departure,
so as to form as
complete an aquarium as
tlie circumstances will permit. The car
will probably leave Charlestown for its
western journey the latter part of May,
and is expected to carry eight or ten different varieties of live fish, witli nearly
2,000 gallons of water. The undertaking,
which will he on the largest scale yet
attempted in this line, is in charge of Mr.
Livingstone Stone, deputy commissioner
of tlie United States for the Pacific Coast.

(tO A
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per day ! Agents wanted ! All
classes ol working people, of
either sex, young or old, make more money at work
for us in their spare moments, or all the time, than
at anything else.
Particulars free.
Address G.
STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine.

A RARE CHANCE !
We will pay all Agents $4i> per week in cash who
will engage with us at once. Everything furnished
and expenses paid. Address
A. COULTER & CO., Charlotte, Mich.

SPRING

Sold by all Oealftrs in Medicine

IS

NO

HIMBIG.

By sending 35 cts., with age, height, color of eyes
and hair, you will receive a correct picture ol your
tuture husband or wile, with name and date ol marriage. W. FOX, P. O. Drawer 24, Fultonville, N. Y.
DOME,
Moustache and Whiskers in
HOW
GREAT SECRET and lOOothers.
VIM

Cardiology, Ventriloquism,

or

all

the Necret On
42 days.
This

Gamblers'Tricks,

in the ORIGINAL
Mailed lor 25 cents.

“BOOK OE WONDERS.”
Address D. C. CUTLER, Carthage,

Illinois.

GETTYSBURG

Katalysine

Water!

Is the nearest approach to a specific ever discovered
for Dyspepsia, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout,Gravel,
Diabetes, Kidney and Urinary Diseases generally. It
restores muscular powTer to the Paralytic. It cures
Liver Complaint, Chronic Diarrhoea, Piles, Constipation, Asthma, Catarrh and Bronchitis, Diseases
of the Skin, General Debility and Nervons Prostration from Mental and Physical Excesses.
It is the
Greatest Antidote ever discovered for Excessive
Eating or Drinking. It corrects the stomach, promotes Digestion, and Relieves the Head almost
immediately. No houshold should be without it.
For sale by all Druggists.
•®“For a history ot the Springs, for medical reports of the power of the water over disease, for
marvellous cures, and for testimonials from distinguished men, send for pamphlets. WHITNEY
BROS., General Agents, 227 South Front Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Gettysburg Spring Co.
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at lo o'clock, contnn-nctug Thursday March mth
For Kockland, t'astim-, Deer 1 !« >-'dgcvMcK
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West Harbor, Mt. Desert
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J. W. PERKINS & CO., l
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by Druggists and Grocers generally.
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Ills nasal organs.
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will

convince

merit*

The subscriber offers lor sale the
well known Cook farm, so called,
Jackson. .Said farm contains 120 acres of excelant laud, sisuated at Jackson Centre, and is divided
into highly cultivated fields, pasturing and thick
wood lands.
It is 4 miles from Brooks station, and
loo rods from P. O., and the same from a
good
meeting every Sunday, and the same lrom Town
It it abundantly supplied with water from
House.
2 wells and numerous
springs ; the house is a story
and hall with ell, finished throughout,
together
with a carriage house, cattle shed, barn 12 by 53
feet, wood house, Blacksmith shop, dung cellar,
sheep house, a large orchard mostly grafted fruit.
Apply to the subscriber on the place,
EDWARD W. ROBERTS.
Jackson, Dec.3d 1*72.—tf23
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and then

APPLE TREES.
t» YEARS OLD, of grafted fruit.
Farmers why will you buy Western

'-’e -:
ft.,
60 Park Mace. N.-w \ork.
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1 REMEDY 1

cure

as hopeless ani> is
KOK Sciatica.
try

u

o.ni.v

cki:'I \i\

j

ruption*.. limp!. ., i'.iotchc -ami ill in pur it ios
I o! tin- blood, bursting tlnuugli ;lu skin or otherwise,
! eured nadilc l>y following the directions on the
bottle.

lyr.'loeow

lor

j
j

§

g-

P'

nietifs 11
most sc«

l*Hlik«av. 'Ladder ami l rinary derange
ha- no e.pial, one bottle will convince the

piieal.
99 onus, expelled

least

most

difficulty;

obstinate

tl.e s) deni without the
tew bottles are sufficient for the

a

from

case.

I*»U**: one bottle lias cured the most difficult
case win n all other remedies taih d.

Co.,
I

\onoiik IBi <5i« ii I (««*•*. Neuralgia Headache,
.S.C., eased immediately.
■9Ii«*(■ inkttiwin Swelieil .Joints, and ail Scrolular AtUictio i- removed or greatly relieved b; this
invaluable medicine.

llroiirliitiH, Catarrh,

<

1ST

E

W

or

LlKlWEffTj

!9io One can n main long unwell (unless affiict ed
with an incurable disease,) atter taking a lew bottles
ot the Quaker Hitters.

30 Tears of trial li:»u proved to be
and paiu iiubdt-

AirE wish

to inform the public that we have
put
in one ot HARRISON’S CELEBRATED
MILLS for Grinding aud Cracking Corn,
Grinding Rye. Oats &c.
This Mill i.« on Washington St., just above ,1. S.
Davis’ Black'niith Shop.
We respectfully solicit a portion of the
Milling
business.
Having purchased the wood-working machinery
belonging t«> Messrs. I4 ield & Mathews, we are pro
pared to do all kiuds of Irr«*g-ular TloikUling,
Me roll anil Straight NuHing,
Turning-,
Ac., heretofore doue by them.
tf3i
ILL AMD HIE UI) kfi*

CORN

tug

Sold

Vi orld.

It is recommended with unbounded
.uranc-1
In all cases of Cuts. Bruises. Burns. Spr i:us. liii 1tutmatisui. Hard Sw.-llm •, Bit. s. t litlblains.
ness of the Joints, 1 r<>/eu lYel. Bars.
among all persons, ntid
Sprains, Bounders,

Riug-boue.Poll-ovil,fScratv-itcs,\VitHl-g;iilH. iloof-ttlo,
Spavins, Spring-halt. Saddle, cellar to d II u mesa
Galls; also diseases of the Bye and Bar in
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liriiggists and Dealers in Medicines.

SOLD AT WHOI.LSALL 15 ^
99.
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NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT
A

flEA?T

Penny

Saved is

a

Penny Famed.

made on or betoi< tli. i-t 01 aii\
month, will be placed upon inter, -i ,.v
mo'th, .except Ma_v and Noxendnr .ml mtei
.1 l‘>
computed upon the •nine in .1111
.mini.
Deposits received dailv at M. Hankine K.u.i,
from *i to It; A. M
t • t I* M
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>aiurdav.. |r>l|,
to rj A. At.
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K
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Belfast July Id, Iv

DEPOSITS

HOWARD MANF. CO.

>■

.,

FIFTY PER CENT. RAVED!

<
ao

No power Is so costly as that ot human muscle
and fifty per cent, ol the power required to run a
Sewing-Machine may be saved by using the

<x

draws customers.

“LIGHT RUNNING”

waive

wmuu

Advertising

is like the celebrated

“DOMESTIC.”

SHUTTLE Sewing-Machine. It, therefore,WEAKS
LESS than any any other, and combines, with its
remarkable simplicity ami ease of
running, great
quietness of operation with a wonderful range of
work. We are also Agents for the improved Singer
Machine. We sell on very liberal terms. Don’t
fail to call and examine.

stone; it draws

dead

a

to
j
a

Belfast Dec. 13.—tf24

CLEANING-.

As the house cleaning season is at
hand, the subscriber gives notce that lie has reduced the price of
soap to $2.50 per barrel.
Warranted to be first
quality. Orders addressed through the Post-office
will receive immediate attention.
.1. L. WOOD.
South Belfast, April 2, 1873.~8w39*

swim up stream as
people from buying of

liberal

advertiser. This is

experience
has tried it.
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LICAN JOURNAL.
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T'UEs CLAIMED
INIMI NTS
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have tho experience o ... >r thirty years
of trial, with tin* most sub-tautial r> suits, and 1»\
a multitude of witnesses.
If tho Liniment is not ns recommended, tho
we

Mnncv will lie MhiiiM.
W

Po not be imposed upon 1>> using any oth
Liniment claiming tho same properties or re: u.
Be sure and
They are a cheat an.l a fraud
nothing but

Mexican
4^ WOLD
Stores at

BT

Mustang
ALL

25c., 50c.
Notice Sue

PRUaOISTS

Liniment,
AND

COHN

..

and $1 per Bott.l
nr

Bottle, Style,

UK Cl ).

\«\

LYON MFG. CO

WHEN YOU

GRAVES

use I

wii.i. ciatK

jJGF* Remember, tliis Liniment did not
spring up in a dny or :» year, producing
THE MOST AUSURI> AND V
BY NKW-BOUN AN'D Mi

Hl<; (

DR

EXTERNAL WOUNDS.

man

keep

POTE & QUIMBY.

WILL ALSO
Cure Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout, Lamo Bark.
Salt-rheum, Bnisouous Bites. Bxterual Bono and
Muscle Affections, Sore Nipples, Ac., und may bo
justly termed the panacea for ail

magnetic

overybody and
IT MAKES
THE
his wife right up to the point.
LOCK STITCH
You might as well try to make
With the least and most simple machinery of any

HOUSE

HU IU N I'A lt..\ i

much relieved.

Tli«* Ag«‘«l li ml in flu- Quake. Hitlers just tinart ii*I** they stand in need .d in heir declining years.
It .juiekens the blood and chens line mind, and
paves tin. passage dow n the plane inclined.

.—-—~-*--L£li

th« beat Healing
After
Liniment in tho

<

■’

>

convulsions, and Hys-

iSnIiou*, Lemittant ami 1 nterinittant l-Yvers, so
pr» valent in many parts ot our country completely
eradicated by the use ot the Quaker Hitters.

'

*

EDDY,

H.

I'niialo Bfittii-iiltieM. so prevalent among
American ladies, yield readily to this invaluable
medicine, the Quaker Hitters

JOHN, BOSTON.

GRIST MILL!

w
>

J/5

Spirits, and Sinking Sensation

a! oner.

9b

Colony Iron Co.’s Shovels.
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Send stamp tor •'HmLskium.h
Boston, Mass.
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.MEDICAL:

EBitticii11 Itreuliiiog, Pain in the Lungs, Sul.
amt Chest almost invariably cured by taking a :e.\
bottles ot the Quaker Hitters'.
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Mis- ill com p irison to being sentenced to a lit',
time m| mis.tv, and every young ..r middle-aged
man or worn..11 1- -ur. to receive the abo\.
sentence
who doe- not pro tit tiv the warnings contained in
!hr ne a
ei.t itled
I., etures on Spermatorrhoea
■>r
Seminal Weakm
Impotence, Onanism, MasMl Abuse and til di.-< use.- of the .Sexurl.Mioii, •'!
It i- the only work published by reliaual "Tanble medical mlliority on tin-above diseases, which
\vi! -avc Imai :i premature geu.e thousands of our
It contain- information
voung nun in.l women.
’v11 icli
very man or woman, married or -ingle,
-ln'ii!tl kn..v\.
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AM I', Kit'AN AM) I

25 CENTS EACH.
information apply to the umlerstgneii,
C. It. MERRILL.

Leeds, Robinson

-«■■■■

~

Fancy Store*.

i

Winterport Village.

DOMESTIC NECESSITY!

2.

~

(’apt. Burge--

PRICE,

For lurtlior
at

ktll.lll.

(

running h*
jsQlyj*is
between Beit:.-:

not

^fruit trees, of which you know
nothing, when you can lor halt
the price purchase trees raised in
your own Stale,
which necessarily must be adapted to the soil and
climate, and naturally must, if properly transplanted, thrive and bring forth fruit.

goods,
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New Market Cm Produce

HANGED!
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fill ‘then, will yon look like the follow*
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Drives away
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rladed check with

Let any one suffering from tills nasty
anti foul disease look at the ahove
pie-
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Pure Bloomin*

DEALERS IN
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1

Farm for Sale

tf'JO

u>

it

Will lea>
Railroad 'N hart. R.»rt; .mi. ev ry Moii-i
Wedm sday and Fri
('clock
ig at
W
ichin
ednesda
meneing
at Rockland,('auiden,Lincoln* lie,Bella.-t, >ear»p*
.-ml
Point.
Buck-port, Wmterport
Sandy
tlampd*
Returning will lea* Bangor every Monday* V'
•>'- loek
touch
uesday and Friday mornings :t
at the above named landingirrivuir
P.utl.m
at o o’clock, P. M.
u-u’ars
For turthi
par:
in-pm
ot Boss Sc Sturdivant 17.** .-'aim m-i.-l! Street, >m
« V BPS S
n. Ag. nt
PRIM v AN I
CY HI'S RATI KKSON, \ e d f • ? Belfast
Portland April
!v

Balm

!

The Subscribe! offers for sale the
Elliot Farm, so called, situated on
road
from Frankfort Vilhig. to North
stage
Searsport, about thr». miles from the former place.
1 hi- Farm con .tins 1 **;5 acres ot laud, cut last
year
2.» tons ot hay; has an excellent
orchard, raised last
sea-on \'oe bushels ot grafted truit of nice
qualitv
has :ft acres of young hard wood growth : has excellent pasture, is well fenced, has a nnadow
bearing a
good quality of grass, and with little oxj ease can be
much improved; good buildings, an excellent well
01 water. Price $2.2. o. Pos-ession can be
given
immediately. For further particulars inquire of the
subscriber at West Winterport.
B. PLUMMER.
M. Winterport, April 17th, 1*72,.—tfc

MRS. E. R. JOHNSON & CO,
No. 3 Hayford Block,
Chiircii SI.

®
w

Ac-

BAWGrOR

the old

We take this opportunity to thank our friends,
who by tneir generous patronage assured our success
during tin past year, and promise that no effort
shall be spared to secure their continued approval.

tr- £

\

-T O-

■

Patterns Cut to Order.

A

,4

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK

Farm for Sale.

MISS DAGGETT, the popular Milliner, will continue in charge of this department.
In the Dress Making Department Miss d ACKSON
is nady with new Spring Styles for Dresses, Sa ks,
and Capes.

DOMESTIC

Ku**
Genera

iNsii) i:

-a®.

The -ubscriber offers for sale Ins
taini. situated in Prospect, one mil.- and a halt
we-t from the village
Consisting ot o^e hundred
and sixty acres ot land, with buildings, well wooded and watered, with good orchard of grafted truit.
For p u iculars nquire on t lie premises.
ISAAC T. .SMI i if.
Prospect, Feb. 4, 1*73.—35tf

SACK TRIMMINGS,

A

damariscotta, me.

is !

Farm for Sale.

BONNETS,

QUIET DOMESTIC

Proprietor,

H AG AN’S

RIDER’S GERMAN SNUFF

flMIE SUBSCRIBER wishing to close out his
business in Belfast, offers his entire stock lor
X
sale, consisting of Stoves, Tin-Ware, Sec.. See., including fools. Shop and Store.
I lie above is well located and presents a good
opunitv lor any one wishing to
carry on he stove
port
business in Belfast.
A. D. FRENCH.
Belfast, April 10, 1*73.
t!40
Persons indebted to the subscriber are requested
to call and settle immediately., A. I>. FRENCH.

uRESS AND

A

;;! p. rmi’

w

For turther particulars impur*cant, 170 i'ominercial St:
r, or
Rl S S n UH|\ AN 1
l>
March
-th,
Portland,

GEORGE S. LERRY,

a

For Sale !

Me.

of other

i.

Machia^port e.ery M
clock, touching at the abu\.- nut

o

■■

of the

GLOVES,

variety

a

CITY OF RICH IVI 0 IN D !

of all kinds, PAPER COLL ARS, 10 cents a box
or 3 boxes for 25 cents, in all -izes and all tlie othe
better grades ol Collars.
till
H. L. LORD.

JOUVIN KIDS,

a

at

T11E FAYOlU l 1

FURNISHING GOODS

.ISr-KAI.

•(

morning
landings.

'Jury

CATARRH,
It

and Mac «iu*uorr, as the
Returning will leave

f.r.pfliLLiPssco.SPoitland'

Vcn? ►<

THIS

\\

I >KK

K \\

WHOLESALE AGENTS

Complaints, Impure

Also trimmings to correspond, which are being
manufactured to order by first-class wounmen at as
low prices as the times will afford.
CL' l TING attended to in all its branches by myself. 1 have also a tine assortment of

York.

—

TR1 I

Bieachery'

good an assortment of WOOLEN|GOODS of
grades, usually found in a

few tickets remain

009

< >N K

_

TWO BUTTON

and

TUESDAY, JULY, 8th, 1873, the Third

1

Wall

v i:

Kidney

j Behold

Pitcher & Son.

iii.

as

Would respectfully announce to the ladies ot
Belfast and vicinity, that theyhavi just
received a line assortment ot

KID

$500,000

JIT. DKSKKT *V Jl.UTIlA'

( apt.

Mrs. L L JOHNSON S: Co.

Sewing IvTaclnne

GIFTS!

by any other Med-

Call and See

MORISOT, Agent,

AND

10.000

-TO-

£&'^)Avusc

SPRING HATS

Ygtuitv Uanteil. Send for Circular. Address:
‘•DOMESTIC” SEWING MACA1NE CO., N. Y.

; FIRST TRIP OF THE SEASON

of the Blood

It you want your old style H ATS w
W^*3or BONNETS made as good as new,
pass them right along to the
sign ot the STRAW WORKS, East Side of
the River.
<t*y“N. B. Hats left at the Milliner’s Stores in
this city, taken trom and returned without extra
3m41
S. A. BLACK.
charge.

(Up Stairs) Over Carle & Morison’s Hardware Store*

*1" iTW

Is the BEST IN THE WORLD-

I*. JOIHMOY

apt.

r week. 1. iving Belfast e>
Will make two trips
Monday and 1 nur&day, it J o'clock, 1’. M
Boston <v«r\ 1 ue-d a. a
Returning, will has
(JKO, tl. WKLLS, Agrn:
Friday, at 5, P, M.
Belfast, Apr. 17, 1>7

|

lwl;

FOR SALE BY

x

••

’•

i_

1

Eteuing until

wry

1

a

oil

KINDS.

Hat and Bonnet

f»0 Main Street.

USE the

not excelled

are

Gr A R M K N T S

IVARRlYTEn

■Boston.

Extract

OF

Impurities

Soie

tf35

(.M all kinds CL T AND MADE TO ORDER.
Particular attention paid to the making of GENTS’
SHIRTS AND LADIES’ UNDER GARMENT*.
STAMPING lor BRAIDING and EMBROIDERS
Done.
Agcnrv Ior BUT Tl.UlCK s PAPER PA 11 URNS
OF GARMENTS. A large assortment of Spring
Styles just received.
CARTER’S PERFECTED HUMMERS.
The
Best Dress Goods and Flannel Hemmer in tl:e market.
TRY IT, PRICE $1.00.
Attention is called to LITTLE’S NEEDLE
SHARPENER, 1*01.1 s11 ER and CASE combined,
Tor sharpening and polishing all kinds ot needles,
and to the (’RESENT BUTTON-HoLK CUTTER,
cutting any si/.e button hole. Examine them.
The best tjuality ol ( otton, Silk, Oil, Needles and
attachments for all kinds of Sewing Machines kept
constantly on hand.

BELTING

WELCH

II

prices.

sent,

&
MACHINERY.
49” LIBERAL DISCOUNTS..**
49*Price Lists and Circulars free.

FILES,

and for all

C-O-A-L-!
OF ALL

EDGE STITCHING,
DONE AT SHORT NOTICE by a nice operator on
tin Florence Sewing Machines, at most reasonable

WELCH
&
GRIFFITHS,
Manufacturers ol Saws.
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
EVERY * IW

T

iii’ii

^ ''• -11 1 rei.iont Street. Bouton.
flnv. A*!* \\ autt'il i*i --rvivlitTi-.

[Kstiiblishetl 1

j

MING,
FKLLING,
CORDING,
BRAIDING,
TICKING,
RIFFLING,
AOl.un ING,

NikuTk

i,

1

I KM

tor

,N.l

I’HK

NO

PREPARED BY
linn! JlEt ^|)i'ingfii>lil,

H. A .1.
•Sold

We the undersigned having made large contracts
with Boston Parlies for manufacturing Clothing,
ready to supply our old hands with work.
An unlimited number ot good vest maker* will be
wanted after the first, of January.
They can be
supplied with work from our store at Belfast or
Monroe.
FIFTY GOOD YESI MAKERS will be
wanted to work in our Shop, beginning on or about
the first of January.
Wc nave a tine assortment of Dry Goods, Boots
and Shoes which we other at low prices.
POTE & QUIMBY.
Belfast, Dec. 13—1124

•“•Ill"

CENTS

<ld re-.s

SI

Blood, Obstructions of the Liver, Nervousness, Skin Diseases, &c., &o.

vf^^HHHkuew.beautitul,durable

L»ni KASY TF.RMS.
Machine Stitching of all
Linds, such as

sixty cents per
dozen. Needles warrant! d and
exchanged if not satisfactory.
A

'i

i:

:.

It has a lir* ct action on the Liver, invigorating it?
powers ol secretion, aiding the dig«\-ti\«• organs m.
acting as an alterative ami tonic, I'nited with Dan
delion in this compound are Yellow Dock, Sar-apu
villa, Wild Cherry Bark, Butternut, Hops ami ot o
valuable remedies whose properties are held in liigl
esteem in cases of

Call at DR. STODDARD’S Office,
HaVFoui) Block, and examine the
and non-poison
^CCXXJJouH base for artificial teeth, called TH E
CEE1.L’1.011) BASE.
3w40eow*

THE FLORENCE & HOWE

SEWING MACHINE
OPERATORS.

MAaj

ziness, Headache, Indigestion,Faintness and Sinking at the Stomach,
Eruptions on the Face and Neck,

icine.

Dyspepsia,

ofJMinu Destroyed.

■

postpaid,

;.l

Fluid

Compound

CITIZEN.

are now

notices
“A very valuable book, and no one intending to
pain* should fail to read it. [X. Y. Tribune.
We did not know’ so much could be said on the
subject ot painting a house until we read this excellent book of Mr. Baird's.”
N. V. Herald.
A want long felt at last
supplied.” [Scientilic
Am.
“Not only a necessity to the painrer. hut valuable
to e-.ery occupant of a dwelling.
[X. Y. World.
“Buy 25 copies of this book and distribute them
it they will heed the advice
among your friends,
therein, you could make no more valuable present.”
[Chicago frill.
In publishing this book Mr. Baird has done a
real service to tin community. [Toledo Blade.
W« hop- the publisher will sell
100,000 copies ol
this book during 7:1. [Boston Advertiser.
W. have just painted our house as advised
by the
author, and congratulate ourselves that no dwelling
in our neighborhood excels ours in appearance,
! HarperS Weekly.
•■In selling a sample copy lor 10 cents, Mr. Baird
mint feel certain an order for 25 bound in cloth will
follow.” [Frank Leslie.
“We know the town and country paints therein
recommended, andean vouch tor their value and the
•xcellence ot ttie “Harrison” brand of white lead.-’
IMiila. Ledger.

Needles forum machine

Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Liver Com
j plaint, Loss of Appetite, Foulness
of the Stomach, Costiveness, Diz-

Ntreutidieniiig, ISlooil*
('l^aiitiii; llevcruge.
I

(

|

Uclicioun.

IS MADK IN A SllOKI

and Kuameled Ware, Sheet Lead, Lead Pipe
and Sheet Zinc. Plumbing, Gas Fitting
and Fixtures, Pumps, Ac., &c. Job
Work, Repairing, Ac., &c.
<*o. 50 Church «t..
funSfl
Xiv

BROTHER, 370 Broadway, New Vork.

$500,000 Worth

Po»t*Ofliio. Philadelphia.
Sec the following valuable extracts from press

10

A

IX

COOK & CAMBOOSE STOVES!
PARLOR,
Furnaces, Ranges, Tin, Brit.tannia, Japanned

GREAT FIRE IN BOSTON.

Box 1024.

ONLY

MAXUFACTUHK.lt AND DEALER

0A MBRID G-E

FOR

Home Made Beer

FFLEKrCPI,

(Opposite Court House.)

COLLINS &

EVERY MAN HIS OWN PAINTER;
Or, Paints—How to Select and Use Them.
A plain treatise, containing sample card with 42

different actually painted shades and tints, with instructions tor exterior and interior House Decoration.
copies, bound in cloth, lor $5. Sample copies,
paper cover, mailed, post paid, to any address, on
receipt of lO c«*ntN, by the Publisher.

13.
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Monday, April M, Steamer

CALL!

MOSES

u n i; at it i: n i: i> v

BURGESS, Proprietor.

*J-Unler9 promptly atttnded to..?#

On anil utter

THE

Gent’s Garments Re-

wear.

done at short notice.
Kid Gloves dyed Black, or Cleansed,every day
Also new goods or heavy cloths dyed and finished ii
the best manner, at VERY LOW PRICES.
Goods sent
everv
MONDAY.
Agency al
H. V, WEI.LI’ Millintry and V anev Good:
Store, No. 17 Main Street, Belfast Me.—Iyl2*

Job Printing Office
No. 10 Main St„ (Up Stairs.) Belfast, Me.

BARITONES,

A brief and comprehensive view of the Government
of the United States and ol the State Governments,
by ,J. B. Shurtled’. Third Revised Edition by Du\ id
N. ( amp.
This volume commends itself on account of its
comprehensiveness while it treats each topic briefly
and clearly; the value ot such instruction can scarcely be overestimated. It gives a sketch of the history
and condition ot the Colonies, the occasion of the
Declaration of Independence, and of the adoption
of the Constitution; examines
carefully the powers,
legislative, executive and judicial, belonging to the
government; describes the various departing nts with
their functions, the relation ol the States to each
other and to the general government; the qualifications, duties and powers ol ollicers, home and foreign. ill Short, we have in a small, well-arranged
volume, all that is essential in order to understand
the nature and working of our republican institutions.
While important lor the citizen, it is well
adapted for the higher classes in schools, and is used
the
New
York Board of Education and elsewhere.
by
Copies mailed on receipt of 7f» cents, by the pub4w43
lishers,

Vry^>’^
S'* C'C-i.'Or

ONLY

pressed ready for

pairing

ADVERTISER

The Governmental Instructor,

\astonishing rupidiu.
\104 onk rs in 1 dav,

(<A-

a

=■.!!!•

Dyed, Brown. Black,

Kecipt* of

from the

Garments, Coats, Pant sand Vests Cleans ,-ti
Blue-Black or Indigo Blue,

Gent’s
and

: as

DR.

DYED OR CLEASSED!

±r*T?—

1- is,
> H., beauti.uKy
k. .1 u se> s t.; \r
»tSS ‘djj? /sight, la novel
.etlvean ,!.e,p
it is
nix-, with
...I."
seoiii.i,".. ...
">II
,u'1
parties •.: > > wish. \ve
x Casket A t'hnijii'.s.
ireid ir of both \
t. ve
\ain
(^"v~
>.me to mokA?
money. Sainp.es ot Casket
be sent post paid for Sl.li".
,1 u'-> a Chroino will
vy/
v
v
tVt
S. n.l lor •-ir new
catalogue. Sent I ree p<.st"j.aid.
p.ice
MAIM'IN 5t CO.V SPRINUKIUI.D, MAS6\t’II|-.SETTS
HON I',

e..mpetiii,i!i.

to

..

f/

ALTOS,

residence:

Caldwells’ Book Corner of Miller & Con
tf
Store, Main St.
gress Sts.

G. W.

Prepared

Dyed,

or

PURCHASE

nearly all varieties

II

SPRING ARRANGEMENT FOR 1813

I
PE K FECT SA I IS FA (Tin N
Ladies’ Dresses, Saeques, Velvet, Ribbons, &c.‘
Cleansed and Pressed without ripping or
Lace Curtains Cleansed ami
taking off trimmings.
done equal to new.
Carpets Cleansed and Coloi
Restored.

give

*.

Chronio—but tiot with a
year f >r. but with the
est novelty of the day,

s,

of

rial

>ll«d
:

A iK-aulil'uI
paper which you ha\e to wait a
Eureka Cbromo Casket t\n* lat /'
and a-'-iits arelliug it'»ith
A.
Onii.ir agents taking

cure.

A BOOK FOR EVERY

Omaha, Neb,

1

jiertnine'
-li

correspondent

'»m43

Frey

CIVEN AWAY.

OFFICE:
Over

Violin & Guitar Strings,
and all Musical Merchandise, is the well
known store
of
). C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 Court St., Boston.

The

WEST!

RaUroad,

open lire-places
(keepmg their present warming apparatus for
j the
benefit of their halls and passages)
I and abstain from the. intemperate use of
iced water, the health of the next generate U would be considerably improved.”

wii.pi tint :m»l r'.ear.

SOU.,

Homestead of Hill Acres!

to a

Blind,

or Ulthat
L»k
Remedy
It is pre-

BASSES
CONTRABASSES, ORCHESTRA CORNETS
ot Brass or German Silver; Piston or
Rotary Valves;
Drums, Cymbals, Flutes,i Piccolos. fifes,
Flaoeoletes, Clarionets, French and
German Aocordeons, Violins and guitars, VIOLONCELLOS,DOUBLE BASSES
Concertinas,Flitinas, Harmonicas, Banjos, Mush
Boxes,

FREE HOMES FOR ALLI Millions of acres of
choice Government Lands open tor entry under the
Homestead Law, near this Great
with
good markets and all the conveniences ol an old
settled country.
passes ro purchasers of Railroad Laud.
Seeitoual Maps, showing the Land, also new edition of Descriptive Pamphlet with new Maps Mailed
Free everywhere.
Address
O. F. DAVIS,
Land Commissioner C. P. U. II.,

'••

i.\v

CORNETS,

THE BEST LOCATIONS TOR COLONIES.

■

w:t-

of

great mining regions of Wyoming, Colorado, U tah
supplied by the farmers in the

■

v

THE PLACE TO

Company

1'HE

of

ease

Piles
Pile

pared expressly to cure
the Piles, and nothing else. Sold by all Druggists.
Price, $1.00,

and Nevadu being
Platte Valley.

x.

Hr.'

IN

any

BOSTON & LOWELL

EMILE BARBIER, Proprietor.
This well known establishment, with its admirable
facilities, is conducted by a tirst-ela>s TRENCH
DYER. Dying and Cleausing dom in a manner m

D.,

Maine.

Belfast,

—FOR——

Awarded First Premium at Alaine State Fair, 1S70

Physician* Surgeon

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Mll.l) AND HEALTHFUL CLIMATE. I KRTILE
AN ABUNDANCE OF GOOD WATER.

■

"'i(i

K

For

Bleeding, Itching

cerated
Bing’s
tails to

acres!

Union Pacific R. R.

t,„

Sanford’s Independent Line!

VEGETABLE

Tfaiite.

Aug'iiNta^

St.,Belfast,

ELMER SMALL, M.

REWARD.

as quickly returned with this
In the Great Platte Valley,
| bright, pleasant looking ‘freshman.'
The steward's department impressed me 3.000. 000 Acres in Central Nebraska
tor sale in tracts of forty acres and upwards on
greatly, and when 1 say that one item for Now
five and ten years’
that day's dinner was two hundred quarts No ADVANCE INTEREST credit at G ter cent.
REQUIRED.

be

cia me

Maps,
^^gether

The cheapest Land in market for sale by the

throng, and

look hack tome, beloved.
-sit ■i «ur hat'p> cohere,

'ii

*•'
v

f

Farms !

Cheap

No. 10 Main

BERRY’S

at Law! DYE HOUSE!

Attorney

stamp. M.

A6EITN WAITED tor our New
Cnarts, Books and Pictures, towith dewing Silk, Linen Thread,
i
Ladies' Caskets and Golden Pens. $100 to $200
ch ared per month bv good, active men or women.
Apply at once (by stamp) to D. L. GUERNSEY,
•‘Pub,*’ Concord, N. H.

Calisaya Bark.

12.000. 000

no man

...

■

l»«.

the porter’s lodge, on
did not find the poet’s

capital required; lull inpackage o goods sent tree by
no

STEAM

JOHNSON,

»

A pleasant Cordial which strengthens and improves
tin Digestion; an excellent preventive of Fevers,
Fever and Ague, &c., and a great Renovator and
I onic for Invalids and debilitated persons. Hegeman & Co., New York. Sole Manufacturers.
Sold
by all Druggists.

enter in on pain of death.'
1 asked the professors, who were
with us. it 1 could see Mrs. Stanton's
I
daughter? '1 guess she is amongst these
1
very students,’ was the answer, and
straightway someone dived into that busy

could iiot live, beloved.
It we were torn apart—
1 n it
arth would have ro more to give
1'" idler 'trii-ken heart;
\
’Ii" hat
that lime ha* wrought!
Y.cjr grave ii:t' held vou long.
And. ?j a leone where you are not.
I >insr the dear oi l *on »!

though!

at
we

E.

G.

employment

structions and valuable
mail.
Address, with six cent return
YOUNG & CO., 10 Cortlandt St*, N. Y.

Tonic

Spring

Cordial Elixir of

‘lasers pin and rir and hemlock
Won' ermine too dear tor an earl,
Ami the poorest twig on the elm tree
Wa- ridged inrti deep with
pearl—'

\oh or nil1

.»

:iu.'

v

n

r>.

•; the dew
(| hold.—

.■

b

1

1

Great

days

'v

h-wi-rs.
;.i 'ii w as.

'■■

i

'V b.
\

i;‘«

:•

'"

A

tll.it Mllgs

J

'.III

.■'(•••■

b;

:

•'it,

HI*- ft

I

■

guaranteed.
home, day or evening;

3clu ^Dtmiiscments.

he; wed.

logs.

"

A'

g.-.w,

'■.."

11

Si& <V*.
WORKING CLASSES
Respectable
at

week

1

■liair,

i-

.,i

..

fad.

refrain

f-jj

a

\

beloved,

;■ !II*-,
lx Old

Any Case
Although given

We do not hesitate

by

the best Physicians.

say it will cure the follow
most of them have been de-

fo

ing symptoms, though

P.-ilNT,

rft\'th/ pur-'

J WHITE LEAD!

of Heart Disease,
up

lie i>i

manufactured

by

BURGESS. FOBES

a

CO.,

•‘ortlaixl. *1,..
™9
ni

clared incurable:

1,1
I.uratnlity and Kim

V,",
llody,UV.<AN; !•;"

n. s*.

Palpitation, Eiilurgenient. Hpaxm*. Ox
wiliratinn or Kony Formation of tlx*

Heart, niieumathm, General H«»l»ilit>
W ater about tlx* Heart. Winking of the
.Spirit*, Pain* i*i tlx* Wide or <'h«**t. Hi/.
/Int»**,w»lu”gi*h Circulation of the lllootl
and floinentary Wtoppage of llte Ictiun
of tlx* Heart.
(.till- agent, on tpplioation, w ill iurnish you with
our circular, giving full deseription of the disease,
and also a uumberoi I est imonials ot cures; and if
lurlher proof from the
parties who
you would like
have given the testimonials, write them and see
what they say.
We have sold many thousand bottles of the II kart
KRchii.a i<»k, and the d.m md i,s still increasing. We
ar<> confident we are doing the public a benefit, and
not trying to impose on t hem a worthless
preparat ion.
llte price of the HEART BEOCI.ATOR is one i»olRar per Bottle, and can be obtained of our
agent
s- A. HOWES & CO..
l)
Druggists, Belfast.

FOR SALE IN II El. FA ST II X

M

P.
SAMUEL

^I

OTKE

W (

)

NVARl) &

< > I > << » (

1V1
1

k

t’O., Propr’a, Boston

!

hereby tfive notice to the citizens of Belfast
that I will he at the store of Oakes Airier Satuniav
until A p. M
alternoons, from
tor the purpose ui
receiving taxes.
DANIEL I. PI \\ It E K .Coi.UKU rou
Belfast, Sept. 24$.—til ii
.,

